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Park City Daily !Jews 
DPECTAL REPORT ON WESTERN IN SCHOOL JOURHAL 
A special report on ,Vestern State College occupies five pages in the 
March issue of Kentucky School Journal, the publication of the Kentuck<J 
Education Association. 
Included in the article are short personality sketches of Western's 
,three president, Kelly Thompson, the late Dr. Paul Garrett, and the late 
Dr. H. R. Cherry, founder of the college. 
The article gives a brief sumnary of the college's history and 
traditions and a description of the changes that are now being made !!,nd 
of what 1.'l"estern has done to adapt to them. 
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Herald Has 
Fine Staff-
·1· c• -bs . I~, l I •.. 
· By JANE MORNINGSTAR 
10 Dedicating this column to Western's Col-' 
'e lege Heights Herald and its competent staff,'. 
e. is like putting shoes,on ·the.-sho_emaker's 
e children. · 
*. - * , ..... -· 1 
The bright and lively time of the week 
f for the Daily News office comes when Cok:'. 
· lege Heights Herald · editor-: Barbara Sharp_;', 
' and her co-workers take over the·desks and 
· dig_- in ·to· make their -layouts;.:c-write head- ,:; 
lines and proof .read the_ stories of the col- i 
lege paper's· two dozen ·or- so staff_WI'iters 
and . repo~ers. . . . . - ... : \1 
· · There is information aplenty -in ; th e <'-i 
weekly editions and jts news scope covers __ ,;• 
· far beyond the borders. of the college cam- .-··'.l 
· pus. · · · · · · · · . I 
. In this week's issue .Western's m.o st ,_i 
significant asset, ihe historic Civil War-fort -~ 
is the subject of- a ·"feature·: article-- of par- _
1 .ticu!ar interest. Written 0 by Gary N. Hunt, t 
the accoun_t boasts the college as the· only .. ::f 
one· in Kentucky-·having a·.civil',War-,fort :..h 
on its campus, . emphasi_zing the. impor- • -
tance· of ,the historic·· heritage. --The: article - 8 
. PDints up the need for .relocation for -pre-, 
servation · from the ··elements· of a ·:bronze 
plaque bearing the· inscription ·of· its· his-
tory, legended by ·Dr. A. M. Stickles; for-
. me:.· head of Western'.s .history department. 
Religious, fraternity and club and or-
ganizational news come in for_ good report-
ing backed up by an editorial p3.ge of worth 
and merit. with a quote from · an address --
by Dr. Kelly Thompson, the ·college's presi-
dent, as a reminder that the unbecoming 
acts of a few- do not represent the fine 
qualities 6£ the many who make_ up some 
. 97 per cent of college people. 
"Hilltopics'' is. the editorial· page co 1-
umn of the paper's editor-in-chief, w h o s e 
writing background ·includes being th e 
daughter of a Jamestown newspaper owner. 
Features on interesting faculty members 
and interesting students ·make· good read-ing. 
Fran Nelson turned up with· a running 
-~ account, with comments, on our own co-
.. worker, Margaret Ann ·Gentry, on the run 
as she turns out the Park· ·City D a i I y 
, -News Woman's page, Both Fran and Mar-
garet Ann are readable writers as is Judy 
Beth Gibsqn, whose interview--with Chang 
Nae Lee, - a Western. freshman from Oki-.-: 
nawa, ar.ouses friendship and sympathy for 
· the student~-who has -come so far.. from 
home for her college education. c .'·Ci 
_ _:--_ .. - Th~re is good sports coverage as it should 
be for a college with the ·reputation West-
ern enjoys -in this field. · .. -,, __ · · --
We would like to mention all the by-line 
writers and :workers by·name and do __ more 
favorable commenting, but we will: leave 
you with congratulations to Western and 
· the . entire staff for an excellent college -
.. paper and to Mrs. Judy Ecker a.nd .Walter 
· p. Ili.9ha,d,s, \ts facu!t.y a!l:v.is.ers •. 
Western .Newspaper To 
Be. Published Weekly 
, . . . ' . ' . I mechanical staff of the Park 
. Western State College s ii°ld"':. City Daily News at the News 
! newspaper, "The Colleged deifto plant, 813 College· SI .. 
I 
Herald " will be expan e ·. din to Robert . G. Coch-
a weekly. publication at th~ o§en- . Acc~ec~r - of public''"relations 
ing of the fall -semester m ep- ranw, t and general manager 
ording . to an an- at es ern . to a tember, . ace da b -Kel- of the paper, the exp~10~ 
nouncement made ~enio/ West- weekly is being made· JD view i{;f 
ly Thompson, presi . the increased enrollment_ of e 
ern.· "' * * . . . . college and the incre_asmg vol-
. d bi-weekly since rune of news to be prmted .. 
·t Pb~~~g"'iI,a 1925, the Herald The new J?Ub!lcatio'hi s~~/;: 
1 ~ be changed from .a 12-page will greatly JDcrease. e . the 
will an 8-page weekly under ness of the news _prJDted JD x-
f;!e~e~ publication schedul~ paper, while providin!i,':~e 1or~ 
The Herald is printed, b~: perience _ m thnews dingo jour-: 
members of e expan ; 
• 
nalism classes at Western. ! 
The publication date is ~o ~e 
changed from Friday mo~rung o: 
Wednesday morning, and m~r~s-. 
ed circulation and be\ter distrit 
ution of the Herald IS pll~~o~' 
Two student teams a e : 
d business· manager· hav~ b~enj 
an d to dir'ect the publicatrnn 
~ffu: weekly. Selected to fill th~ 
positions of editor .are Bde:a.die 
Madison of Rocky Hill an . 
Hocker of Morgantown. 
Named business managers of 
Mary Anne Wood the paper are S -.th of 
of Louisville and John mi 
Greenville. 
• • • 
Madison, senior . mathematics 
and physics. major' 1s Mthed_son ~i 
Mr and Mrs. George a ison_ f 
R • 1 Hill He is a graduate o 
B~i!.svill~ High Sch_ool and ha~ 
a 2,5 academic standing at West 
eri. senior English major. Hock-
er is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Morgan Hocker of Morgantown.1 
He is a graduate of .Butler Cofs 
ty High School and 1S also a . 
student at Western. . . E Ji h 
Miss Wood, a seruor ng s 
• 15" the daughter of Mr. and maJor. Lo · il!e Mrs . Edgar Wood of wsv . 
She" is a graduate of Southern 
, High School in Jefferson County. 
Smith is the son of Mr. ~nd 
Mrs. T. F. Smith o~ Greenville. 
He is a junior English rnaJor at 
Western and a graduate of Green-
ville High School. 
Miss Frances Richards. a mem-
ber of the Western English dfe-
artment ls faculty. advisor or 
liie Heraid and instructor of the 
journalism classes, 
l!:rr'T11mI::Tinrrnnoxrrrn::··Tinrnrmr:1:· · · ,-w•11dlliL,IJDIDlllli Tll!lllli!Hlllllll 
2 THE PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, Bowling Green, Ky. 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 29, 1966 · 
COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD .. editor Joe 
Glowacki checks page proofs with managing 
t 
.-;,.,,1,,1Ji;,ii':m,mwi11 0 (Daily News Photo) 
editor Lee Molyneux, left, and associate 
adviser Mrs. Judy Ecker. 
e 
,.. ,. Herald Begins 
41st Year 
Of Publication 
C 
a 
n 
H 
Western's campus newspaper1 « 
The · College Heights Herald, "' 
rolled off the press this morn- V 
' ing with a 28-page edition-the s, 
· first this vear. s, 
t Joe GloWacki, a senior from si 
Columbia, is editing the publi- . 
• cation as it begins its 41st year. J( 
Herald adviSers are Walter a· 
D. Richards and Mrs. Judy E 
Ecker, instructors in the mass 01 
· media division of the English ir 
' department. · · ru 
' Other key staff members are al 
Tod Porter, city, and Ted Tie- -;; 
mann, Louisville, advertising 
co-managers; Lee Molyneux 
Louisville, managing editor; 
Finley Willis, Caneyville. as-
sociate editor; and David West, 
city, sports editor. 
The weekly newspaper comes 
. out every Thursday morning ex-
cept during university holidays. 
Students in the -mass media 
(journalism) curriculum make 
up the staff. · 
The paper is printed at the 
. Park City Daily News plant 
and distributed free to students. 
11FIVE KS'' 
Orthodox members of India's 
Sikh religion display their faith 
by wearing the "five Ks"-kes, 
, unshorn hair; kachh, knee-
length pants; kara, the iron1 
bracelet; kirpan, · the short 
sword; kangha, a . -comb worn 
under the turban. 
· · ···· 1n□1J1111111nman1111n■lll 
8 ·· THE PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, Bov.1lng Green, Ky. · 
THE HERALD AWARD for outstanding con• 
tributions in journaliSm went to Bill Strode, 
Louisville Courier.Journal photographer, at 
an· awards dinner sponsored by Western Uni-
versity's College H;eights' Herald T_hursday 
(Daily News Photo) 
night. Miss Frances Richards, retired West• 
ern ·iournalism and English instructor and 
first recip~ent of the award, presented the 
. honor to her former student. 
Strode'Receives 
/" ' 
4th Herald.Award 
A Western University work on the· college newspsper 
graduate and former College were David West, Carolyn Korb, 
Heigbts Herald staff membar Gary Hunt, Harold Ford, Mike 
Thursday night· received the McDaniel, Ron L a w r enc e , 
student. newspaper's award for Dennis Jaffee, 'Lee Molyneux, 
o.utstanding contributions Ted ··Tiemann,. Tod Porter, 
in journalism.· Finley Willis and Jerry Drury. 
• • • President Kelly Thompson, 
Bill St r o d e; a staff Dean · of Public Affalrs Robert 
photographer for the Louisville Cochran, and faculty members 
Courier-Journal, accepted the Wslter Richards, Mrs. Judy 
fourth annual · Herald Award Ecker and Robert Adams ale, 
from his former instructor, Miss spoke. , 
Frances Richards, now· retired 
from the faculty. · 
Strode, ·the Nation!ll Press 
P h o t o g raphers Association 
Newspaper Photographer of the 
,Year in 1966, was the guest 
speaker at . the dinuer. He 
discussed bis ,experiences on a 
recent assignment in Vietnam, 
Herald editor Joe Glowacki, ~ 
senior from Columbia, received 
a scholarship given by ·· the 
Western . Kentucey . Pr es s 
Association. He will continue as 
editor next year. ·· < · .. '· . , 
David Porter, Russell Springs,' 
received the first award from 
the journalism, faculty· to the 
outstandinK beginning reporter. 
*' ·* '-*·-·_ ''. ., -, 
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Ot~er students--.. ",honored .for;, 
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• 
rece1ve-s high 
· The College Heights Herald . Columbia native Walter D. "Jody"· · 
Western Kentucky University's official. Richards, Western's director. of-
. student newspaper, has received .the.: publications, is faculty adviser of the 
highest rating presented annually by the .• · paper., : 
· National Newspaper Service; ·a. C9llege·. · The 1967-68 Herald was granted the 
and university rating organization, · A-plus award by NNS, which is given to 
marl.ting the second consecutive y.ear the · . select college and university newspapers 
·paper_has won a major national award .. _:· from . hundreds submitted in 
· College Heights Herald 
Wat.rm Kennu:Q u,.1«mr:, 
We're hack 
Freshman elections set, · 
' A.S. orgmm.ntion begins 
.. "=::::·~~ i::.==;..."1..'t ~:.::.;.:::- .. 
~:~~~~~ 
'Herald' again wins -;;~-!=!,.J'5 ........ ,-~~---.:::i::: .. ~ . 
top national honors  _: •.::· =~:~.7;::_::.:::::--::.:= 
~...::::--.. -=::..=:: ~-:---- ... b~.~,.:'; ,\dY!tt,»f....i. .. 
5 -==~ ==~~·,:•~ ~::;:"~. Girls;·keep your· cool" 
.,__.--~-· 
WSMroboo.t ' 
local riwwl ' 
~--.. ~ 
---------- --~=~~ !~l 
\) ;\I 'i' · 17- f] 
Herald wins awards 
AT LEFT.ISA 
RECENT ISSUE 
of Professor Rich-
ards' award win- · 
ning College 
Heights . Herald. 
. Richards was aid-
ed by . Adair 
Countian Joe. 
Glowacki, Jr., in 
. the production of 
the prize-winner. t 
The College Height's Herald, Western Kentucky 
University's student newspaper, was named the best 
college newspaper in its division during the final day 
of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Associat/on 
Convention Saturday in Henderson. · 
The. Herald won first ·place and the· sweepstakes 
award as the best college newspaper in· KIPA's 
Division A for colleges · and . universities with an 
: enrollment over 5,000. · · 
In addition· to the overall award, Herald writers, 
photographers and advertising stall members won 
eight first place awards, seven second place awards 
and 11 honorable mentions in the competition. 
Those winning first place included: . 
Barry Rose, Bowling Green senior, news story; · 
.· Sharon Wright, Elizabethtown senior, feature story; 
· Mike Douglas, Bowling Green senior, news photo; 
Mary Ann Lyons, Glasgow junior, featur~ photo; . 
Bobby Roe, Isom junior, sports photo; David Jones, 
Bowling Green junior, house ad; The Herald, overall 
layout and overall advertising layout. · 
competition. 
Last • year · the paper received first 
place recognition . in national 
typography competition conducted '°Y . 
the Columbia Scholastic Press 
Association. , 
In presenting Richards' paper with 
this award the . agency's judges. 
commented, ·. "Here is a university 
newspaper of unusual merit, so readable. 
that it could easily be competitive with 
the city dailies." 
The citation continued, "Perhaps 
your greatest asset is the breath of your 
coverage, not only for the student but 
for any reader. . . · 
"Students, of course, are interested in · 
subjects of general interest, such as the 
state auto safety law, the student code 
in other colleges, absentee voting, the 
generation gap, our, Vietnam policy, gun 
controls, student unrest on other 
campuses, . student aid on a national 
scale, and even the 'Kentucky Derby," 
all subjects written about in last year's 
Herald. 
The judges also commended the 
Western paper for its. "factual and 
objeCtive" reporting, "structurally . 
sound headlines," picture composition 
and reproduction and the editorial page. 
Editorials were called ''strong and 
timely." 
Richards commented, "Of course this 
latest major honor together. with last 
year's · national typography award. 
represent a signal honor for the Herald 
and the students who worked so 
?_ili~ently in its preparations each week. 
~Jficers · Are Chos~n !fr!,/: cJ 
1 __ > , By--College Ed_Jl~~~ j [ .. · ,· ·.· .· . ·CO.~ 1' ,££,t: .. ~- 1 pr~~~;~~~~;~~ . : > -l 
. . \.I it .P--,1,~fown. '"I,/· 1• II •.,,; 
. . "-!i'~- ,,~,.,. ..... "1"J Spedfl. to The Courier-JourI1al._ •, 
'Georgetown;·· Ky., -March· ~15.-At _ , 
the .closing session of the• convention., • ·, 
of . the · Keilt'ucky Inter-Collegiate · 1 
'press Association, which.had. been in.· . · 1 
session at · Georgetown College" since , · :., ·/_,_·:_i 
~esterday~afternoon; the·-follow:ing of- , 
_ficers· -for·- the.-- -coming.-_::y.ear .. -were.... .';~ 
elected':•_- Dick Watters, .. -·Georgetown.:· · _i 
College,. president; Kenn_eth :1\-Ia!shall~- :\ ;._,-_,._ '. '] 
Eastern ·state.:Normal,-.vice-president;.:: ~----·· - , 
Miss ·-Corinne. Lowry, ,,_MurI'ay, ·,state·:-:-:-·.- ;- 1 
Normal, secretary, and James-SalyeJ:s; -".,>· ·:..<· --
University of Kentucky,.- treasurer. ·."_-_-,:. 
Two_ cups" offered foi' .the_,:best_·au ... _f 
.round collegiate -ne~spapei:, and for l 
the paper with • the ·best·:-- advertising \ 
make-up .were awarded as:'-follows: :1 :All-round,' "The College •. _ Heights Herald " _Western Teachers' College,. • 
and the. best advertising · scheme to f 
"The . K~r:o.el," Univer~t_y_.: .. of_ Ken-.- J 
_tucky.- · · - ·-. ·, ·,- j 
: RoY -Owsley of· the Universitf of j 
Kentucky was-appointed to ·inves-t;gate -~ 
the possibility 1of the ¥=entucky as-
'sociation · - affiliating --·with the_ na-. · 
ttional organization._ · The session· was 
I-Presided. over- by Robert Patterson, ·" 
!Western-State -N0rmal, retiring P!esi-dent, -until the .election_ -of 1_ • off~cers .when Mr., Watters took. the. chan--·· : -. 
l>- Thirty-four_ delegates -v.:-ere present, __ :<:: representing• -the -University- of·_Ken- · tucky: -• ·Transylvania, ·:.centre, · Ken-tucky~- Wesleyan, -Eastern -State ·--Nor-:· .. , mal, Western Teachers'. College,· Mur- ,-: 
t_ray , · State N. ormal and .... Georgetown l College. ·· The meeting adjourned at. 
;,noon today. -to .. meet. in -9ctober at 
(Transylvania.' ·.:College;.:'•- I,exington .. 
1T;ITT!mll:'.Jl'.llTIUflrmT:TirJ'"Tl11rnt:mlCT"· - · """"mmmrrtlltnml'" 'l!llrlfflllll!IIII! 
NEWS,·• BOWLING .. GREEN,,KENTUCK'(J ' 
.. '. .·-. ..- . . 
, .=-:-· .•. ~,rllfd,i:~~;;J~f i!'''~~,;~l/ff ir'.:'.~r 
- .i " :' \/' :.:,.•.'-. .-
BEREA, Ky. -. The Herald, :second:place awards with-~igh( CRon Page,feature phot~graph; :\Whitaker, Wes tern's directoqf 
. :Western Kentucky University's ihonorable mentions with eight, · Morris·','.McC~y}}:':hous_e,; :publicati,ons. Robert:R-Adams 
student newspaper, has won the :;::~ndsweepstakes points (45).:.> a d.ver tis em ent ;e:0_G.eorge-'f)s ,.:news :adviser:and ·.·Debbie 
:•sweepstakes award· •••in /·,. ID":sweepstakes_ competition, :'Wedding,.: news(photograpb;:}::Dickeyis advertising adviser'.-• . 
. competition with · other state >·three points were awarded for a ,Peckenpaugh; · spor.ts .. •;coluinn;'.·:')•.rn competition among schools 
university n,ewspapers for the· first plac~, • two · for• a· second· and Cross,. news ~story/ The'{/having an,enrollment. of less· 
third successive year. · ··place and ~ne for _a~ honorable ::·Herald 'also:: tookr.·second.::1n/'.i-than"'S,OOO Students, the·-_Berea 
, : The Herald outpointed the mention/ . '· . . . overall makeup and:in_frot1t•Y,-CollegePinnacl~outpointed the 
·_university · of ··Kentucky's· ;,•:'The Kentucky .Kernel, UK's: pagemak'eup,:,·:,:·':'.?co:'/.':\;':•/•::Northerner · •:of :· Northern 
Kernel 'and University . of idaily newspaper, was next with ·. The Herald won .th_efollolVin_g'//Kentucky State Coll~e Jor top 
Louisville's Cardinal to win top · ·29 points, three more than the · honorable mentions::· :,-\:;,f,:,''i· honors.•':'_ :,,,, ::/.'\'· :._,. -: :: . 
honors-_ in the-.. Kentucky·· University of Louisville,(: , :Carter, Pence,j;ports/stoft;}:\"'/' .Presentatioit··,.o(.th1f awards-
Intercollegiate · Press Cardinal. ,The Murray State : FredLawrence;sportsfeature;;':,,saturday,Jlighlighted:the, t,vo-
. Association's (KIPA) Division· News garnered 10 points: .No : Recie Young, editorial cartoon;'-, ,day KIPAspring confer~nce at 
· · A;.open to schools having an' other paper picked up points in.•, Skip Schooley,· ·sportsi phbtoi! • Berea College. · · ·· ., · 
· ··· enrollment of 5,000 or more."· (-: the major division> · . ' .· ,. · · · Page,· photo· -feature{', Mike, j';;:· ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=·;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;] 
.' Published•twice weekly;·.the': (;George·.,Wedding and.-Dan .McDQnald, 0 original :.display 
Herald led all competitors' in ·:Lynch were double winners for : advertisement, and.: '.:.house . 
first-place award~with _seven. •. _the\ Herald• .'with'/Wedding· advertisement '.)two "' 0.cate,_ '()PEN-,HQUSE - . t. 
' :· ·"·.Winning,: firsf ·:places' in : the',.'gories)·/ andO.:in: :overall'}adc' 
'' feature.photograph and· photo 'C'."ertising layout::\ , ..... . ~ . Open. Hous~ 
'.Neature categoriesO and Lynch . " : John· M. Lucas '._and' Steven: 
There will be an 
· · taking top >awards i in <.the: -Russell were the,'.o Herald's : .itt,he ho~e of · . 
. ,-editorial cartoon and general·: editors' ·during· the period : " MR d MRS 
, "interest column categories.' ,> /Covered by _the judging. Lucas' · · . ; an • 
_':' Other\first-place winnersJor<is · a senior .from ,Sturgis;· 'j EPHRAM · 
iitheHeraldwere: './,,.,:· .. •,Russell'·,'a .-junior':·from· ., _ .. WHITE··· 
•. ·Leo Peckenpaugh,:·sports·:,DunnvilleC · .. ,. •.•. , , . 
'tstory; Verenda 'Smith, sports_/:_: Judging r"the :-~entri~\wer~-~:-
.. ·feature;and:AI Cross, specialty: members of the:staffs:of The; 
·:column.- - . -<- • --. - .. Courier~Journal -~:&:::LOuisVille .. 
· Copping second-place awards ·Times. • . , .: ·. '·; .. 
for the Herald were: . The -Herald is under the 
, : Elaine Ayers, feature story; •: overall direction of David ,B.' 
.r: Richardsville. 
SUNDAY, MAY 6 
. . . 
An friendi and relatives 
are invited to attend 
iEil'.TTiir'.:111lTIT1'fl[l[t'l:rn:r"'TIIJ[lJ[!l!!IT:[' -- '"""'·1'.lfllmlmlDllll·"-;nlllnE!IIHR 
pe; DAILY NEWS, BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY 
All-American 
WKUp!Jper win~ top rating 
For the third successive'· divided the duties of editor. 
semester, Western Kentucky Russell and. Valerie Elmore, 
University's · student Leitchfield, served , as 
newspaper, the College Heights managing editor during .. the 
Herald, has won an All- same period. · 
American rating in national The ACPjudge's summation 
newspaper co~petition was: 
conducted by the Associated "On balance, this is one of the 
Collegiate Press (ACP) .at the finest newspapers I have ever 
UniversityofMinnesota: judged. I can't recall seeing a 
ACP judges awarded · the college paper that was so strong 
Herald a total of 3,910 points ota: in all departments." 
possible 3,950. The Herald's Although the ACP scorebook 
prevous high was 3,700. . provides for only 400 points as 
For the first time in the 48- possible in, photography, the 
year history of Western's Herald scored 440 in that 
newspaper, the Herald was · department. In other 
awarded all five "Marks of categories, the Herald received 
Distinction" in the ,grading 
process. Previously, the Herald 
had never won more than four 
such marks. 
ACP awards no higher rating 
than All-American. The Herald 
is under the supervision of the 
Office of University 
Publications, headed by David 
B. Whitaker. The Herald's news 
adviser is Robert R. Adams. 
Miss. Debbie Dickey is 
advertising adviser and Al · 
Cross is advertising manager. 
The period covered by the . 
latest evaluation was the spring_, 
semester of 1972-73, when John• 
Lucas of Crittenden County and • 
Steven Russell · of Liberty· 
,The MedalistHabit 
. . ., - . ' . 
Winning of medalist' honors ii, competition · 
.. sponsored by the Columbia Scholastic Press 
' Association . is getting .to· be a habit for the . 
; College Heights Herald, ,studenle newspaper of .. 
,'\VE.!stern State College. , 
The bi-weekly, edited this year by James 
'. Skaggs, has just turned. the trick again for ''. 
;' the fourth consecutive year; The Herald now ' 
;.,. has received .desi~atiori .. _a·s ··a medalist news-
:"~paper· p.ille· _times : since·-, '1942,-,_·; when it , _first , 
'.'·entered: the ,comPetition., -- · · ~ 
r :·The_ Daily News extends it congratulations'• 
:.to 'the editor; faculty .. adviser·Miss ·Frances' 
!:Richards, and ·public relations director Rob-
~:'ert G. Cochran. ; 1· '/,-, ;_; ( '> , .!,.· --· - -. . ·1 · -- ~- \0 ·:°' ·/,C::.,,<'-i 
350 points (of a possible 350) in 
· editorial leadership, 990 (of a 
possible 1,000) in. writing and 
editing, and 930 (of possible 950) 
· incontentandcoverage.· 
Another critical service, 
National Newspaper Serivce of 
Memphis, earlierawarded the. 
Herald an '°1A double~plus". 
rating for the same period, 
although its highest rating 
officially is "A plus." 
Published twice weekly• 
throughout the school year, the 
Herald is printed by the 
Franklin Favorite, Franklin.· 
An offset tabloid, the Herald 
has a press run of 9,500 copies 
and distribution is free. The 
Herald provides laboratory 
: experiences for journalism 
students in the mass 
communications department 
headed by .Dr. James 
Wesolowski. 
WI{U paper. 
rated best 
.by press group .. 
western Kentucky University's Col-
iege Heights Herald Saturday was named 
best state student newspaper at colleges 
with·more than. 5,000 students. · 
. The Kentucky Intercollegiate Press .AJ;. 
sociation (KIPA) also rated the Northern. 
Keri.fiicky State University. Northerner as 
best in the under -5,000-enrollment cate-
g_oi~ililers-u~ in the two-day ~IPA con-
vention at Jefferson Community College 
(JCC)· in Louisville were E_astern Ken-
tucky University's Progress m t~e large 
-colle""e class and the JCC · Qua:drangle 
amo;g smaller colleges. . ~ · 
Steve Russell of the College ~e1gh_ts 
Herald was named winner of KIP A s writ- ... 
ing contest. . 
KIPA officers elected for next year in-
clude Bonnie Vahlsing, No~thern- Ken-
tucky State University, pres1de~t; S~ott 
Simpson, Murray State. Univers1t¥, f1~st 
vice---president· Ron Mitchell, Um~rsity 
of Kentucky,' second vice pres1den~; 
Delma Francis, Eastern Kentucky Um-
versity; recording secretary; an:d Ron 
Wolfe Eastern's department of Journal-
!. ism e~ecutive secretary. , 
e-j .=a -~s-~ ',-
· •·-·•--·-:r:rrT!lmt:'.11Timm[ff:rn:t'.1tflrnramr:r:· ... "TirnlnnlllllllllrllllrlEltn■n 
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1For 1974-75 school year 
Herald's new staff is named· 
Western· Kentutky Univer' 
sity's student newspaper, flThe 
College Heights Herald," . has 
announced its staff for the 1974-
75 school year. The an-
nouncements were made at the 
! ninth annual College Heights 
! Herald banquet. I For the fourth consecutive 
\ year;[he Herald has earned an 
.I All-American rating from the l Associated Collegiate Press, a newspaper judging service. The I paper_ received four out of a I possible live marks of distinc-
tion for content· and coverage, 
writing and editing, physical 
appearance and photography. 
Al Cross, a junior mass 
communications major of 
Albany,· will serve as editor. 
Cross has been with the paper 
for twO years - serving as copy 
edit9r, advertising manager· 
and chief reporter. 
The University Publications 
Commi(tee has approved the 
appointments of. George'· 
\ Wedding, a junior mass com~ 
munications major of Com~ 
mersville, Ind., as managing 
editor; Scott Johnston, a junior 
mass communicalio·ns major of 
Louisville, new ·editor;_ Mary 
Lynn McCubbin, a freshman of 
Bowling Green, assistant news 
editor ·and Verenda Smith, a 
junior mass communications 
major of Benton, sports editor.· 
Other new appointments are 
Tom Caudill of. Franklin, 
general assignment reporter; 
Morris McCoy of Bowling 
Green, special · assignment 
reporter; Don Collins of Vine 
, Groye and Ricky Rogers of 
Jeffersontown 1 assistant sports 
editors; Lynn LeMarr of 
Lexington, Vernon· Kidd of 
Louisville, Don Bruce of Con: 
nersville, Ind., and Bruce 
Edwards of Louisville, staff 
photographers; Carl .cJayworlh 
of Louisville, editorial car-
. toonist; and Roger Burchett, 
staff artist. · 
Bill Downward of Louisville 
and Rickie Siers of Middletown 
· will continue as advertising and 
circulation managers·. 
The committee also named 
\ 
Lisa Cornwell,· a junior 
government and mass com-
munications major ·or Bowling 
. Green, editor of the "Talisman" 
' yearbook for 1974-75, and 
\
Richard Walker, a junior aC-
c·. o. unting major of Eddyville, 
managing editor. 
Steven Russell, a senior mass 
communications major of 
Dunnville, and Valerie Elmore, 
a senior mass communications 
major of Leitchfield, are 
outgoing editor and managing 
editors, respectively, for the 173-
Margaret Ann Gentry, co- standing contributions lo 
associate editor of the Herald in journalism. Miss Gentry, who is 
the spring of 1965 and currently from Bowling Green and· 
Associated Press reporter in the graduated from Western in 
Washington Bureau, was 1968, worked for the Daily News 
presented the ninth annual as a. staff reporter prior to 
"Herald Award" for her out-· joining AP. 
'74 school year. ------------------------
During the banquet, Miss 
I 
I 
ii 
i 
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College Heights Herald Award 
FORMER DAILY NEWS STAFF \VRITER, MissMargaret Ann 
Gentry (right) has beeit presented the ninth annual ·college 
Heights Herald Award at its spring banquet at Western. Miss 
Gentry, a Western graduate, received the award for her out-
standing contributions to journalism. She was co-associate 
editor of the Herald in the spring of 1965 and currently is a 
reporter in the Washington bureau of Associated Press. She is 
picfured above with out going Herald leaders of this past school 
year, Miss Valerie Elmore of Leitchfield Heft), managing 
editor, and Steve Russell, editor, from Dunnville. 
I 
;post at Daily News 
O,a; If Ne.=s . . 
Richard Ribar, 21, bas 
:-· been· -named to a ,newly· 
created position on the Dally 
News news staff and .will be 
responsible for the 
newspaper's coverage of 
many cultural and business 
affairs. · 
Ribar, a candidate for a 
. degree in mass com-
, munications from Western 
, Kentucky . University, is a 
1 native of Asheville, N.C. who 
, was raised in Louisville. ln 
addition to work on the 
Western campus newspaper, 
; Ribar has written music 
: reviews for the Courier-
-Journal · and · served as 
·. copyeditor for . a psychology 
. journals 
For the Dally News, be 
will provide news coverage 
,, of the Chamber · of Com-
merce and will be assigned 
some responsibilities for the 
.newspaper's coverage of the 
business sector. Himself a 
classical guitarist, 'Ribar 
also will be the newspaper's 
chief ,snews writer for 
RICHARD RIBAR 
cultural affairs within the i 
Soutbcentral Kentucky 
region and will edit the . 
newspaper's televisi_on-
amusement pages. 
)J_-)07[:,' 
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Herald wins 
17 awards 
·t -J 'i •'i!j, 
The College Heights Herald, 
Western Kentucky. University's ·-
twice-weekJy student newspaper, 
won 17' first-place awards -in the 
Kentucky Intercollegiate · Press 
Association newspaper contest· this 
weekend. · 
The Herald also won· 14 second-
place awards, 12 thirds . and 22 
honorable mentions. · 
The Murray State News won 
seven of the 29 writing, design, 
advertis_ing and photography 
categories. Judging was done by 
newspapers throughout the state. 
Northern Kentucky and· the 
universities of Louisville and Ken-
_tucky each won two first places in 
the competition involving the larger 
universities. Bellarmine College 
dominated the _competition among 
the smaller schools. -
The -awards presentation- con.-
eluded the annual two-day meeting 
of college journalists. Western -.yas 
the host school for the convention 
which attracted 175 students and 
advisers from 17 colleges and 
universities. 
Steve Paul,. a Western senior , 
journalism major from Evansville, 
1nd., won the deadline writing 
competition for his story on· Friday 
nig~t•s banquet speaker, Mike 
King, medicial writer · for The· 
Courier-Journal. · · 
Two Western students weie 
_ elected officers for next year. Chad 
Carlton, a sophomore journalism 
major from Lawrenceburg, was · 
chosen· second vice president and 
Angie Struck, a sophomore journal-
ism _major from Louisville; was 
elected _secretarY. 
\ 
,t, 'J Clipping Division 
'I Kentucky Press 
Service, Inc. 
63 Capita! Plaza 
Frenklorl, Ky. 40601 
MAY - 6 \'383 
Greensburg, Ky. 
Record Herald 
Clrculallon: 3,899 
• Newton named ·· 
, editor at WKU . 
Tommy Newton, who served 
as a summer intern" at the 
Re.cord-Herald last 'year·, has 
been named Editor of ·the 
Western Kentucky University! 
College Heights Herald for the 
fall, 1983 semester. · 
Newton, a native of Breckin-
ridge County, served as the 
College Heights Heralds' 
sports editor for the fall 
semester of 1982. He was 
' promoted to managing editor 
for the spring '83 term. 
, This summer, Newton will be 
, a copy editing intern at the 
. Virginian-Pilot in Norfolk, 
Virginia. j! 
-• •_.,o', ,·; " 
\ 
' 
(Staff Photo by LaMar Weaver) . 
DANA ALBRECHT, a sophomore reporter for the College Heights 
Herald from Shepherdsville, types a story on a video-display terminal 
In the Herald offlce this morning, while reporter Jennller Underwood, 
a Buffalo junior, and magazine editor Todd Turner, a Louisville 
senior, confer. Western Kentucky University President Kern Alex-
ander says he wants expanded faculty and admintstratlve Involvement 
. In the university's newspaper. 
Control 
of pap'er, 
' . ,• '. 
·• -• IS iISSUe 
3cJC,:·:.:rr' 
By DA YID C.L. BAUER 
11 
. ' 
/c Dally News Staff Writer · 
'A · move by Western Kentucky 
University Pre_sldent Kern Alex-
ander to place more administrative 
control over WKU's 'student 
publications is meeting with disap-
proval' irom journalism students 
·and faculty, 
Alexander met Tuesday with a 
faculty 0 commlttee . .that last 
November reviewed the operation 
of Western's student newspaper, 
the College Heights Herald, The 
committee bad recommended dur-
ing the November meeting that 
there be no substantial change In 
the newspaper's operation. 
But Alexander on Tuesday told 
the _committee to draft plans for' 
changes In the newspaper's opera-
tion that would Include establishing 
·a committee. to appoint faculty edi-
tors, who In turn · would supervise 
the publications, and requiring that 
only students receiving academic 
credit be allowed to work on the 
newspaper or yearbook. . ... , . . 
Western journalism faculty· 
members have sal_d they .believe 
requiring students to receive aca-
demic credit would limit the expe- · 
rlence of students working on· t~e 
newspaper staff, because of limits 
on the number of credit hours stu-
Continued Back Page 
Column 3, This Section 
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dents can receive for laboratory:- 'Pacemaker Award, the top· award 
experience. given by the Associated Collegiate 
Disapproval has also arisen Press, in 1981, 1982 ·and 1984. The 
among journalism faculty members · Talisman has won several honoi:s 
who believe the ultimate impact of and awards every year since the 
Alexander's proposals will be to .. 1970s. • . -
water-down a sometimes argumen- ·· Adams believes the affect could 
tative student newspaper. steer potential students away from 
The publication has criticized 'Western'sjournalism program. 
several of Western's administrative u,It's· ironic that (the journalism 
moves in the past, including the . program) was cited by the presi-
decision to establish a campus in dent as one of the programs at 
Glasgow and Alexander's appoint- Western he thought was outstand-
ment of administrators. J~g," ft.dam~ said. 
Speculation as to · Alexander's Alexander, who met this morning 
,plans to gain more control over the in a closed-door session with Jo-
student newspaper began to surface Ann Huff Albers, head of Western's 
last spring, after the Herald journalism department, and Ward 
published ,an article dealing with a Hellstrom, dean of the Potter Col-
black, unwed mother. The article lege of Arts, Humanities ,and Social 
was labeled. lnsensltiv,e, by ',black ,.Sciences, could. not be reached for 
students .and publicly criticized by ~omment de. spHe repeated at- ·. 
some administrators. . · •ttim'pts . . ,,::t:•·'. " · 
''','It's: hard to find the ,~xact · A subcommittee will study the '. 
r'eason (for Aiexander's,:pro;'_: proposals before making recom- \ 
posals),» said Caria Hai:ris, 'editor , •mendation to' the fuii committee, 
of the Herald. "I think the stories . which will in turn meet with Alex-
we do had some impact, . but I'm : ander at a later date. 
not sure how large.''. ~ · _;., ,-~_:.,.:,-- _____ :·_ :· · .. ,~;_. __ ,_ , · - - , 
Alexander's proposals, 'Ms.'_Har'' · Vernon iliiartin, · committee 
rls said, would "dilute the · voice chairman, said he was not sure 
(the Herald) already has." . -., .. ,c;f,l'lhen the proposals will be further 
, ·, ''.As far as I can tell, this 'Js ',discussed, ','but said Alexander 
probably the first attempt by a wanted the proposals in place by· 
university president to take control the start of the fall semester. 
of a student newspaper,'.1 according . The decision to ··overlook the I 
to Robert Adams, the newspapers' committee's November ·recom-
adviser. The result of the proposals· mendation was not unordinary, -
would be to place ultimate control Martin said. j 
of the Herald into the hands of the "They were simply recom- I 
administration, Adams said. mendations to· the president," Mar-
1esasically1 he seems intent on tin said. "It's_ his responsibility to 
dismantling a unit on the campus decide." 
that has probably been one of the About 55 students are on the staff 
most successful," Adams said. of the Herald, according to Adams. 
Both the newspaper and the The student newspaper, published 
yearbook have won national recog- twice weekly, has a circulation of 
nition. The Herald won the national roughly 10,000. 
I p 
\ 
·:wiu' chief/ 
. ,· :• ,j' ,< 
wants ·pap~rt 
· under:~confrol 
bf i aEili1y::"}:. l •~ · 
,' ,. ,, !. '>";',' " - '· };": .. ,- .. _,- -?~~'.·:~ ;'f j 
.BY TIM.ROBERTS , , , 
~ · Staff Writer 1 _.:, . ..:.""~--' _ ::·::T: 
, : . ,, 'c: c:::A ,:3-t~ ttm 
' ·, JlOWLING, · ,GREEN, ,,J{y. · , .,.. 
Against the 'recommendatipri' or .~ 
.. faculty ·committee, Westerii · Keq-
tucky University · ,,, , ,,,. 1 . : ; 
Presid.ent ,. ,Kern 
Alexander ·· says 
_, 
1 he · : Wants ·11ex• · 
, panded /faculty 
',' and , adniinlstra-
. 'live Involvement 
, in .the,· ~ollege : 
· Heights ·,.Herald , 
and the irTails- , 
, · man, WKU's na- . 
tlonally , , r recog- """=:ll 
nized student Alexander, · ,, 
newspaper and · 
yearbook. . , · · .,, : , 
· .. : Last November a faculty commit-
tee that Alel(ande~ l!)Slructe,d to r~ 
· view·· student ·:publications : tecom- [ 
. mended no. substant~a,Jichan}les '.iil 
their operationsJ ··\Y,· f·.>. -t,· -i 
·. But yesterday, , ,\Jeirander :call,~il 
. the commlttee back and direffod"_it 
to <)raw up plans to:_, .. . C ; ·, 
, : ■ Establtsh faculty e<)itors of the 
College Heights Herald and the Tal-
isman, Neither publication has such 
a position now. Instead they have 
.facu11y·adviserS;'who do not control 
' ·-' ,, , .... ' 
--· 
•. · See PRESIDENT 
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. es1. ent of ~Y. wanfs)iniyersity's newspa er ·1 
Continued from Pa~e B 1 and student editor of the newspaper . ·. p / 
,- j said th viser, said yesterday: "I have n' 0 editorial content. '-'.' · · . . • e proposals would cripple the co t 1 3 - ; 1, .• ~ y newspaper and harm the uni 1 n ro over the content of the pa-
. ■ Expand the university's publica- ty•s Journalism program. vers. ft· }he student editors determine 
lions committee and give 11 the • Editor carta Harris saw retrib . . at. ·. · · , ·· ,, , • 
power to appoint the faculty editors lion in Alexander's · r u , '· Jo-Ann Huff Albers, who heads 
who in tum would appoint the stu' "There's a definite retail P ;~s. the Journalism deparlment, said· "I 
dent editors. Student members of what he did today and ~~ le ~en personaily · don't feel it appropriate 
the committee would be appointed wrilien about him in the p:m. !e ~e . fr a fa~uity edil,°r lo make edilori-
by the president of the student gov- · said. · · · · · . . . · s e a decisions. We re lrying to teach 
ernment. · · · .. . ._ The newspap~r has ~overed the ·. ::1:~:~~ lo ,make decisio~. on ■ Give academic credit for work- controversy over Alexander's plans Th H . . . . • ; , ! 
Ing on the newspaper and yearbook, for a campus in Glasgow faculty : ty · ~ is::rald and Talisman's factit- · 
and limit the student staff 10 those concerns over his appoln~enis of a,, v rs provide "steady guid-
recelving credit. . · administrators, and his failure to ap- -~n~e ,ai°d ~lop student Journalists 
Alexander said he wants the plan pear at a meeting between unlversi- ,s:;d_en, he:( re ,g~i~ _astray,"_ ,she 
implemented for the fail semester. iuJ~~~dents and Gov. Waila9e The p~per 'hJ':;; '~iilui;tid~ Jr · 
He denied that he is trying to ·_. Much ~f yesterday:s c;ntrov~rs 10,000, and most ?f. its expenses are 
muzzle the feisty newspaper, saying focused on Alexander's ro· osal y palq . with advert1srng and ,clrcula-
he is merely trying to enable 11 to P P for lion revenue whi h 
better flt into the organizational a faculty editor, a position that he $12H24 last ' . c _amounted to 
. s_ tructure of the university. . sa1d would be little different from ' · Staff /ear. :: • ! ·• •· 1 · , ,:r 
B t the one that exists now. .. · .. _ ··,· . rnem er,, are now paid mea-
. u the current faculty adviser . ·But Robert Adams, the fac~lty ~d- $g!~ 
0
wages , tw· amounting to about 
·. ver a o-week period for a 
i 
"-' .,...,. ,~- '" ,.. "{" •.-, ., 
. :and yeitr.~ook to'hay~ faculty editors 
senior reportei ..:::. lnst~l ~i' re'~i~- . ;;;Ii~~.\. h~ 'tot~ I ui; 'f~~uily commit- ence) if we're getting more' pe~ple 
ing coilege credit. ·.1 ;,o •:• ,· .. ,..., . tee .. ,,,_ 1,,,,•i ·.,, ., .... , , . . involved?" Alexander said after the 
Alexander proposed giving credit : ; Albers asked Alexander if he saw . meeting, adding, "I don't see any 
instead, saying the newspaper is no the _committee as "a jury panel" . problems with the newspaper right 
different from a chemistry lab. He that would review · stories before now at ail." , , 
compared it further to sports teams, ,publication .. :,_,,, · ln 1981, 1982 and 1984, the Herald 
saying, "You don't pay basketball .• That, Alexander said, "would be won the national Pacemaker Award, 
players; you give them a scholar- much too cumbersome." the top award of the Associated Col-
ship." ,_ . . ·_. Not only that, said committee leglate Press. The Talisman has won 
. Albers warned that accreditation member Lynwood Montell, .a profes- similar honors every year since the 
requirements limit the amount of sor of modern languages and inter- mid-1970s. 
credit given for experience,, mean- cultural studies, "It would be inap- The staff of the Herald gathered 
Ing the paper would be run by stu- proprlate." In a gloomy newsroom yesterday 
dents with little experience. · Alexander said the Impetus for afternoon and greeted Albers and 
"This isn't a laboratory; this is a the proposal was the need for better Adams with cheers. 
newspaper," Harris said. fiscal control and the need for a Amid the concern over the future 
The faculty editor would be ap- stronger organization controlling the of the newspaper, the student edl• 
pointed by an advisory committee, publications. tors and reporters were faced with 
which Alexander made clear would Giving a committee of (acuity how to cover a story that involved 
have a substantial role In the news- members from each of the universi- themselves. 
_paper. "I would see this committee ty's five colleges a role In the news- "Whal are we supposed to do?" 
as one that would be able to sit and paper would open the publications one young reporter asked. 
talk with the faculty editor about for more points of view, he said. "Be responsible journalists," 
the breadth and scope of the publl- "How could this limit (lndepend- Albers answered. · 
J 
I 
b 
Alexander 
defends 
proposal 
Alexander 
sometimes don't understand the 
concept. They think we should be 
able to tell students what not to do 
- because they can tell people to 
do that." 
Caria Harris, editor of the 
Herald, said she believes past arti-
cles published in the newspaper 
may have had some bearing on 
Alexander's proposal. The publica-
tion has criticized several of 
.3 ·· / 7 • Ii' r . Western's administrative inoves in 
the past, including the decision to 
By DAVID C.L. BAUER establish a campus in Glasgow and 
DallyNewsStaffWriter some Alexander-appointed ad-
Western . Kentucky University ministralors. 
President·· Kern Alexander The Herald has, at limes, drawn 
dismisses talk that his proposal for criticism from the western ad-
more administrative control over ministration. Last spring, WKU of-
student publications is censorship, ficials publicly labeled the newspa-
. saying the opposite is true. . .. 
1 
per as insensitive for an article it 
"There have been some world published about a black, unwed 
records established as far as leaps mother who gave· birth to her se-
to conclusion," Alexander said. "I cond child the week before the arli-
have never beard such wild conjec- cle ran in the Herald's magazine 
lure as I have heard (about this)." · section. . The _article and pictures 
Alexander on Tuesday proposed stirred protests by black students. 
to have faculty editors for · But Alexander said his proposals 
Western's student newspaper, the are in no way meant to gain control 
College Heights Herald, and its over the newspaper's content. 
yearbook, the Talisman. Both "For someone to draw that con-
publications now .have faculty ad- clusion, they would have to head In 
vlsers. · · entirely .the opposite logical direc-
There would be little difference lion of what we're trying to do," 
between the faculty edito·r and a Alexander said. "Right now ... 11 
faculty adviser, Alexander said. the president wanted to censor the 
But Robert -Adams, faculty ad- student •·newspaper there couldn't 
viser to the Herald, said the title be a better arrangement. What I 
seems to imply that the faculty proposed is the opposite of that -
member would have a final say in something that would create a buf-
the newspaper's content - some- fer between the. (newspaper) and 
thing from which he says he steers the administration." · . · · · ·" 
clear. · · . •'" In November, ·a faculty' com'mit-
" I think there's a great tee orgariizedto study the operation 
misconception that I determine the of student publications recom-
content of the newspaper •.. that's mended no substantial changes. 
just not so," Adams said. "(Peo- During the Tuesday meeting, Alex-
ple) outside of journalism, par- ander told the committee to come 
Ucularly ii they deal with students, up with plans on how to institute 
Continued Back Page 
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faculty editors. 
In addition, the committee was 
Instructed to expand Western's 
publications committee, which 
--------------.,_/:· would have the task of appointing 
faculty editors. The faculty editors 
would then appoint student editors. 
. : Student editors now apply the 
· semester prior to the position being 
open. Based on the applications, the 
current student editor and faculty 
adviser make the selections, which 
are confirmed by a publications 
fj/ 
I ·From Page 1 I ;.: 
committee. i·. 
The revamped publications cord'.: 
mittee would have student repr~: 
sentation1 according to Alexande~. · 
Student committee members would 
be appointed by the president of 
Western's Associated Student :.Go~< 
ernment. , 1, -
Alexander's proposal Includes: 
•, limiting student staffs to those: 
receiving academic credit - ~ • 
move some have said would leave· 
inexperienced journalism students 
Operating the newspaper, because a· 
limited number of academic creditS 
would count toward fulfilling 
degree requirements. · 
Stall members now receive pay 
- up to about $25 a week - instead 
of college credit. : 
Stronger organization and better 
fiscal control played a part in the 
proposals, Alexander said. : 
The amount of money used to 
publish the newspaper or the 
amount of money received from 
advertising and circulation is not ~ 
major Issue, Alexander 'said. H~ 
said, however1 that he believes th~ 
operation of ·the publication woulfl 
be better if there was a. formally 
prepared budget. · . . ·. : 1: 
Because the Herald . operates 
primarily on circulation and adver: 
Using revenue, Alexander said it~. 
budget now is flexible and uncer-
: tain. , ·, 1·.': :··.·,.-,, · .· .. .-- , ·_J-: 
The Herald operates"o'n ·advertis0 
Ing and circulation' 'revenues .>ol 
about $122,000 a year. The universi0 
ty supplies .the bu!Nlng sp~ce antl 
utilities, as well as faculty-rel.ated 
· costs, ·Alexander 'said.· 'Faculty ad-
visers are allowed to reduce their 
teaching duties by one or two 
classes a semester, Alexander said, 
which adds up to between one-
quarter and one-hall of their 
salaries being used indirectly for 
the student publications, ' 
"Money control is always a cbn-
cern of ours," Alexander said. 
"We have to be fiscally responsible 
and try to stretch our dollars every 
way we can." · 
The Herald is a three-time win-
ner of the national Pacemaker 
Award, the highest award given by 
the Associated Collegiate Press. 
The Talisman has won national 
honors every year since the mid-
1970s. 
... 
' 
· .. l 
' 
l 
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Wi4~~-!~nterest in puhlications--c-ontrol 
By DAVID C.L. BAUER 
· Daily News Staff Writer 
Proposals for changes in control 
over Western Kentucky Universi-
ty's student publications are draw-
ing national attention from news 
organizations as WKU graduates 
and a national journalism society 
prepare to protest. · 
About one dozen former writers 
for Western's ·student newspaper, 
the College Heights Herald, and its 
yearbook, the Talisman, were to · 
return to campus to discuss how 
best to handle the matter, accor- _ 
ding to Chad Carlton, vice presi-. 
dent of the Western Student 
Publications Alumni Association. 
The association, which was form-
ed last year, includes Western 
graduates who were once writers 
for - its student newspaper and 
yearbook. Western graduates now 
work for such newspapers as .The 
;~'.·'.\'.,:'".'.''~: '__ \\ ,,,,,,.,. !n 1,1.,,· ,.._ ~ 
(Staff Photo by LaMar Weaver) 
WKU SENIOR Tracy Firkins reads a College Heights Herald article 
Thursday about President Kern Alexander's proposals. 
Atlanta Constitution, the Chicago 
Tribune, the Washington Post, and 
USA Today. 
"We are all at good newspapers, 
we're professional journalists, and 
we're trying to educate a universi-
ty president as to how a newspaper 
operates,'' Carlton said. 
The alumni group plans to decide 
how best to address what they 
believe is a bad situation. 
"We do want to hear what 
(Alexander) has to say, but there 
are many things that suggest this 
may have been on his mind for 
quite a while," Carlton said. 
The group may try to speak di-
rectly with Alexander, but Carlton 
said plans are not yet finalized. 
Alexander could not be reached 
for comment, and was not expected 
Continued Back Page 
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to be in his office today, according Plante, vice president and 
to his secretary. One Western managing director of the news ser-
faculty member indicated the issue vices department or· NBC News, 
has been turned over to Robert has said a fact-finding group would 
Haynes, vice president for academ- be appointed and that a report 
ic affairs, for resolution. could be released as early as next 
Haynes, who was meeting this week, according to Highland. · \ · , 
morning with Jo-Ahn Huff Albers, . Alexandet"s proposals Call ~1-'for '' 1 
the head of Western's journalism expansion of WKU's publications 1 
department, could not be reached committee, which would have the 
for comment. task of appointing faculty editors. 
The national chapter of The The faculty editors then would 
Society of Professional Journalists, choose student .editors, who are 
Sigma Delta Chi, also plans to op- now chosen by their predecessors 
pose Alexander's proposals, accor- and advisers. 
ding to James Highland, adviser of There Is little difference between 
the Western chapter of the society. the concept of faculty editors and 
The Western chapter Thursday faculty advisers, according to 
passed a resolution that said the Alexander. 
proposals presented a danger of Robert Adams, faculty adviser to 
prior restraint and censorship the College Heights Herald, faculty 
against the student newspaper.· editor Implies that the person 
"Two main things concern us - would have final say in the news-
the faculty editor concept and the paper's content ~ something from 
appointment of students to the which he says he steers clear. 
publications committee by anyone Alexander said those who have 
in student government," said labeled his proposals as censorship 
Highland, adviser of the Western are headed in the wrong direction. 
chapter. · · The proposals are meant to place 
Alexander's proposals called for more of a buffer between the stu-
the president of Western's dent. publications and the ad-· 
Associated Student Government to ministration, Alexander said. But 
appoint student representatives to some believe the move is designed 
the publications committee. The to water-down the riewspaper's con-
chapter believes this would Violate tent. 
a journalistic code of ethics that .The Herald has, at times, drawn 
requires separation of journalists criticism from Western's ad-
from those they cover. ministration for articles it carries. 
The resolution asked the society's The student newspaper Has been 
national president, James F. critical of several of Alexander's 
Plante, to investigate the ad- moves, including his administrative 
ministrative proposals and make appointments and the decision to 
public a report on the plan. The expand a campus at Glasgow. 
resolution also asked the national The proposals were made several 
chapter to take whatever' measures months after a committee study of 
were necessary to maintain the in- the student publication operation 
dependence of the student publica- that recommended no changes in 
tion. its system. 
• 
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plan ·as···ci:iticisiu.rgi:o;wsi 
-- .... , ·- ~.- ' ,_.,...,d~-,. --- , .. _., ::•·•-· '1 .,.-~,,,: •./ \•· .. ,,-, ;_,,::,· -:- 'd 
· ButlateThursdayAJexandersaid, there "would .. never be a ~tuation:t,::But y~erday/Whltak~r'.~d, "i\ 
"I'm not going. to change my .ai>: where a president would exercise never edited _the copy, and I didn't! 
proacb." • · ·.. · · ·· prior: restraint (!Ver .. the stµdent make It a point to read copy.''' :j 
Of the biggest concern, the ere-· :newspaper." r · ,,. "' •·: ·' .,···. ,.,_, ..... He ... c:alled ·· AJexander'sr')lansJ · 
ation of a faculty editor, be said, · · He said be merely wants broader ."purely 'a violation' 'of the· First; 
"There is nothing wrong with facul- student Involvement, clearer finan- Amendment,,,._ . which · guarantees, 
ty review." · · cial and administrative responsibil~ freedom ·or speech and of the· press\1. 
, He further denied that bis plans. !ties and some kind of academic.sta- "Clearly''Westem does>'nolbing: 
amounted to censorship, a concern' tus. Faculty and students rejected, better :•lbllll -journalism ·-- the; 
some have expressed, citing stories . the last point, saying that turning .·.awards prove· It -. so why does b~; 
the paper bas published .that have . the newspaper .into - a classroom •:• want to cbarigeU?" said Whitaker, ,f 
been critical of Alexander.<-:.;,·._.· -project would destroy.its reputation. ·•former•·· Courier,Joumal reporter; 
"Nothing I've suggested would Alexander said bis ·m_odel for the and copy editor. · : : 
, lead anyone to say that unless.: student publications was the ai>: Jody Richards, faculty adviser to, 
they're motivated for some reason. proacb of David B. Whitaker, who .. the Herald from .1964,to,.1970, said; 
to attack what we're trying to. do," was director of university publica- ,· ... · , . . . · : : 
he said. tions from 1970 until be retired last · . · See WKU CHIEF, 
. Under bis plans, Alexander said, July. PAGE 9, col. 3, Ibis section'. 
'· 
' . 
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I 
WKU. ·c· hief·... lege Heights Herald newspaper and 7 Talisman yearbook go along wjth t. 
S,_•t:·.:arn'"_·a·_·. s·,,b .. •y··. p,•; -"1a·_'· ·u•'''',· ; :~0J~~~r~~1:~i. ~c:~s1::i:.1i1:: J.j says. "Such 'an · approach to a stu-
• • • · . • dent publication's policy is appall-
Cfiti_C ~3s13n-~~!':~ .. in?."lt sullies la long tradition oil! unit- 1 
ry' 'i • \ versity-level ournalism educa on n 
Co,ntinued from ~age A? . . . Kentucky. It smacks of a personal 
reprisal for what the president con-
he did riot edit copy either. · · siders unfavorable coverage. And it 
Asked If he had reviewed stories threatens the quality of two award-
before publication, Richards, now a winning publications." . :: ... 
state representative from Bowling Using similar language in a letter 
Green, replied, '.'I did not --- abso- to the WKU president, McMasters 
luteiy not." :. · · '' ·· .. •. asked t,lexander to .. c_hange . his 
Richards, who has been working mind . , , ·· I . · .. · ...... " 
with Alexander in representing the Jtoi Plante, the nati~nal p;esident 
needs of the university before the of the journalists' group, said he 
legislature, said he. disagrees with probably would appoint a fact-find-
what Alexander has proposed and . tng mission to visit th~ campus and 
said "It would result in censorship." '•review the situatioO: · · · · · 
The Journalists society, mean- , . Plante,. the managing director of 
while, has written both Alexander news support services for NBC, said 
and Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. ·· Alexander's move "files in the face 
In a letter dated Thursday, Paul of what is good constitutional prac-
K. McMasters, chairman of the soc!'. lice, and it leaves a lasting impres-
ety's Freedom of Information Com• sion on the whole student body that 
mittee and deputy editorial director it's OK to censor sometimes." .. ,,,;ac 
of USA Today, wrote Wilkinson, say- . John Seigenthaler, chairman, edi-
ing the nation's largest organization tor _and publisher of The_ Tennesse-
of journalists hoped to · enlist his an of Nashville, Tenn., and editorial 
help in pefliUading Alexander to re-. director of USA Today, likened Al-
consider. , . . exander's ·plans to efforts by South 
"It seems apparent that President African government officials to con-
Alexander wants to make .the Col• tiql. the press. , . · . . . .. , ,. , .- , 
i~ ..-:,_: __ ,,,l '1 ;;~ 1 • -_, i ,;-, ' ~ent~; ~ a~ enticement to bring 
more state tournaments to town. · 
c1, ';, The Kentucky High Schoof Alhlet; 
le Association will decide after this. 
year's tournament where it will be 
r played after'. 1989, when it is sched• uled for Rupp Arena 
,.While tournament guests said they 
enjoyed the activities center, many 
fans from Eastern Kentucky said 
a they preferred Rupp, even though it 
r, hasn't provided an activities center. 
c- Kevin Hall, a 17-year-old basket-
•e ball player from Virgie, Ky. enjoyed 
, playing pingpong In the activities 
d .center yesterday afternoon. But he 
>f said he prefers Lexington as a tour-
t- nament site. · 
r- · "I think most people like Rupp be-
cause they associate It with UK bas-
e ketbali," he said. ~ .·Barrow, tile Silver Grove princl-
.e pal, said he beileves such senti-
is ments are a carry-over from the ri-
. valry between UK and U of L 
.,g . ,"I think those feelings are ridicu-
11- Ions," he said. "I'd like to see ii al· 
m ternate from year to year'' between 
v- Lexlpgton and Louisville. 
;o ~----'-
' 
i 
i 
I 
'troversial or argumentative. 
· If faculty mem.bers take over ln 
the editing process the result would 
be crippling to the Herald's ac-
creditation. They would take the 
heart out of the paper ... and cause 
a lack of an incentive to achieve 
recognition. This proposal would be 
a grave error not Only in a·cadem-
lcs, but in enrollment. Western's 
journalism department ls known !or 
its input to the media. Out-of-state 
enrollment to the · journalism 
department shows this to be true.· 
lege Heights Herald, ... · are hardly 
1
\ 
sound reason to strike out like the 
dictator of some third-world coun- · 1' 
try unhappy with the local press. 
II this decision totally rests on 
President Alexander'.s shoulders, is 
he qua lilied ... enough to · make 
'such · a critical decision for the 
Herald and the future ol Western's 
journalism department?, · · ,, 
. Todd Horton · ·' • ,, , 
162 VanMeter 
, Rockjleld 42274 
Alexander's plan· 
attacks tradition· 
There is no apparent educational 
basis for Alexander's directive. No 1 
doubt (all) Western presidents ... 
have had their run-ins with these 
publications, but have failed to find 
it necessary to declare them det.ri-
mental to the president's grand 
plan for, "the organizational struc~ 
lure of the university. 11 
It makes one wonder 11 the edito-
rialist who coined the nickname 1 
"Kublai Kern" was being unfair or 
simply prophetic. ' 
Alexander campaigned to become 
Western's president. Not once, but 
twice. I strongly suggest that, 
should he now find the sell-
generated heat that accompanies 
the job to be too hot, he may wish 
to return to Florida and allow 
someone else to take Western into 
the 21st Century - someone who 
can lead Western forward without 
ripping out the roots (Its) past. 
Brad Hughes 
. Editor, n·~ny New~ ,1 '·" 1821 Yale Drive 
'President Kern Alexander's cur-:. • , Lo~lsvllle 40205 . :, ,._, · 
. , rent . march to seize , ·control of , . 
Western Kentucky University's na-i,' t 
tlonally honored publications, '!'he·. 
College Heights Herald newspaper 
· and The Talisman yearbook, ls an · 
, outrage and should be an affront to 
Western alumni who treasure the I 
,,heritage ,,and tradition ol "the· .1 f\HUl.''."::\\:y--.,_-;·-·,.~:-:-,-;··-·,'.'- ., ,--~ ;-· --, .. A-~ 
.. · Alter a'laculty committee revlew·.,;1 
·,1 i;rol ,,,the .unJverslty publications -'': 1 
C I · f. H·. · ·.· .1  .,d, · <i{ordered by Alexander . .,-,. !ailed to.:,·' ontro O era i 0:.;glve Western's president hls\1 
· h, • (.,'deslr···ed mandate to .alter opera-,;. '.JJ means Censors Ip '. tJlons,·,·Alexander ;Seems to be say<, 
' ·,, · lrig, 1'.QK, you ltad your chance to · 
Editor, Daily News: do Jhlng's my way on your own. · 
The move to place administrative Now I'm. ordering you to do it my 
control over the College Heights way."/... •'· · . , , · · . 
Herald is nothing more than cen- I ain a Western alumnus who did ' 
sorship. The Herald has been a not have .the privilege ol working 
top-rated paper among the on either publication. However, 15 
Associated Collegiate Press across years as a journalist and now a 
the United States !or the past 10 state olflclal .have taught me one 
years, WITHOUT FACULTY very Important lesson: Disputes be-
SUPERVISION. tween the news media and public 
The main reason for the success ·servants must not result in per- · 
ol the Herald's acclaimed journal- sonal vendettas on either side. · 
ism is that the paper is not afraid ... Negative editorials and stories. 
to go the extra step to be a bit con- · · by news media, including the Col- i 
I 
Outcry,:t~µowhalling.·· ... 
ag~i~st'\Herald plan. 
·· ByD~iio}f ~Jitt: ;a~ountedtocen~orship. 
DallyNewsStalfWrlter ·:,; •!'Nothing I've suggested would 
A Western Kentucky Vnlversjty lead · anyone .to say that · unless 
faculty group tentatively has joined they're motivated for some reason 
a growing Usfof campus and na- ·.to attack \\'hat _we're trying to do," i 
tional groups opposing plans ,for he said. ,,.;: ••• • • . ·· I 
more administrative • control over ,':,Alexa~der '.said that . u~der his 
· student publications; 'iiut Western's plan there would never be a situa-
president shows no signs of backing · lion . where a president would exer-
down. ··. · · ,.:, -,;.: .. ·. ·· cise prior restraint over the student 
Western's Faculty Senate on . newspaper. He merely .. wants 
Thursday approved the first of two broader student involvement, 
required readings .of .a resolution clearer 'financial• arid ad'• 
criticizing the proposal, which was mlnlstratlve responsibilities •and · 
made Tuesday by· Western Presi- some · kind . of academi.c status '· 
dent Kern Alexander; The Senate .Alexander said.· · / • " ·;} 
. consists of representatives · from , , The Faculty Senate '.fesolutlon · 
each of the university's academic ( says the student media should _be· 
schools. ·· .•.' ,., · · · · ·· governed by journalistic ,ethics and 
Alexander .outilried the 'proposal not by the faculty or administra-
to a faculty committee that had lion. ,. , · 
previously recommended no :••No. acUoiis should ·be taken· 
. substantial changes In the operation which would have the effect'· of''• 
of either the student newspaper, the · abridging or curtailing the edltorlat• 
· College Heights Herald, or the stu- · 'Independence of the press, ::In- ·· 
dent yearbook, the Talisman. . . · eluding the College Heights Herald 
Alexander said the proposal Is a_nd the Talisman. Student editors, 
. designed to place more of a buffer reporters and staff; once selected · · 
between the administration and should be under no faculty or ·act'. 
student· publications, but opponents mlnlstratlve constraints, but under:· 
say the plan ls an attempt to gain only the constraints of responsible 
control of the sometimes controver- journalism," says the resolution. ··•· •: ·• 
sial newspaper, . "It's a statement of support1 . a'n~ 
Alexander said Thursday he 
would not change his approach. 
He also . denied that his plans 
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Outcry 
n .tJ -
we appreciate that," said Jo-Ann 
Huff Albers, head of Western's 
journalism department: · 
The Western c!iapter of The 
Society of Professional Journalists, 
Sigma Delta Chi, has opposed the 
measure and has asked the national 
chapter to investigate Alexander's 
proposal and take whatever action 
is necessary to ensure the publica-
tions maintain independence. · 
The national chapter. may send a 
fact-finding committee to Western 
- this week, according to James 
Plante, national Sigma Delta Chi 
,_ president and managing director of 
news support services at NBC 
· News. 
The society's Freedom of Infor-
mation Committee wrote to Gov. 
Wallace Wilkinson, asking for his 
support in opposing the proposal. 
_ Wilkinson had not responded to the 
letter by Saturday. 
In a similar letter, committee 
chairman Paul K. McMasters, dep-
. uty ~ditorial director of USA .To-
I From Page 1 
' day, askedAlexandertoreconsider. The subcommittee met Friday for student publications was the ap-John Seigenthaler, chairman, edi- the first · time · to establish a proach of David B. Whitaker, who tor and publisher of The Tennes- deadline for reporting back to the was director of university publlca-
sean of Nashville and editorial lull publications committee, which Uons from 1970 until he retired last 
director of USA Today, likened in turn will report to the president. July. · 
Alexander's proposal to that of the The subcommittee report is sched- But Friday, Whitaker said, "I 
South African government, _which uled to be completed by March 31, never edited the copy, and I didn't 
openly censors journalists. according to Mrs. Albers, who is make it a pointto read copy." 
The Western Publications Alumni tbesubcommitteechairman. Whitaker called Alexander's 
Association has expressed its The committee has been directed plans "purely a violation of the 
displeasure with Alexander's pro- ·to study the expansion of Western's First Amendment," which guaran-
posal and about one dozen publications committee, which tees freedom of speech and of the 
members of the group -· which - would have the task of appointing press. · 
consists of former Herald or faculty editors. The faculty editors . 
Talisman sta[fers who now work then would appoint student editors, "Clearly Western does nothing 
[or such newspapers as the Atlanta who are now in chosen by_ their better than journalism - the 
Constitution, the Chicago Tribune, . predecessors and faculty advisers. awards prove it - so why does he 
USA Today, and the Washington. The proposal also • calls for want to change it?" said Whitaker. 
Post - arrived on campus Friday limiting involvement in student state Rep. Jody Richards of 
to work with students in opposing publications to those receiving aca- Bowling Green, a faculty adviser to 
the proposal. demic credit, which opponents say the Herald from 1964 to 1970, said 
A subcommittee of . the WKU will limit the experience of the staff he did not edit copy either and ad-
publications committee is to review · members because a limited number ded that he also disagrees with 
Alexander's proposal and _draft a of credits gained through laborato- what Alexanper has proposed, say-
plan for its implementation. Alex- ry work can be applied toward a ing it would result in censorship. 
ander said he wants the proposal in college degree. · (The Associated Press con-
place by the fall semester. · Alexander said his _model for the • lrlbuted to this article) 
-----
PuhlicatiOns 
I , 
Outcry Said 
'COurier fault 
.,_,. . 
.i 
, ·: 3 · J.. I - Ii-!< 
By DAVID C.L. BAUER 
and TRACY L. McQUEEN 
Dally News Stall Writers 
:•The chairman of Western Ken-
. tucky· University's Board of 
Regents . has laid blame on the 
,1,,ouisvi!le :, Courier-Journal for _a 
·public outcry over a proposal that 
critics · say would place more ad-
inlnlstrative control over Western's 
istudent'pubiications. 
, . "I think It's a little unethical the 
Courier-Journal attended an In-
I terdepartmental meeting, and that 
they were . Invited there by some-
I one, prior to us Implementing a 
structure for the betterment of the 
university," said Joe Iracane, 
chairman of Western's board. 
The Courier-Journal on Wednes-
day reported on a meeting of a 
committee that had been formed 
last year to study Western's stu-
dent publications. It was during the 
, meeting that ·western President 
Kern Alexander made a proposal 
for changes in administrative con~ 
1 trol over the student newspaper 
and yearbook. A member of the 
committee Is thought to have 
alerted the Louisville newspaper to 
the meeting. 
Iracane said he believes the 
•''ouricr's presence and following 
,I) 
news article generated controversy 
surrounding the proposal, but the 
newspaper's editor says there is 
nothing for which to apologize. 
"I've received a huge amount of 
letters relating to the (Courier-
. Journal) story. and Its account of 
the change," Ira'canesald. · 
But David V. Hawpe, editor of 
the Courier-Journal, said he saw no 
reason to apologize for the article. 
"I think that's one of the more 
extraordinary comments I've ever 
heard," Hawpe said. "The story 
didn't mislead anybody unless 
those quoted were using words they 
didn't understand, 11 
Hawpe said he spoke with Alex-
ander alter the article appeared 
Wednesday In the Courier-Journal 
and Alexander gave no indication It 
was inaccurate. 
Meanwhile, criticism of the pro-
posal continues to mount, with 
Western students planning to dem-
onstrate Wednesday in protest 
against the proposal - which is be-
ing supported by Iracane. 
The all-day demonstration at the 
Dero Downing University Center is 
being organized by theater and 
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government students, who fear the Talisman. The faculty editors 
their departments may suffer if then would select student editors, 
Alexander is successful in his plan who previously were selected by 
for the newspaper. their predecessors and faculty ad-
"If Dr. Alexander can do this to visers. · 
the Herald, he can do this to any Alexander said there would be lit- · 
department," said · Bruce Cambron, tie difference ·between faculty ad-
a government and history student. visers and faculty editors. Oppo-
"He's going to limit the educa- nents said the title of faculty editor . 
tioll 'of everyorie on campus," said implied they would have final say ' 
Melissa Cornett, a government stu• over the newspaper's content. I 
dent. "Everybody will lose out." Opponents have said Alexander's 
Chistian Ely, a theater student, proposal is an attempt to water-
said he was concerned about Alex- down the sometimes controversial 
ander's plan, especially in light of student newspaper. 
ihe recent Hazelwood versus The proposal is not an attempt at 
Kohlmeier decision, in which the censorship, Iracane said. 
U.S. Supreme Court upheld censor- "There is no way that there was 
ship by high school administrators. any intent for us to censor, in any 
"The word after journalism was way, either of the publications and 
theater," Ely said. if in fact anyone could (show there 
The demonstration will include a was), we would reevaluate the en-
march on the administation build- tire change immediately," Iracane 
ing. . said. 
Cambron hopes Alexander will The proposal began to receive 
realize the importance of the stu- criticism last week, with local and 
dents' opinions. national chapters of The Society of 
"This university is for the stu- Professional Journalists, · Sigma 
dents," Cambron said. "Without Delta Chi, as well as student and 
the students, be wouldn't have bis faculty ·groups and newspapers 
job." . • from across the United States 
Students began organizing' the chiding Alexander's plan. 
demonstration Thursday and said But Alexander said he plans to 
they expect a large turnout. follow through with the proposal -
. Iracane said he has discussed the and Iracane said it will be with the 
proposal with Alexander and support of the university's gov-
believes it to be in the best interest erning body. 
of the university. . "I think that the intent of what 
But the W~stern Publications he proposed is to better orchestrate 
Alumni Association this morning the College Heights Herald news-
formally joined In the opposition to paper and the Talisman " Iracane 
Alexander's proposal. said. Hit would allow :riore than 
Chad Carlt~n, vice. president of just two people to decide what's 
the association, s~1d the plan newsworthy, and it would make 
11 would create a situation where more of a chance for (a good 
the university could iliegaily try to newspaper). It would make a good 
censor both publications." thing better." 
"W_e're afr,~id of that; we're not The proposal will be discussed at 
ailegmg that, he said. . the next meeting of the board on 
Carlton, who was editor of the April 28 Iracane said but the 
Herald a year ~go, said, "I ca_n't discussio~ likely wili 'center on 
imagme an admmistrato_r proposmg whether terminology in the pro-
something that could mfrmge on · osal should be changed. 
the freedom of the press. We hope P 
the he'll give way to common "If that's what we need to do, 
sense." we'll do it. We will not, under any 
He said the 400-member organiza- circumstances, censor and that is 
tion bas no plans of backing down. not the intent of the proposal," 
Alexander on Tuesday gave the Iracane said. "The idea of 'if It's 
publications committee the power not broken, why fix it' seems to 
to appoint faculty editors for the imply leave it alone forever, but we 
student newspaper, the College want to grow ... that's what we are 
Heights Herald, and the yearbook, attempting to do," Iracane said. 
I 
I 
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From Dally News 
and AP reports . . ty 
K ntucky Universi 
- western e exander has told 
Presiden_t Kern ~l the university's 
the chairman ~ that he will will 
Board of Regenr:sidency to accept 
not leavf ~ea \lirginia university . 
. ~?,~:=r h~~ dinner toget~irc1 S~~d~~ 
night and <~\exa~t~aking a deci-
had no lnten on . l ted to the 
t this time re a 
slon,, a 'd Joe '.Iracane, chalrm_an job, sai b rd "(Alexander said) 
of the the oa . : important respon-
he has more 
11 
. , • 
sibllltles on hand. ffered a universl-
Alexander was o rofessorship at 
ty dlstingulshetd : Institute and 
Virginia Poly ~c according to 
state University, f Virginia 
b t Smith dean o Ro er ' f Education. The 
Tech's College o mended for the 
pre~ldent wtdfJ"i: apply, lracane 
position an . 
said. d rofessors at 
DisUngulshe - P of which the 
Virginia T~~h _ carry the rank of 
school has Ith tenure. Alex-
full professor w . 3 904 
ander's current salary_ is $8 't ieave 
h resident will no T e p h' four-year con-
Western befor; 1~ 4 1990, Jracane tract expires ~~- 'to remain at 
said. The dec!Sl~n mean the offer 
Western does n~ down for good, 
has been turne 
Jracane saidd. t could not be reach-The presi en 
ed for comment. d has re-
ne Sai.d Alexan er Iraca 
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'eived several offers but would not Smith, dean of Virginia Tech's 
!•borate on what they were. · College of Education, said no of-
.·, "He did not apply for any of ficlal action had been taken on hir-
~ese positions," Iracane said. "He tng Alexander, but he said faculty 
, as nominated." members were "absolutely over-
- ~jAlexander1 48, was the prime whelmed" by Alexander's ac·adem-
, ,)oice 'of a faculty panel at le achievements. 
. ·;rginia Tech, which conducted a Iracane said controversies sur-
: \lion wide search for a top rounding the president were not a 
'. . ucator last year to fill the post, factor in whether Alexander would 
-'. i. ording to a Virginia University 
· accept another job offer. 
., :, )kesman. 
llexander, who has been presi- Last week, Alexander announced 
1t of Western since December plans to install faculty editors to 
>, is a nationally recognized ex- oversee the student newspaper and 
t in school finance and has been yearbook - a move that has been 
· )nsultant In that area to several widely condemned by journalists 
- es. and educators. 
--
w,<:Uregent 
blames paper 
.for flap ov,er .. ·.·.•· 
publications '. · · 
, ' :.·,:;:.i .:. . . 
. Associated Press . · • . : .. · · · •., · 
• •.•. 'i . "· :C. J, .,.3 -: ;).J.-rv 
, BOWLING GREEN, Ky. ~ Joe : 
Iracane, chairman of Western Ken- 1 
. tucky University's board of regents, 
.. has blamed The .Courier-Journal for 
: the public outcry over a proposal to 
assign faculty editors for college 
: publications, which now have facul-
ty advisers. . · · · 
Under ,the proposal by . WKU 
. President Kem Alexander, the tac-
, uity editors would select student edl- 1 
tors, .. who have been selected by j 
.· their predecessors and faculty ad• 1 
. vise rs. '· • . ·, ' .· _. ' • . •.. . . . ! 
·· Alexander made his proposals last t 
Tuesday during a meeting of a com- s 
mittee that had been studying WKU d 
.. publications. The Courier-Journal, d 
' Whose reporter sat across the table p 
. 'from Alexander, reported ·on the 
''meeting.',,.,,,.,-, .. ,.,.;, .. •._,· ...... ,.,:·:: : 
' "I think it's a Jlttle unethical The •m 
iCourler.Journal attended an lnterde- d 
,, partmental meeting;'8lld that they 1 
•, were invited there by someone, pri-
or to us implementing a structure 
· 'for the betterment of the . untversi- 1 
ty," lracane said. , .- -. 
: David Hawpe, editor of The Court- · 1 
er-J oumal, said there is no reason to I 
apologize for the article. 1 
. "I think that's one of the more ex- f 
. traordlnary comments I've ever 
beard," .Hawpe said. "The story 
· didn't mislead anybody unless those 
quoted were using words Ibey didn't 
understand." · · · 
Hawpe said he spoke with Alexan-
' der after the article appeared, and , 
that Alexander did not indicate that 
it was inaccurate. 
\ 
· Some say ·Alexander seek$,}~.: 
· to widen censorship ruling'S~ 
, . . :, r~(l 
By TIM ROBERTS . 
Stall Writer C ,J J "J..).. fr decision allowing censorship of high'.:,~[ school newspapers to the college, 0,«! 
: level, he said. ·;,v; t~i 
. BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Kern · · In "The Law of Schools, Students.-; 
Alexander, the president of Western and Teachers," a text that he co,,r:,:• 
Kentucky University, Is a nationally authored, Alexander wrote, "Cer'; "'' 
recognized expert on school law and talnly, the school can control ·the·.,.•'., 
has written extensively on the sub- . content of school newspaper where co' 
Ject. ' : · · · ' • -. a teacher or the principal edits the_. 
So when WKU Journalism alumni newspaper and directly control(s):,;'!'. 
learned last week. that Alexander Its contents." ,, .:, · 
wants to extend controls on the uni• Cerlton said it appears that Alex-, 1, 
verslty's nationally recognized stu- and er might be using that notion to . ··. 
dent newspaper and yearbook, some exert control over WKU's publlca•• •· .. · 
turned to Alexander's books and ar- !ions. . . ·i 
tlcles. · · But the same text also says, • 
_At a news conference yesterday, · "Freedom of the press ls a corner-'. 
Chad Carlton - a member of the stone of the basic freedoms found In · 
class of 1986 and president of the .. a democracy." ': ·i · 
400-member Western Kentucky Uni- Two months ago, In the case of 
verslty Student Publications Alumni Hazelwood vs. Kuhlmeler, the U.S •. 
Association - outlined what he and Supreme Court allowed censorship 
others found, · · · 
Alexander may be trying to ex- See ALEXANDER , · 
pand a recent US. Su~r~:~ 9ou7.; . . . PAGE,:• :ol}: ~ cr;'jon:[ _·• 
/i L/ 
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'·.' 
Alexander ·move 
linked to ruling · 
. . '. .. 1. 
Continued from Page B I _ ·- '. i 
·. of. high ;;;;;:icfpubilcaao~i?1?a1 [j I In other developments yesterday, 
-learning iaboratories,.glve academic _ the Journalism society announced 
credit and have a faculty editor · the appointment of a team to lnves-
A week ago Alexander called 'tor tlgate the situation, and students an-
faculty editors . at . the College nounced plans to march _on WKlj's 
Heights Herald and Talisman year- • administration building. · · _ 
. book, and for giving academic cred- :"-Robert Thorp; a retired Louisville 
ii to students who work on them. He Times copy editor and former Uni-
also said the publications should be versity of Kentucky Journalism pro-
laboratories similar to chemistry fessor, will bead a three-member 
· labs. He asked a· committee to look group, which Thorp hopes will- ar-
. at ways to implement those plans rive on campus later this week. 
and report back next week. ·, · · · • Also 00 the team are Laura Eip-
... "His plan fits neatly into many ·of per Hlil, consultant Journalist , at · 
the criteria the court said gave ad- Vanderbilt University and James 1 
ministrato,;5 at Hazelwood th_e right · Tidwell, Journalism 'professor at 
to censor, car1ton said. . . · Eastern Illinois University. . .. · · 
. At the time of the Supreme Court ' The · protest, planned by students 1 
ruling, most legal experts said ii ' who are not in the Journalism pro- 1 
.would not apply to college publlca•: gram. will lake place tomorrow ' 
tlons, said Paul K. McMasters, Chair- · . · . · . . • · . . . l 
man of the Freedom of Information morning. l •· ,.,,,, · -' ,., •. ,·••·· ,. ' 
Committee of the Society of Profes- -Cbristian Ely, a junior majoring In 
sionai Joun\atims; Sigma Delta Cbt. theater who is one of the,, students 
· "But some of us said II was only a planning the protest, said, If some-
matter of time before someone at- thing as good and estabilsbed as the 
tempted to apply the precepts of Ha- Herald can be destroyed, I !,ear for 
zelwood at: a college level," said other programs _on _campus ... :,:1.. '.) 
McMasters, who is deputy editorial . , • :, 
. director of USA Today. ,,,, '•·> <\. ·I 
· 
1
• ''Alexander would not answer re- • 
porters' questions. A spokesman -1 
said he was at home in a meeting 
,;yesterday .. and would hold ·a .. news . 
, conference within 72 hours. .. ,, ;, •::; · A 
·•.i'-Later yesterday morning; the uni-' 
,.versity's · pubilc-informatlon -Office : 
released a statement from Alexan- : 
der, which did not address the con- · 
troversy but said Instead that he bad 
been appointed president of .the 
American Education. Finance Asso-
ciation over the weekend Jn Tampa, 
Fla. It noted that Alexander had 
edited the association's latest year-book. . ·, . ' . : . . 
Carlton caited on Al~xander to ex- : 
plain himself, and called on alumni, 
students, faculty members and any-
one else concerned about First 
Amendment rights to write to Alex-
ander and the _board of regents to 
protest. · : - . •. . . · · _ _ . . 
i 
i 
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Herald wins 18 awards 
i) ,v ' 3 . .}- 7 - ~f 
Western Kentucky University's student newspa-
per, the College Heights Herald, won 18 awards dur-
ing the regional competition of The Society of Pro-
fessional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi. 
The newspaper won the competition's sweepstakes 
award, which is given based on total overall points 
received, and claimed six first place awards, The 
.. Herald also took first place for its student magazine 
· in the non-daily publication category. 
· Individual first place winners were Eric Woehler 
· for non-fiction magazine story, D~rren Klausnitzer 
, · for in-depth reporting, Royce Vibbert for sports and 
feature photography, and. Tom Broekma for spot 
''news photography. · · ''·' '•.•. · · · . J 
· · Seven Herald staff members received individual 
second place awards and four received individual ' • ·.J. 
third place awards. . : . ' 
The competition included universities from Ken-
tucky, Indiana and Illinois. · ' · · , , :,'.i 
' 
'-':{K~'s Heraldph,s,n,9!,7~~,,, 
Western Kentucky University's studentnewspa-
per, the College Heights Herald, claimed 69 awards 
during the annual Kentucky Intercollegiate Press 
. Association contest last weekend in Murray. 
· -. The Herald won first-place awards for overall 
: . layout and front page layout. Staff members winning 
'first pl.ace included Carla Harris, editor, for general 
Interest columns; Leigh Ann Eagleston, magazine 
story and opinion pages; Debbie Rodgers, advertis-
ing campaign; Kendall Hart, comic strip; Todd 
Pack, investigative reporting; Mark Gruber, news 
photo and sports photo; Julius Key, sports game 
. reporting; Laura Sullivan, analysis and special 
. ·report; and Pack, Jackie Hutcherson, Mac Hum· 
.. .-: phreys ancj Cindy Stevenson, continuing news. 
••1 The_ 9tudent newspaper won 15 second-place, seven 
' third-place, and 34 honorable mention awards. . 
.. · "We're. c;ertainly pleased to fare as well as we \ 
did/' said Bob Adams, adviser of the newspaper. /\ 
. "It's always satisfying to get recognition from j 
newspaper professionals.'' 
. Entries are judged by a panel of professional f' ,Jow·n.a)is,tsfro~ Kentucky a_nd Tennessee. 
JllllLJlUJllL-Jl.llWUll~!WillJ .. -~,, 
-WKU l!~..n.er wins national award despite criticism 
I 
. ~~--~~-· By JANET L CAPPIEU:O' " . 
Associated Press ,- -, · · 
J -~ 1, . C. .. ,n, ~ o,,..~ / -f-1 
The Western -~ntucliy O'niverslty 
~-student newspaper, which was heav-
- ily criticized,earlier this year by for-
. . mer President Kem Alexander, has 
,., vion an award as one of the nation's 
:.;Jour best·college papers. 
--:· The,-Co)lege Heights Herald re-
ceived, , the Pacemaker _ Award on 
~ Saturqay at the annual Associated 
·•Collegiate Press-College Media Ad-
.;:visers convention in Atlanta. It was 
::-.tile fourth time the 63-year-old pa-
"· per . has won the Pacemaker in this 
=11ecade. 
.:~ · "For him (Alexander) to have so 
~-little regard for it (the paper) in this 
. ~ particular year, it really feels good," 
Herald faculty adviser Robert Ad· 
. "·-ams said yesterday in a telephone 
•. interview from Bowling Green. 
· c :- Alexander, who resigned in April 
. -··to take a distinguished professorship 
,·., at Virginia Tech, caused controver-
-:-15y March 15 when he announced 
plans to !nstall faculty editors at the 
newspaper and the Talisman, West· 
em's yearbook. The publications are 
edited by students, and Alexander 
eventually backed away from his 
original proposals after student pro-
tests and expressions of concern 
from professional organizations. 
After a series of committees re-
viewed both publications, current 
President Thomas C. Meredith took 
no further action. 
"Alexander's attempts to effect 
changes didn't receive any particu-
lar support," Adams said. 
Meredith was at a lneeting In 
Florida and was unavailable for 
comment yesterday. 
The controversy was the basis for 
another award given at the conven-
tion. 
J a-Ann Albers, head of West em's 
J oumalism Department, received 
the Ross Strader Award tor defense 
of free-press standardS on a college 
campus, Adams said. 
The award has been given only 
three times In II years, he said in a 
news release, and it honors a person 
who has "demonstrated exercise of 
the principle of freedom of the 
press at some risk to personal or 
professional welfare." 
Adams said in the Interview that 
Albers, who was not tenured, W!\5 in 
her first year as department head 
when the controversy arose. 
When Alexander appointed a sub-
committee to study his recommen-
dations for faculty advisers, Adams 
said, Albers volunteered to be chair-
man of the panel. 
"She thought it was pretty impor-
tant to be represented there," he 
said. "She wanted to see where 
there were places where he was 
flexible. As it turned out, there 
weren't very many places where he 
was flexible." 
Adams said Albers was the direct 
link between the publications and 
Alexander during the uproar. 
"She tried to keep the lines of 
communication open. . .. And she 
was the one who was standing solid 
in resisting. the ideas that he was 
putting forth," Adams said. 
He said Albers had no obligation I 
to the student publications because I 
they are separate from th<i Journal- I 
Ism Department He also said she I 
placed herself on shaky ground be- I 
cause she does not have a Ph.D. and I · 
had never taught a course before I 
taking over the department I 
"She wasn't expected 10· get Into 
the hand-to-hand combat," Adams I 
said. · 1
1 "I felt I had to do ii," Albers said 
yesterday In a telephone interview. I 
"It was a matter of principle." I 
The College Heights Herald won I 
the Pacemaker Award in 1981, 1982 i 
and 1984, the release said. I 
The other newspapers receiving I 
Pacemakers were the Indiana Dally I 
Student at Indiana University in 
Bloomington, The Spectator at the 
University of Wisconsin in Eau 
Claire and the Dally Kansan at the 
University of Kansas In Lawrence . 
The award was sponsored by the 
American Newspaper Publishers As-
sociation Foundation and ACP. 
\ 
Western student paper · 
named as one of best 
Western Kentucky University's 
student newspaper, the College 
Heights Herald, has been honored 
as one of the four best college < 
newspapers in the nation. 
The Herald received the Pace-
maker Award during a college 
newspaper convention in Atlanta. 
The award is sponsored by the 
American Newspaper Publishers 
Association Foundation and 
Associated Collegiate Press. 
This ls the fourth time the 
Herald, which was founded 63 
years ago, has received the 
award. The other awards came in 
1981, 1982 and 1984. [), ,v - . Io - 3 / · ~ >' 
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Tompklnsvllle, Ky. /Oo 
Circulation: 3,832 , , .... , ,... . ., , . • ... . .... , . " 
Thomas named editor of newspaper .. 
Steve 
Thomas 
tional Dean's List th~~~ years, has 
been named to the· national jotir~ 
na1ism honor society, and last year , 
was named outstanding junior by 
Western's Sigma Delta Chi chapter 
of professional. journalists. Thomas · 
is also a member of several clubs 
and other honor societies . . 
Iri writil1g, Thom.as has twice wo~ 
,Hearst . Writing .Awards for ex-' 
cellence'in journalism.'The H~arst 
competition is a monthly contest in 
which 180 of the, top journalism 
schools in the country enter their 
.-best stories. Thomas has placed in 
the top 10 twice. . . · 
Steve Thom3.s, 8. ·senior at Western Thomas also received six writi.ng 
Kentucky University in Bowling awards, including first place for best 
Green, has been named editor of T~e . news story, during last spring's Ken:· · 
College Heights Herald, the schoo s tucky Jntecollegiate Press conven-
twice-weekly ·newspaper, for the lion in which virtually all Kentucky 
spring 1986 semester. coll~ges and universities were 
Thomas, the 24-year-old . son of represented. Thomas' total number 
Katherine Thomas, Rt. 1, Tomp- of awards·were more than any other 
.· kinsville, and Estes Thomas, Celina individual received in that competi-
Rd:-, Tompkinsville, Is majoring in tion. 
both journalism and history and is He also attended a national press 
scheduled to graduate in May. conference for college newspaper 
A 1979 graduate of Tompkinsville . editors at the White House in . 
High School, he has been a member . Washington, D. C. in 1984. 
of the Dean's List or Presideµt's I.Jst Thomas has also worked at two 
for eight consecutive semesters at other professional papers besides 
Western and currently has a, grade The Banner. They are The Tomp-
point average of 3.6. · • .. · · ·.· iiinsville News, where he was em-
Thomas assumes editorship of the ployed after completing high sch~ol, 
· paper after serving as special repor- and The Dailv News In Bowhng 
ting team editor in the fall. He has . Green, where he worked part-time 
worked on the ·paper for eight early in his.college_career. 
semesters and during th_at time has 
also served as managing eaitor and ·· .r 
sports editor twice< ' ' ' .j 
Thomas, -Who worked for the 
Nashville Bahner in Nashville, 
Tenn. last summer, plans a career in 
newspaper reporting .. H~. _said he 
· may eventually attend graduate 
school or get a teacher's certificate 
to teach .secondary education In 
journalism or history .. ·, ·. · i . 
1 The College Heights Herald has · ~ 
been named one of the top 16 college 
newpapers in the country for eight 
· . straight years. ,; · ' · ,, ... , ' i 
' : "I feel honored to have been nam- 1 
'ed editor such an outstanding . ; 
news Pa.per,"., Thomas said. "It's go." J 
ing to be a big responsibility, though. 
We have about 50 students who will 
be working as staff reporters and 
that doesn't include ,about 10 
photographers and. 10 people on 
advertising staff.": ,. ·. · 
During his four years at Western, 
Thomas has won several awards and 
scholarships. He is currently receiv-
ing scholarships froin both the jour-
nalism and history department at 
WKU. He has been nam~d to the Na-
I 
' 
"':!::ti I !_t, V..tfl. <.:ir-,_..,,.,... .. _,,:. .J ,_ ·,C.1,l~1.f!Hl;' ~J 111/':!Jnt?~, 'tt'IT!.l.f'(tl A . 
. ' WKU's .. student newspaper honored 
.•. ', ,. • . . . • , ··•-·" ' •. ,. - • , I 
. BOWLING GREEN, Ky; - Western Kentucky University's stu• ,,· · 
•. dent newspaper, The College Heights Herald, bas been inducted ! 
into the Hall ot Fame ot the Associate Collegiate Press/National · , 
Scholastic Press AssocJation. .1 F, .,-,,:1.-,n -"..,_,,,-.-, i•·-~t!.?.Jb !t~ !i~:i.•! ." ,-.. .- · 
, . ,, The newspaper will. receive a. p~ue that ,will be displayed at " , 
.,,, ,annual_natlonal f0!111e11l1l>!IS-.> 4/,_;;~Ai,~ ,~,l#vY r.,;).:W '"( ,t-7 '" , , 
• ~ .. --- ---~--~-'~•-•- • ai,,, I 
b ·a11 
said. 
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WKU. newspaper called one. of best 
.<-;--: ' ''. , " ·.,., , . ,,,_:;;. ;_ .. , ;'/.f.,,/ __ _., ·:(\ ,.,_.·/1_·':,: . . , ,i:;: ,' 
· , Western Kentucky University's student newspaper, The College 
Heights Herald, has been selected as the best non-daily student newspa; 
per in Region Five of the Society of Professional Journalists. · ·, , · · ·, ' 
The Herald, Westem's student journalism professional chap1cr of the 
Society of Professional Journalists and five Western journalism stu• 
dents were honored at SP J's Region Five conference in Champaign, Ill. 
Western's SPJ student chapter won the Fiver Award, which goes to 
the most productive professional or student chapter in the region. 
Students who won first place in individual writing and photography I 
included Cinthia Stevenson of Covington, editorial writing; Thomas eSte:°1'1 •;·• Hemes of Pittsford, N.Y,, best sports writing; Jeanie Adams of Bowling 
Green, ~t spot news photography; Steve Smart of Louisville, best " i' _;, ·~, 
.feature photography; and.Omar Tatum of Louisville, best' sports pho-
tography, ' ,,,,c.s•· 
Winners will compete against top finishers from oilier 10 SPJ regions 
for national honors, National winners will be announced and honored at 
·the SPJ national convention fu Louisville in·October. · , ·~ 
Because of their first-place win in regional competition, Western stu- f" 
· dents won the Sweepsta!<es A ward, which goes to ilie school with the : 
· ·highest point total. ' .. _ '' 
I 
UllllU.lllE...JilWIUllt]Jfilill .. _ ··- . -
WKU publications guidelines established The newspaper, which carries libel insurance, is respons(ble for 
1 
what it prints, not the umvers1ty, 
-Adams said. 
L{ - -::,..:';- -7 6 
By LISA JACKSON 
Daily News Staff Writer 
Western Kentucky University Presi-
dent Thomas Meredith shut the door to-
day on an issue that plagued the school 
with controversy just before he arrived -
the degree of control wielded over stu-
dent publications. 
Meredith presented his repon on the 
topic, outlining requirements that will 
make Westem's student-produced news-
paper and yearbook more financially ac-
countable and that established guidelines 
for creation of procedures and policies 
regarding operations. 
Bob Adams, who has served as interim. 
student publications director for nearly 
three years, said he was glad to see the 
repon completed so work could move 
ahead in the establishment of policies. 
"I think it's just saying we should go 
forward, do things as we have," said 
journalism department head Jo-Ann 
Albers. 
An internal search is being initiated for 
a director of university publications, 
Meredith said, adding that he hopes that 
position can be filled by early summer. 
Exactly where that position ranks in 
relation to depanment heads and deans 
hasn't been determined, although the sal-
ary is slightly below that of a department 
head, Meredith said. 
The repon establishes a new student 
publications committee to replace the one 
that has vinually disintegrated during 
past years. · 
That committee will select editors of 
the school's newspaper and yearbook, 
review financial operations, arrange in-
dependent audits of the publications and 
establish a policy statement for the 
operation of student publications. 
One responsibility it will not have, ac-
cording to the repon, is to serve as an ed-
itorial board. 
• The repon also encouraged the 
College Heights Herald to publish . 
more frequently than two days .per 1 
week, but •.< any additional revenue 
requirements_...1~mst be bo~~ by ~: ._1 
Herald," the repon said. · ·• 
Meredith said no extra money : 
exists to . help with additional ' 
Questions about possible ad-
ministrative control over student publica-
tions arose near the end of former Presi-
dent Kem Alexander's tenure when he: 
used the term "faculty editors" rather 1. 
than Hstudent editors" in connection 
with publications. His use of the term was ' 
condemned in many newspaper and stu-
dent circles, his critics assening that he publication:~d he wasn't surprised 
meant to censor t11e student newspaper. A~s . uldn •t allocate 
Alexander denied that assertion. , the university wo a but that 
Final authority as to whether material ' money for the newsp per, if 
. . . , he thought it would be necessary 
considered libelous should be pnnted I ublished more 
rests with student editors, who should , the Herald ever was P . 
consult with attorneys on such questions, 1,than twp days wee~y~perates from : the repon said The newspape ·d h 
. · d •ertising revenues. Adams sru e Adams pomted to that statement as the _a.'., . if enough additional., 
most imponant one in the repon. Al- ' di<ln t .1?1°w ould be raised • 
th h h . . f 11. d . adverusmg revenues c oug sue pracuce 1s o owe now ! • , 8 roducers -concerning questions of libel, it hasn't ' or tf the newspaper P . -, 
been policy before, he said. full-time students - . would have, 
~ time to publish more frequenU:)'. , 
"I don't think we're willing to' 
sacrifice putting out a good newspa-' 
per for one more often,'' A~s· 
said. "I don't see it in the
1
_ nh~ 
future " he said about pub is mg' 
more ~ften. "We' re asking a lot of· 
the students already." 
·"Every issue that I thought ought 
to be addressed has been address-
ed,'' Mrs. Albers said. 
l 
WK. u d. isp. ~te?_F_/;. Collegiate Press. More recently, the lnti~x~=i:e~;eie:~~h~:rai:;;: 
newspaper was recognized by the md yesterday Meredith Indicated 
O,r · b k .... :.' Society of Professional Journalists :hat he didn't believe Alexander bad . f er year 00 "·•.•' •.•. as the best non-daily student news-_,ntended to do ellhe.r of those thing.s. ' 
, . paper In a region consisting of Ken- · ! )' A ·; lot of :words were thrown 
, . • •-, • , lucky, Illinois and Indiana. around, like 'censorship,'" Meredith 
Paper seems, .... :,,,i \ When asked Why he didn't simply ;aid. "But I didn't find that." Howev• • • .,,, ·"~ppolnt Robert Adams, Interim di- er, Meredith said that because he 
t b · - · :,,,,".'.,;'rector of university publications and 1wasn't at Western then, he woul_dn't · O e· re·so· lved _: :>:. · faculty adviser to the Herald, to the (want to comment more on the con-
. : :::; ·• ;; '. renamed post, Meredith said be be- troversy. 
· · ~ .. ·• Jieved that would violate federal hir- "I covered what appeared to be 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY · -: :~-.:;, ·· ing laws. However, "I will be very the hottest Issues, to put them to re~t 
Staff Writer • . · :. :> •·, l disappointed If Bob Adams Is not In so we could get on with our bus1• , 
· 4 -;;:i_ (, -? 6·~-•~ •! this search," Meredith said, . . (ess," he said. , . 1 
BOWLING GREEN K . · · _ -,:c .. ::1 Adams said be Intends to apply. Albers an_d Adams said much of \ 
'after cries of censorship ~1ri Two years: ".,"; Adams and Jo-Ann Huff Albers, f hat Meredith proposed either Is al• , 
ern Kentucky University arose, West- •· '. head of the journalism department, eady done_ or had been done once. ' 
resolved the controvers a~pears to have<,'-'·' said they are pleased ·with Mere- he committee on student publlca• , 
former President Kern Ji s emm!ng from, •. ,, .. , dith's plan. _ lions, for example, already exlsls, 
al to put control of the ·a!~~'.;:fr!i~ro~l:- .';. '.;, '.'I don"t see any problems with his but because of retirements and res-
dent newspaper and yearbook 1 , r f ,, •· , suggestions,, Adams said. "The most lgnallons, its membership has dwin• 
and possibly administrative _ ~a;~~ ty."7.,:::·:: pleasing thing'.to. me Is ~Is places died to two faculty members. Albers 
At_ a news conference yesterda w · · . · responslblllty for publication on the said past administrations have 
President Thomas Meredith Y, estem- ,:'., · · - - · -- - ~---- ~\1 failed to replace departing commit• plan that spells out Who announced ·a'n:, student editor. That's always been a I tee members. · , · · · 
,advise the publications ant\ oversee and.•, gray area, and this sets II out very . , Meredith's committee will have 
the editorial decisions w O will make- :,, clearly." lour faculty members, representing 
Meredith's plan le v· · • . ., ::,,•:, · Albers said Meredith's plan four of Western's six colleges; lour 
the student editors !n~\;f~g:;;al control to,•.:": ' "could be a factor In warding off ; students; the dean of student life; 
mittee to select those hes a com-, ·::• future questions of , 'Who's In i the head of the journalism program; 
publications' finances a~~i~rs, review the : , ; 1 charge? WhO's responsible for this?' \ the director of university relations; 
not resolved by the publlcati ear, complaints • , ... , Just changing the name Itself, from · and a professional journalist with 
financial review Will lnclud ons staffs. The ; , , • 'university' to 'student,' will be a big newspaper business expertise, to be· 
of the publications' bud e annual audits :· factor In that." . recommended by · the Kentucky 
proval of the bud et re gets and final ap,. · ,>-; In March 1988, Alexander said. he Press Association. The 'director· of 
to the admlnistrat1on quests that are sent , • ,. , wanted to install faculty editors at student publications and the editors 
Meredith also cha~ ed th ·, the Herald and Talisman (the year- of the Herald and Talisman will be 
office under which theg n e name of the, ·, book), to review content before pub- non-voting members. 
book operate from "un ewspaper and year. • • llcatlon and to give student work on · Meredith's description of the com-
to "student publicatio:~.rsi% publications",. , • . . the publications some sort of aca• 
1
-mlttee also specifically says It will 
university emplo ee ov · e title of the · , ·, demlc status. Alexander also said he "not serve as an editorial board," 1 
!ions also chan ~d erseelng the publica, , - , wanted broader student Involve- , and that "final authority as to < 
publications. g • to director of student , . , ment In the publications and more I whether material considered libel• 1 
An internal search for di · , · , · , university oversight of finances. I ous should be printed should rest 
gin immediate! and a rector will be: , ; The plan for faculty editors with the student editors." 
pects to fill thipositio~e~edith said he ex •• ,.;, prompted journalists across the Meredith said he Included the lat• 
"Given the strength ot Y ~arly summer. • , , -; country to accuse Alexander of plot- ter, as well as a request that the 
gram, with its nationa the iournalism pro, ;., • ting to restrain the newspaper be- Herald try to publish more often 
you have that kind of 1 \ recognition, when . , , ; cause It had published stories critl• during the week, to make students' don't need to do a nation ernal str~?gth, YOU,:--:, cal of him. Western faculty mem- experiences with the paper "more 
Last summer the eoi°a sear~h, he said.; ,. ", bers and students criticized the plan like the real world." 1· 
was inducted into the ~e7f ~eights Herald.,,. to give work on the publications aca• Adams questioned whether the 
Association of Colle a ° Fame of the, : , : , , demlc status, saying that turning the paper can maintain Its quality if 
Scholastic Press ~fiaie Press/Nationa! ,; ,·, newspaper Into a classroom project published more often than the cur-
"live-star" rating from a th on,,~~ It has a , ~ , : would destroy Its reputation. -rent two times a week. -He also salt' 
e =elation ot : , , , Some Western journalism alumni the paper will have to study whet/ I 
, . • • \ even drew comparisons between Al· · er It could afford to do that. r 
. 
exander's plans and a timely U.S. "Unfortunately, a lot of co111 
, Supreme Court ruling Involving a dailies aren't very good, and I'm 
high school publication. In Hazel• sure we"re willing to sacrifice , 
wood vs. Kuhlmeler, the high court ity for quantity," he said. 
allowed censorship of high school . . . , ; 
publications that are learning labo- · · 
ratorles, give academic credit and 
have a faculty editor. 
I 
I 
Adams is named the director 
of WKU student publjcations 
7-~c-?a · · 
A Daily News report 
Robert Adams, faculty advisor for 
Western Kentud.-y University's stu-
dent newspaper, has been named 
director of student publications at 
the university. 
Adams had served as interim head 
of student publications since 1987. 
He was appointed 10 that position by 
fom1cr \Vestern president Kem 
Alexander. 
Student publications manages the 
business operations of TI1e College 
Heights Herald and The Talisman, 
1he university's newspaper and 
yearbook. The day-to-day operation 
of both publications is controlled by 
stuJerns. 
"I've basically been involved 
with the Herald since 1968," 
Adams said. "I've served as an ad-
visor to them since then. I couldn't 
tell you when I became the Herald• s 
advisor - it just sort of evolved,'' 
he said. 
Adams joined Western' s faculty 
in 1966. 
Developing long-range plans for 
the publications are his goal, Adams 
said. · 
"I plan to start looking at where 
they (the Herald and Talisman) need 
to be five years from now," he said. 
"\Ve've been concentrating on their 
daily operations until now.'' 
Adams was one of the leaders in 
the fight to maint,iin student control 
over the newspaper. Nexander pro-
posed establishing faculty editors 
for it in March 1988, sparking stu-
dent protests. 
"The newspaper has always con-
sidered itself independent,'' Adams 
said. "The idea of faculty editors -
instead of students - was very 
distasteful." 
The issue lost momentum when 
Alexander resigned. Thomas 
Meredith, who was hired as 
Westcrn's president in August 1988, 
let the emotions in the issue die 
down before cs1ablishing student 
control of the publications at the end 
of this year, ..\Jams said. 
Two get journalism awards at Western 
Franklin native Tom Caudill was given a College Heights Herald 
Award for Outstanding Contribution to Journalism during the 40th an-
nual publications alumni brunch Saturday, . accordjng to Student 
Publications Director Bob Adams,; 
Caudill, a former Daily News city editor, is assistant managiµg editor 
of local news for the Lexington Herald-Leader. He was editor of the 
College Heights Herald, Westem's student-run newspaper, in 1975. 
Mary Anne Wood Thompson;. newspaper adviser for the Jefferson 
Community College newspaper;.· The Quadrangle, also received an 
award for outstanding contribution to journalism. , 
Ms. Thompson, Herald advertising manager in the early 1960s, is a 
past execqtive director· of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Associa-
tion. · 
The award has been given since 1966, Adams said. 
/)Ill to-J-.(~'Ji 
Herald and Talismanh011oted"·' :1··''':; 
Staff members .frotn the. Cotie~e 
Hei hts Herald ' arid T!imriihlf''at 
. wJiem K~liicfy VmJelility'fulve' 
returned from a corivei\tloii iifmii~ , 
ver where. the two publlcations won 
,'1.,: ·•. ,.•; ·n. ~i'11.1-: ..- .! ,f, 
two natioqal awards ; '.arid one 
regional award. ·-:·, ,,..,_·.i~_'\ !-\·-;·:f,h'' i.11 
The Her.!14 'was niipled )3.lst' of 
the Show in.' th.e non-rl•nv 1cii'/i o ' ' 
. . . . , . . ;:-,r:v, ts. fY., 
ti
~~~:M~.i;9!1,;;J~~~r"~%t.~{ .. 
on. , .. :- ... _._. , ,: .-. ,1 
Tue Talisman placed fifth in \he' 
yearbook competition and receiVed'' 
the Special Merit A,Y\lfd fpr J?~?lo~ ·. 
rapt~ddition, the Heid/a iJ ;;k\£'1.1 
Regional P~cemakei'for'"1990,9i .. 
and the Heral.d adv\'i:l!Si,Jlg, a4yiso,i:, 
Jo Ann Thompson,, was nant¢ the, 
Distinquished, Four-Year.·· Bµsin!ISS 
Advisor. ·b Af I ";).. ...; I -: "} r . 
\ 
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Money controls · 
on poperwanted 
NG GREEN, KENTUCKY 
By,EVANSDONNEIL 7 C.:)._ L{-92.._ 
Th~DailyNews · .. ... . . .. . . . . . . .. , .. , .... ,. 
A move to. tighten m<>ney controls at Western Kentuclqr-£~ersity s 
stndent new5l'llP"' is quietly afoot; !he Daily NCVIS_ hasleam_edi but !138 · 
come no.'IYhere near spmfang the firestortn;_ofattentio';'.~d debate that a 
similar but more expansive proposal set offm 1988. . . . 
Toe College Heights Herald has operated until now ~ an agency 
fund account, but will be placed under a univ~ity o~ account, ac-
cording to university President Thomas Meredith_. · · . . 
Toe change means the newspaper will have to follow all IDllVersity 
purchasing requirements established by state law. In the past, the news-
paper~ a freer handin making purchases. . . ·. . 
Toe account is one of about 10 that are bemg changed. Western ad-
ministrators were to meet today to finalize which accounts would ~hange 
from agency fund to university operating accounts, according to 
Meredith. 
. Other accounts that. probably will be changed include those of the 
Western Players, the university's Child Care, leaf composting and study 
tour programs and the Agriculture Students Group Activities fund. 
. The accounting change will not crujqge the newspaper's operation, 
PAPER 
Meredith ·said. 
"Nothing has changed. They'll 
continue to run the paper as they 
have,'' he said. 
Toe accounting changes are par-
tially in response to an independent 
firm's review of certain university 
accounts that · was completed in 
May: Most of those accounts were 
controlled by Meredith. 
The Louisville auditing firm Ar-
thur Andersen and Co. did not look 
at the area of student publications in 
its report......: it explored all food ser-
vice, physical plant and. presidential 
accounts, as well as expenses charg-
. ed to the school by regents - but it 
\
~d _recommend that budget prac-
tices and accounting procedures· at 
Western be tightened across the 
1board. 
B
'We were already moving into 
t before the Arthur Andersen 
port crune out,'' Meredith said. 
Former university President Kern 
,\lexander faced a whlrlwind of 
protest from students, journalism 
f~culty, alumni, newspapers and na-
tional news organizations such as 
, the Society of Professional Journal-
FRIDAY,JULYU, 1992 
continued from Page 1 
~ts when h~ c~ed for implementa- ' distinguished professor in the Col-
tion of a similar but broader pro- lege of Education at Virginia Tech, 
posal in March 1988. said today. . .,, 
_Toe SPJ sent a fa~-fin~g com- Alexander noted the irony of the 
nnttee to Wes:em to mve!tigate the fact that a recommendation that 
proposal, which was vtewed by caused turmoil during his ad-
many as ~ a:tempt to censor stu- ministration was now being: imc 
dent publications, an accusation plemented with no uproar. He said 
Alexander strongly denied. The he was not bitter about the situation, 
Herald often was critical of Alex- however. 
ander' s administration. . ''I just hope things work out well 
The proposal included the call-for Westem's in good shape and in 
a faculty editor, which was seen by goodhandsnow," Alexandersaicl 
students and others as an attempt to JoAnn Albers, head of the jour-
control the paper's editorial content. nalism departtnent at Western, said 
~bout 200 students protested she was aware of the accounting 
against the proposal outside the change. Ms. Albers does not have 
Wetherby Administration Building responsibility or authority over stu-
in !>fan:h 1988. The protest was dent publications, but she said she is 
followed by a public forum at always concerned with the status of 
Downing University Center, where the student newspaper because of 
Alexander told students the recom- the opportunity it gives students to 
mendations were designed to tighten learn their trade. 
bud~et. controls over student _"I ~ve no reason to think any-
publications. thing 1s under threat," Ms. Albers 
"I think students interpreted in said. 
good faith that it was an attempt to 
control the student newspaper, but it 
wasn't. I think it was widely 
misinterpreted,'' Alexander, now a 
-David C.L. Bauer of the Daily 
News contributed information to 
this article. 
WKU newspaper wins national award 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University's stu-
dent newspaper won a national Pacemaker award yesterday from 
the convention of the Associated Collegiate Press-College Media 
Advisers in Chicago. 
The College Heights Herald was one of four national winners in 
the non-daily category for the 1991-92 school year, The twice-
weekly Herald bas won the awards five times, the last time In 
1988. 
Tanya Bricklng, a Cold Spring senior, was Herald editor during 
the 1991 fall semester. Doug Tatum, a Louisville senior, was editor 
in the spring. Bob Adams is the Herald adviser. 
The Herald and Eastern Kentucky University's newspaper, the 
Progress, also won regional Pacemaker awards. 
c.._ J. J(-(~'72J.. 
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Newspaper 
could sever 
WKUties 
By RONALD HA WK.INS 
The Daily News I/ - C ·'I,; 
Editors and former. staff 
members of Western Kentucky 
University's student newspaper 
say financial control by the uni-. 
versity has prompted thoughts of 
severing newspaper ties with the 
university. 
Toe College Heights Herald is 
exploring possible courses . of 
action after the university im-
plemented tighter financial con• 
trols in response to an indepen-
dent audit's recommendations. 
Toe changes have delayed ap~ 
proval of various newspaper fie 
nancial requests. 
Toe university doesn't pro-
vide a direct subsidy to the 
newspaper but provides office 
space and utilities and pays the 
salaries of adviser Bob Adams 
and two other people. Advertis-
ing in the newspaper picks up 
the tab for publishing and 
equipment costs, · students' 
salaries and other bills. 
Adams said it has taken. 
months to receive reimburse-
ments for newspaper expen-
ditures when it used to take two 
weeks or less. 
University leaders have been 
cooperative, Adams said, but the 
process is too slow to meet the 
demands of a newspaper that 
must act quickly to cover a 
breaking story or replace equip-
ment. 
Cecile Garmon, Western 
assistant vice president for 
budget and planning, said the 
new regulations "make .it slow 
for everybody." In some in-
stances, the university has been 
able to speed up the process 
when group travel or pre-
registration is involved 
Severing the official ties. wit~ 
the university "is one opuon if 
everyone is agreeable," A~s 
i said. "We have no bones to pie~ 
, with the university .... _It d~esn. t 
seem the state or ~vers1ty_ 18 
c able to deal with_.the timely .~,tu-
1 ations that newspapers face. 
1 . . But Adams and member_s of 
I ·the Western Kentucky Uruver: 
• sity Student Publication AlW?111 
Association would like to fm~ 
another solution. Toe alunlnl 
· n behalf of the group acung o 
stude~ts, is drafting a letter to 
send to President Thomas 
Meredith and · the Board of 
Regents. 
lUIILJlm.wwL.IUIWIUll;JW;JIU. __ ,, 
deafening 
audio 
assault of 
kaleidoscope of 
lasers. Flamboyantly 
dressed characters 
lost in a sea of sweetly 
scented smoke. 
They call it a rave, a live 
underground dance party, 
not to be confused with the 
cantina scene from Star Wars. 
And its popularity is sweeping 
across the country in a mad-
dening rush. 
The concept arrived from 
England almost five years ago. 
And as these underground 
festivals have emerged into 
the mainstream, college stu-
dents have been swept away by 
them in surprising numbers. 
The idea of dancing until 
davm in a hip, surreal atmos-
phere has proved to be an 
attractive alternative to ordi-
nary (and legal) dance clubs. 
"A rave party is just a party 
playing a lot of techno with 
eight hours of pure energy 
and dancing," says Western Kentucky U. 
junior Kevin Todd. "It's like the nineties 
\Trsion of a disco party. v\Then the music 
'. I:. , 1, . I " 
most often a sam-
pling of disco 
favorites with the 
I " ,I, 
more at Western 
Kentucky U. "'It 
was wild; drugs 
\\"!'\!' ('\'(T\'\\'111·n· 
and energy is enough for 
some ravers. "A rave is the 
loudest, most exhilarating, 
sensual experience on earth, 
even without drugs," says 
Laura Wilford, a junior at 
Western Kentucky. "It's a 
chance to vent all of your 
energy and just dance." 
But all this venting some-
times does attract the atten-
tion of the local authorities. 
Part of the thrill of an under-
ground party is the secrecy. 
Most raves are not publi-
cized; partiers find out about 
them through fliers which 
give a location where maps 
are distributed 
Because some raves are 
held in abandoned ware-
houses or vacant lots, the 
potential for conflict with 
police is great. Ramirez says 
raves often are broken up 
because the crowd is huge 
there are fire law violation~ 
or complaints come fron-
neighbors. 
The reputation raves havt 
for drug and alcohol use als< 
attracts the police. "Th< 
police will associate a hugt 
mass of frenzied kids wit] 
drugs," she says. 
In Milwaukee, polir 
arrested more than 900 pe( 
pleat a "Grave Rave" o; 
Halloween. The event w,i 
held in a warehouse, and police said th 
rave was disrupted because the locatio 
was unsafe and sponsors were operatin 
\\·i1l1nllt:11in·11'-(' 
!ID[IIBlllE".Jllllllllll'JIWL -.J:r 
dressed characters 
lost in a sea of sweetly 
scented s-:noke. 
Th.:!y call it a rave, a live 
underground dance party, 
not to be confused with the 
cantina scene from Star Wars. 
And its popularity is sweeping 
across the country in a mad-
dening rush. 
The concept arrived from 
England almost five ye= ago. 
And as these underground 
festivals have emerged into 
the mainstream, college stll-
dents have been swept away by 
them in surprising numbers. 
The idea of dancing until 
dawn in a hip, surreal atmos-
phere has proved to be an 
attractive alternative to ordi-
nary (and legal) dance clubs. 
• A rave party is just a party 
playing a lot of techno with 
eight hours of pure energy 
and dancing,,. says Western Kentucky U. 
junior Kevin Todd. "It's like the nineties 
version of a disco party. When the music 
gets going you're just riding the beat." 
The fire ignited in Los Angeles and New 
York City but has spread quickly to college 
campuses from Arizona to Kentucky. 
Despite their reputation as drug havens, 
raves have become all the rage. 
This explosion of popularity has been 
chronicled in movies and television, a sure 
sign that raves are not just for those in the 
know. "Madonna's new video and movies 
like Bad Influence and Basic Instinct a.re 
making them more mainstream," Todd 
says. "'Beverly Hills 90210 even did an 
episode about it." Yet many 
most often a sam-
pling of disco 
favorites with the 
latest in synth-
pop technology._ 
The audio aspect 
of a rave is one of 
the biggest attrac-
tions for ravers. 
"People who are 
big music fans will 
criticize the music and 
say it's all synthetic. But it 
evokes feeling," Ramirez 
says. "'Rave music is a good beat 
that gives you the opportunity to let go." 
more at Western 
Kentucky U. "It 
was wild; drugs 
were everywhere. 
There was acid, 
ecstasy. People 
were walking out 
of the bathrooms 
after using coke; it 
was crazy." 
Raves in cities like 
Louisville, Ky., and 
Nashville, Tenn., are not 
quite as intense. Drugs do 
not play such a dominant role, 
and the crowd is more diverse, Todd says. 
ground party is the secrecy. 
Most raves are not publi-
cized; partiers find out about 
them through fliers which 
give a location where maps 
are distributed. 
Because some raves are 
held in abandoned ware-
houses or vacant lots, the 
potential for conflict with 
police is great. Ramirez says 
raves often are broken up 
because the crowd is huge, 
there are fire law violations 
or complaints come from 
neighbors. 
The reputation raves have 
for drug and alcohol use also 
attracts the police. "The 
police will associate a huge 
mass of frenzied kids with 
drugs," she says. 
In Milwaukee, police 
arrested more than 900 peo-
p le at a "Grave Rave" on 
Halloween. The event was 
held in a warehouse, and police said the 
rave was disrupted because the location 
was unsafe and sponsors were operating 
without a license. 
This crackdown is what has forced the 
rave scene above ground and discouraged 
entrepreneurs from using the events as a 
get-rich-quick scene. Some of the first 
underground raves in Los Angeles were 
put on by financiers, producers and back-
ers interested in making a fast buck. 
By legitimizing raves, some say big-name 
sponsors have taken away the novelty of the 
concept and replaced it with just another 
club alternative. Norman Benios, who has 
frequented Los Angeles and San Diego 
contend this attention will not 
make raves lose their appeal. '11 rave is the loudest, most exhilarating, sensual exJ1(Jl'ience on earth, even without drll{ffe." 
raves says, "'"When raves moved 
above ground they lost their 
spirit. Raves may be safer and 
Katy Ramirez, a sophomore at 
American U ., says raves will outlast the 
hype. "Raves were not meant to be fads," 
she says. 
Held in abandoned warehouses, clubs 
or vacant fields, raves entail elaborate light 
shows, techno-music and mood-enhanc-
ing substances. They've spawned a unique 
style and look for this generation. Wild 
print shirts, leggings, Doc Martins, 
crushed velvet dresses, masks and extrava-
gant hats are common attire. The music is 
26 
She says the raves are absolutely exhila-
rating. "It's like one big unified mass of 
people dancing around and letting out 
their aggressions to a beat." 
To some rave-goers, riding the beat 
requires the assistance of a mind-altering 
substance. "The first rave I went to was in 
New York," says Bethany Stevens, a sop ho-
Many others also are quick to point out 
that drugs are not the main attraction. At 
any club or dance scene there may be 
drugs, Ramirez says, but they are not as 
prevalent at raves. 
"It's not really a drug thing; it's the unifi-
cation." 
A natural high from the atmosphere 
legal, but they're also boriog." 
Former Los Angeles local Kelli Tyler 
also longs for the days of the early, under-
ground rave scene. "It was really a wild 
time. You felt like you could escape into 
Wonderland and not have to come out 
until 5 the next morning." U 
Maria Burnham, College Heights 
Herald, Western Kentucky U., and Heather 
Gascoigne, Marquette Tribune, Marquette 
U., contrilmted to this article. 
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Wdtffi wm awards 
. Staff members of Western Ken-
tucky University's College Heights 
Herald and Talisman have won a 
series of awards during the 
Ass!)Ciated Collegiate .. .E'r~~/¥' Col-
lege Media Advisers conv!iJtpon. 
l:he Talisman, Western's year-
~k, received second place,iri the 
be.st of show category for ye&l'books 
under 300 pages. ·, ... 
. . The Herald, a twice-weekly 
newspaper, placed fifth in that cate-
gory for non-claily tabloid newspa-
. . 
pers.. . ... 
In .the category for best of col-
legiate design; the Her~lcl finished 
second for overall design, first and 
fourth for photo pages, second for 
front pages, third for nameplates and 
fifth for typographic display. 
Inividuals who earned awards in-
cluded John Martin of Bowling 
Green; Jim Hannah of :Louisville; 
Mllftin Hofmann of Louisville; Jim 
Deweese of Louisvi)le; Marc 
Piscotty of Albuquerque, N.M.; 
Francis Gardler of Philadelphia; and 
Andrew Cutraro of Wauwatosa, 
Wisc. 
In competition sponsored by the 
Society of Newspaper Design, the 
1 Herald placed third in overall design 
, , for non-dailies. 
Rick Loomis of Charlevoix, 
Mich., Joey Carwile of Hardinsburg, 
Chris Poynter of Paris, Tom Batters 
of Whitesboro, N.Y.; and Martin 
placed individually in the competi-
tion. i? Iv I I - .,), I --c; _;> 
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WKU newspaper 
goes on the web 
BOWLING GREEN - Western 
Kentucky University's College 
Heights Herald is now available 
in electronic form on the World' 
Wide Web of the Internet, a first 
for a college paper in Kentucky . 
. . The Herald; pubUshed twice a 
week, is .avail~ble every Tuesday 
arid Thursday. Smee the. electron- . 
ic. edition was begun iil 'January, 
people from Japan to.Denmark_. 
have checked out the news. · 
, ."It links us to the ~orld,". said 
.. Jon. Grant, the paper's on-line edi-
:. tor. "My'heart just jumps when 1 : 
.get a iievi:(coinputer).inessage. I 
·. wonder who it's going fo be · · ' . 
now .. " _:, · -. : :. ' ·· · 
. · The Herald's 'electronic version . 
has been called up more than 
25,000 times siilce,it became 
available, said Baron Chandler of 
Westem's Microcomputiilg Sup- · 
port Center, who helped get the , 
on-line newspaper started.'• · " 
· '•The program's electronic log'• :. 
· shows that people froni Japan,''''" 
Fiilland; Chiila, the Netherlands,'" 
. Zaire and Israel -' as well as from 
'universities all over the United·•·· 
States:-'- have-read the:Herald ,, 
Online, Chandler'Said. 1•·/ .,, ·•· 
,·,The Kentucky Kernel, the Uni•'·' 
·· versity of Kentucky's student · 
· newspaper, 'should be accessible ' 
on the Internet _within a few 
weeks, said Brian Bennett, its 
, editor.in chlef. t . ··,, , . , , '• ,;; 
c:•i;TheWorld Wide Web acldress \i 
· for the College Helghts'Herald is 
http:/wwww.msc.wku.edu/info/ 
herald/ b!1_:: ,i-1r;,:,,;:;:qri1i:: It: .. _. 1:i"i :' 
------' .. <-
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BOB ADAMS (second from left), the faculty advisor to the College Heights Herald, Western Kentucky Univer-
sity's student newspaper, listens as Eric Kemp (center), a senior from Decatur, Ga., complains about what he 
and others perceive as racially biased cartoons in the paper's opinion section. About 60 students were on hand to 
demand that the newspaper print an apology. 
Campus newspaper 
offers apology for 
protested cartoon 
J./· 25'· C/5 DN"' 
By BRENT WILDER 
and BRIAN WILKERSON 
The Daily News 
Western Kentucky University's 
student newspaper today apologized 
for a cartoon about minorities that 
provoked a ·student march Monday 
night on the paper's offices. 
About 60 students, most of them 
black, marched from Downing Uni-
versity Center to the offices of the 
College Heights Herald to protest 
minority coverage, including two 
February cartoons by Herald staff 
member Stacy Curtis. February was 
Black History Month. 
One of Curtis' cartoons, publish-
ed Feb. 28, was about affirmative 
action - hiring quotas for women 
and minorities - and included a 
character saying, "Some minorities 
want 'rights' to jobs through affir-
mative action .... I say get off your 
lazy butt and earn the job if you 
want it!'' 
The Herald today wrote: "The 
Herald regrets publishing that car-
toon and comic strip . ... We are 
working to make ·sure this does not 
happen again by looking more 
closely at what everyone is trying to 
say." 
"Although the comic strip repre-
sents only Curtis' opinion - not the 
Herald's - Curtis is not the only 
one at fault,'' the paper said. 
"The editorial board decided to 
try to get everything cleared up as 
much as possible,•' newspaper ad-
visor Bob Adams said. ••It took a lot 
of people collectively to arrive at the 
decision ... (to apologize).•• 
Editorial content such as Curtis" 
cartoon discourages minority 
recruitment to Western and offends 
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IF YOU CAN'T llLL ALRtADY, 'WIS 
TRANSITIOO Of li,0/11(; FROM 
'BLACK MISTORY MONT~" TVLl'IY 1V 
'I'll\\\!]~ UISTCR( WTU' Tl\\lORROW 
ISN'T i§Oltw . 
THIS IS one of two cartoons published in the 
Western Kentucky University student newspaper that 
some minority students found offensive. Toe news-
paper apologized for the publication of this cartoon. 
, minority students, black senior 
Derek Flowers said. 
Curtis' cartoon "was particularly 
· offensive to minorities,'' Flowers 
said. 
Spates said negative slants against 
. minorities some students perceive in 
, the Herald discourage support of the 
, university following graduation. 
Adams, Curtis and newspaper 
Editor Cara Anna spoke with the 
group of students for more than an 
hour outside the Herald office. 
Assistant Director of Minority 
Student Services Gerald Spates, 
present as part of the protest, said 
, minority attention on the Herald was 
} 
focused at an April 17 forum on 
racism sponsored by Omega Psi Phi, 
a black fraternity. 
"The issue of the Herald came up 
and for some reason the discussion 
stayed there,'' he said. 
Curtis said he thought the protest 
was justified. 
"I don't apologize for' my opi-
nion," he said, He said he thought 
students weren't accusing the car-
toon of being racist, but rather of 
being "insensitive." 
"There was a good thing of both 
sides talking about the issue of in-
sensitivity," Curtis said. 
( 
One demand of the protesters will 
be addressed in the fall semester, 
Adams said, Both candidates for 
editor have said they want to 
establish guidelines with whomever 
is elected to the cartoonist position. 
· Curtis has expressed an interest in 
staying on as a staff cartoonist, 
Adams said. 
Toe potential policy change was 
discussed several weeks ago,' he 
said. 
Perhaps ironically, today's Herald 
includes a magazine insert focusing 
on race relations. 
IIIIUIWDE.:. . .IWIIIUIID.ll!L __ - ___ _ 
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Protest draws apology from WKU newspaper 
By M. DAVID GOODWIN 
Staff Writer f./• J..?,-C/fi tT 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - West-
ern Kentucky University's student 
newspaper apologized in yester-
day's edition for publishing two car-
toons that offended some African-
American students and provoked a 
student demonstration at the news-
paper's office Monday night. 
About 75 students, many of them 
black, protested in front of the Col-
lege Heights Herald, calling for the 
firing of the paper's cartoonist, 
Stacy Curtis. 
They said that two cartoons 
drawn by Curtis, a senior from Ri-
chardsville, Ky., and published dur-
ing Black History Month in Febru-
ary, were racially inflammatory and 
attacked minorities, women and af-
firmative action. 
One cartoon showed a black 
woman crying while being told by a 
white woman to get over the fact 
that minority enrollment was down. 
The other cartoon addressed affir-
mative action, saying minorities 
should "get off your lazy butt and 
earn the job if you want it." That 
panel also included a bear wearing 
a T-shirt with slogans such as, "Af. 
firmative Action Sucks!" and "My 
mommy got this job because she is 
black!" 
Herald Editor Cara Anna, a senior 
from Hendersonville, Tenn., said 
the newspaper regretted publishing 
Curtis' cartoons, especially the sec-
ond one. 
"It was a mistake because he 
didn't get his point across, and too 
many people focused on what was 
said on the T-shirts," Anna said 
She said Curtis, who has been 
staff cartoonist for three semesters, 
will not be fired. She said the car-
toonist's position for next semester 
is open and that Curtis will have to 
apply like anyone else. 
She added that since February, 
she has had to pull one of Curtis' 
cartoons she deemed offensive. "It's 
our responsibility to see that what 
he or anyone else is trying to say 
gets through to people," she said. 
Curtis said he apologized to the 
crowd for offending them, but not 
for expressing his opinion. He ad-
mitted his two strips went beyond 
satire and crossed the line of racial 
insensitivity. 
"I did cross the line," Curtis said. 
"But in the same way, I think cross-
ing the line is good, because now I 
know where that line is." 
While he has learned his lesson, 
Curtis said he won't shy away from 
drawing about controversial issues 
or people. During his stint on the ; 
paper, . he has targeted university t 
President Thomas Meredith, worn- ( 
See PROTEST 
Page 4, col. 5, this section 
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Election at Western paper questioned 
By BRIAN WILKERSON couple of years, Adams said. 
and BRENT WILDER "Both (editor) candidates agree 
The Daily News J-/. 1(,-'i! DN that SGA members shouldn't have 
The voting proces~ ~\!'\:(',deter- been on the committee to make that 
mine the next .eg\tot rorl'Westem kind of decision," Adams said. 
Kentucky Uni-;iersity's student Varney said the Herald staff sup-
newspaper is being questioned, Stu- ports the inclusion of students on the 
dent Publications Director Bob committee as long as they are not 
Adams said. SGA members, who aren't allowed 
On Monday, eight of the 12 repre- to serve on the Herald's news staff. 
sentatives for the Student Publica- Meredith said he wasn't aware of 
tions Committee voted 5-3 to ap-
controversy surrounding the vote. 
point Raccoon junior Dennis Varney When he makes committee ap-
rather than Louisville senior Matt pointments, it's routine for him to 
Tungate as the College Heights call SGA President Rob Evans for 
Herald fall editor. nominations, he said. Evans, who 
Adams said the problem is not the . 
outcome. Rather, he said, a conflict served as SGA president for this 
school year, recommended himself 
of interest exists in the recent ap- and other SGA members for the 
pointment of four Student Govern- committee. 
ment Association members to the 
committee that selects the editor by 
Western President Thomas 
Meredith. 
The committee had been without 
its fpur s~dent representatives for a 
Meredith said it's up to Evans to 
provide nominations Evans thinks 
are appropriate. 
Evans said he has placed repre-
sentatives on other university com-
• mittees during the past year, and 
"I've never had a problem with my 
appointments before.'' 
When asked if he thought there 
was a conflict ·of interest with stu-
dent government representatives 
helping select the editor of the stu-
dent newspaper, he said, "Not nec-
essarily. Not at all." 
Evans said he sought out people 
involved in the community who had 
"a good working knowledge of the 
university." He noted that two of 
the members - Kristen Miller and 
Stephanie McCarty - had written 
for the paper in the past. 
"Rob Evans really doesn't know 
how newspapers run," Tungate 
said, adding he thinks Meredith 
needs someone to explain the ethical 
dilemma behind government repre-
sentatives choosing newspaper staf-
fers. 
"If the goal is to get student opi-
nion, ... then let it be students w_ho 
aren't going to be criticized by the 
paper," Tungate said. "The 
children don't pick their babysit-
ter." 
Adams said the Herald staff has 
asked him to contact Meredith to 
discuss the matter. 
He said he thought a meeting with 
the president would help, and added 
that he didn't think Meredith's ap-
pointments were udone for the 
wrong reasons. I think it was done to 
expedite the process" so the Student 
Publications Committee could go 
ahe~d and name an editor. 
Evans, the student representative 
on the Board of Regents, recently 
touted an ethics policy that would 
keep regents from making public 
comments on "confidential" infor-
mation. 
Evans had not defined what in-· 
formation would be deemed con-
fidential that is not already con-
fidential. 
WKU students 
garner national 
photo awards 
'-l -"J.J .ct, O() 
By the Daily News 
Two Western Kentucky Uriiver-
sity students claimed the top spots in 
the I 996 College Photographer of 
the Year competition. 
The National Press Photographers 
Association chose Patrick Witty as 
photographer of the year and Chris 
Stanford as runner-up. 
Witty, of Glasgow, also won se-
cond place in the sports portfolio 
division, Stanford, of Warner 
Robins, Ga., won second place in 
the picture story division. 
Eleven Western students won 18 
awards - about 21 percent of the 
total announced Friday, 
Western winners: 
Stefanie Boyer of Dallas, Texas 
- Award of Excellence, sports 
feature: 
T. Jason Clark of Newburgh, Ind. 
- Award of Excellence, general 
news and sports featurej 
Michel Fortier of Davidson, 
Mich. - Award of Excellence, per-
sonal vision and two Awards of Ex-
cellence for picture stories; ' 
Barry Gutierrez of Marina Del 
Ray, Calif. - second place, per-
sonal vision; 
David O'Connor of Lexington -
first place, feature and picture story; 
Scott Panella of Hudson, Ohio -
two Awards of Excellence, sports 
features; 
David Pierini of Three Rivers, 
Mich. - Award of Excellence, 
sports feature; 
Teak Phillips of Champaign, Ill. 
- Award of Excellence, spot news; 
Jamal Wilson of Kansas City, Mo. 
- Award of Excellence, general 
news 
I 
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Herald, staff wins awards 
The College Heights . Herald, 
Western Kentucky University's stu-
dent newspaper, has been named 
third in overall design and first in 
hest use of photographs by the Stu-
dent Society of Newspaper Design. 
Catherine Whipple, design ·editor 
for the Herald, was named College 
Newspaper Designer ·or the .. Year 
..r 
and won first-place honors in photo 
page design and third-place honors 
in entertainment page design. 
Other staff members receiving 
awards include Dennis Varney, first 
for front page design; Epha Good, 
first for spons page design; and 
Karin Lowe, third for opinion page 
design . 
.DILIIIUIIH . .,JWWUllilll.llll!il ..... 
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WKU paper ponders beer-ad. changes 
/Yll{rcJ,/
1
/C,Cff ---- I. \-- --_- - . __ J. 
■ -Concern ab.out encourage responsi- tually adopts older will be admitted, Adams said. working on creating a policy about 
ble drinking and not ' ' I think if we can ' likely won't The staff has considered making a alcohol use on campus. . . 
, f place ads that cha!- • cause a dra- policy in the past, bu( the Partner- P.residenf Gary Ransdell_ said the the.promoting O lenge students to help change matic ship spurred the decision to .act universityhasn'thadapolicyabout 
' . . bl ' "drink all you can people's· attitudes change,' he quickly. ' . serving alcohol at university func-
respons1 e drink," faculty advi- or make it less of a added. Several years agq, the Herald ran lions and receptions. He said he has drinking leads to sor Bob Adams said. "I think it an ad that told students to drink at a been to university .events where 
The student ·staff challenge it might will be pri- nearby bar and "crawl· home;" alcohol was served and wants the 
. policy discussion began considering ma_ ke a, difference.' ' marily to Adams said. It appeared in the Stu- council to suggest a policy.-: 
changes after the work with the dent newspaper by mis~e· and has He also asked university. attorney 
Bow1ir!g Green- advertisers to caused some people to accuse the Deborah Wilkins to look into legal 
By STEPHANIE BROADBENT 
The D.aily News 
· While Western ~entucky Univer-
sity's student newspaper is prepar-
ing to tone down advertisements 
. involving alcohol, Westem's ad.min-. 
istration is working on creating a 
policy about alcohol use at universi-
ty functions. 
Tue College Heights Herald may 
soon begin asking advertisers to 
f ~;~J::~p c::::; . t•?;trrr~;:(%~~=~ ~i!i;~le ~~;~;::::s:::~t=~: -~i;r: :::~~::: :~:;:. 
nity asked them to Adams said. send. wanted to have alcohol at university 
cut out advertisements that encour- Instead of ads that say "all you .. I think if we can help change , functions beciu,1se he said he doesn't 
age binge drinking. can drink" for-one price, advertisers people's attitudes or make it less of a want to biai what the cOuncil's 
The staff will meet this wee,k to may be asked to say "admission challenge it might make a differ- work. 
discuss the matter, Adams said. covers drinks." They m'ay also be ence," Adams said ... Ifs worth .a The council could have a policy 
·•we don't really have a policy" asked to run ads that promote desig- try." suggestion by ·the end of spring and 
now, he said. nated driver programs.. and specify Meanwhile, the .University it may be adopted immediately, he 
Whatever policy the Herald even- that only those 21 years of age or AdminiStrative Council is also said. 
ti 
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Staff Color Photo by foe Imel 
EDITORIAL CARTOONS in the Western Kentucky University student senior. Students were dissatisfied with an earlier apology for Curtis' 
newspaper twice this_week have led to student protests at the newspaper cartoons and called for· a re-evaluation of the newspaper's faculty ad-
offices; About 100 students Wednesday entered the newspaper offices visor, Bob Adams. 
and confronted cartoonist Stacy Curtis (in foreground), a Ricbardsville 
Black students charge WKU· paper office 
By BRIAN WILKERSON If,) 7' 'lo "We'll stay right here all night, if ,-· ----------------------, 
The Daily News . ])Na it iakes iV' one of the group leaders Most in group ·1ust wanted to be heard 
About 90 black students charged said. '' AH semester we've stood 
into the offices of Western Ken- back and let them slander us, slander 
tucky University's student newspa- our people, slander our race, And 
per Wednesday to stage their second we're not going to stand for it (any) 
protest in three days. more.'' 
Saying a printed apology Tuesday The crowd was peaceful and 
that followed a march Monday over stayed in the Herald office for about 
several Cartoons about affinnati'~e an hour and 15 minutes. WKU 
action didn't go far enough, the Police said the protest "went pretty 
group met with College Heights 
Herald cartoonist Stacy Curtis, edi-
tor Cara Arµla and others. 
Continued Back Page 
Column 4, This Section 
A Daily News report . 
The group handed out two Jet-
ters during the protest - one that 
dealt with what they said were 
myths about affinnative action 
and a second that urged others to 
support their protest. 
Mostly, though, the group said 
it simply wanted to be heard. 
They presented an open letter to 
the College Heights Herald staff 
that disputed the sincerity of the 
newspaper's apology Tuesday 
over cartoons about affrrmative 
action. 
"We will not continue to be 
'spoon-fed' with broken prom• 
Continued Back Page 
Column 6, This Section 
PAPER 'I· 'J-7 · 'ltJ DtU I, continued from Page 1 
smooth.'' 
"I think we got our point 
across,'' said Eric Kemp, a Decatur, 
Ga., senior. 
During Monday's protest, stu-
dents said they were upset with an 
editorial cartoon and comic strip by 
Curtis that were published in Febru-
ary. They demanded, and got, an 
apology in Tuesday's paper. 
They said Wednesday in an open 
letter to the paper and Western of-
ficials that they were unhappy with 
the response, 
"The attitude we feel that was 
displayed was one of no regret and 
really a half-heartily printed apolo-
gy," the letter said. "We feel the 
lesson that Stacy Curtis referred to 
as 'we all learned' was a strategy in 
avoiding the issues at hand." 
Curtis, a Richardsvi11e senior, 
apologized again for the comments 
he printed on a T-shirt appearing in 
the Feb. 28 edition. Some of those 
were· '' Affirmative action sucks!'' 
and "My mommy got her job 
because she is black!'' 
"But your protest now is to 
educate me on affirmative action,'' 
he told the crowd, which had been 
chanting his name, "Whether my 
opinion stays the way it is or the 
way you want me to change it or the 
way you want to' educate me -
that's fine. You, need to respect my 
opinion and I'll respect yours." 
The protest started at Western's 
student center, a five-minute walk 
ff'om the newspaper's offices ·in 
Garrett Conference Center. "Let's 
be peaceful, but let's give them hell 
up there,'' Kemp said as the march 
began. 
Like Monday, the crowd ended up 
in front of the Herald offices, wan-
ting to speak with Ms. Anna and 
Herald advisor Bob Adams. Instead, 
a Herald reporter approached the 
crowd with a prepared statement. 
Reporter Sherry Wilson, who said 
she was a neutral party, said: "The 
editors of the Herald understand the 
urgency of this situation and they 
understand that you would like to 
express your opinion. However, 
they do not feel that this is the right 
situation'' to reach an agreement. 
She asked for three repre-
sentatives, but the crowd stormed 
into the building, It caught staff 
members, who were preparing the 
semester's last newspaper, off-guard 
and Curtis quickly slipped out of the 
newsroom. He later said he had been 
called to Adams' office and he came 
back within 10 minutes. 
Curtis also ended up defending a 
March 7 opinion column he wrote 
about affirmative action in which he 
said in part: "Affirmative action not 
only destroys any chance of equality 
in the workforce, it also destroys 
something else - self-esteem.'' 
There were attempts to move the 
crowd into a nearby auditorium, but 
many of them refused to leave the 
newsroom. 
Ms. Anna explained how Curtis' 
work is looked over by the staff, and 
that she, as editor, made decisions 
on content. 
"The reason that it 'did get into , 
the newspaper was my choice,'' she ' 
said. 'I said, 'OK, opinion page is , 
for opinions, it's for points of view. 1 ! 
The cartoon showed a point of view, ; 
Personally, I looked at it and said I 
certainly don't agree with this point I 
of view . ... " 
Adams, who's been at Western 
since the mid- l 960s, recalled two 
other protests similar to those this 
week. The first, in 1972, also in-
volved an editorial cartoon. 
He said he thought Tuesday's 
apology "addressed the issue of 
being inserisitive" and he said he 
thought it was properly placed on 
the editorial page since that was 
where the disputed material ap-
peared. 
"Today, the issue didn't seem to 
be the newspaper or the cartoon or 
as much as that as it was wanting 
everybody to understand affirmative 
action and things like that," he said. 
After the main protest, some of 
the students formed discussion 
groups with Herald members. 
"Those were much better than 
what anyone had to say before," 
Curtis said, "Following me around 
and standing in the doorway so I 
can't get through and calling me 
names doesn't help anything. That's 
not needed here ·or anywhere 
else .... Of course there is tension on , 
campus and I do feel threatened. But : 
if you're going to threaten me and 
kick my butt and kill me for my opi-
nion, then go right ahead. I'm going 
to still stand by my opinion.'' 
He has applied to be the Herald's 
cartoonist in the fall and urged 
everyone who protested to apply as 
well - as long as the most qualified 
person is hired, he said. 
I 
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WKU, Murray papers honored 
o-f' . ///1/1r 
C-J South-Central Kentucky Bureau ty of Kentucky was a finalist for a. 
Two college newspapers from Ken-
tucky have won National Pacemaker 
awards - college journalism's equiv-
alent of the Pulitzer Prize. 
The College Heights Herald at 
Western Kentucky University and the 
Murray State News at Murray State 
University were honored Saturday as 
being among the best college news-
papers rn the country. The National 
Pacemakers were handed out in 
Kansas City during the annual Asso-
ciated Collegiate Press convention. 
The Herald and the Murra¥. State 
News were among 10 non-dally stu-
dent newspapers to win Pacemakers. 
This is the Herald's sixth Pacemaker. 
The Kentucky Kernel at the Universi-
Pacemaker in the daily category. 
The competition was judged by 
journalists at the Kansas City Star, 
Students from Western and East· 
ern Keptucky University also won in-
dividual awards. 
From Western: Jason Clark, sec-
ond place, Sports Picture of the Year; 
Nicholas Fedyk, second place, News 
Picture of the Year; and Jason Behn-
ken, third place, Feature Picture of 
the Year. Jerry Brewer received hon-
orable mention for Reporter of the 
Year. 
From Eastern: Charles Lewis, third 
place, business/economic reporting; 
and Amy Campbell and Lee Potter, 
third place, promotional advertising. 
I 
WKU's Herald wins a Pacemakl: 1\wl-,rd 
,,. ~-
By the Daily News since 1981,1.Was ·presenteu~ at the 
The College Heights Herald, National Colfoge Media CO\,>ven-
Western Kentucky University's tion in Kansas City, Mo. 
twice-weekly student newspaper, The nationaf Pacemaker Awards 
was recognized as one of the top are considered the college equiva-
college newspapers in the country lent of Pulitzer Prizes for commer-
recently when it received a national cial newspapers. The Herald earlier 
Pacemaker Award from Associated had been selected as one of 41 Pace-
Collegiate Press and the Newspaper maker Finalists from almost 200 
Association of America Foundation. schools that entered the competi-
,...",. ~ward. the newspaper's sixth tion. 
Daily New,$, College}~~jglits./1:letald take" 
·.numerous awaras:'ini'newspaper ·confest ,, 
•.. '. . . " '.· .- __ ,,; _',.:"'.'_!,, _._.,.,.(',{:."f_:.' __ ,,, . . _L~ .·_/---·_--·, ,',-/.,-' •. , .. -•. _t;,_-, .. ' ....... ,_ · 
·. ■ KenJu?kY Press • r:ri~.;f°: .m~:ti~~~''t;8: 0: or ~~[:~.i'~f ~~7i1:ri~o~;~: Assoc1at1on hosts . .. Th~ paper fe<;~we.d hoti?rable ,ture story; thirdpla9e a)Vards. for 
. • ment10ns for SJ?Olj news picture,. column; and honorable ment.1ons fall convention s.tof)'. series, sports 'feature, inv7s- for editorial, feature pie~. : . · . 
· By the Daily News 
The Daily News won several 
awards Friday during the Kentucky 
Press Association's Fall Newspaper 
Contest in Louisville. 
Competing against other news-
papers with circulations from 
10,001 to 25,000, the Daily News 
won four first place awards for 
sports story, sports feature, general 
news picture and news picture 
essay. 
The paper also won a second 
place for feature story and a third 
ligative story .o~ serie~. news pie- .· .. Genera) excellence·}Vlllners -
· tllre essay, .feat11re)pfoJure essay, those considered the best. in their 
spot news st,ory I\Dd on.going or • circulation class -'- were· also 
extended cl}verage stgni,/' ,\ ;:: . . announced. The top ),"inners were: 
Westem·Kentucky JJhiversity's The County Chronicle, Berea;Lau-. N 
. student newspaper1.;the College rel Ne,ws-Leader;/I'he Je.ssamine l,.j 
Heights Herald, .also won several Journal; Appalachian News- • ' 
awards: First place honors for edi- Express, Pikeville; , The Ledger- ~ 
torial, general newq,i~ture, sports Independent, Maysville; The '-t::I 
picture essay, investigative story or News-Enterprise, Elizabethtown; _" 
series, spot news picture, ongoing Lexington Herald-Leader; and the "-' 
or extended coverage story; second Kentucky Kernel, University of 
place awards for · general excel- Kentucky. 
lence, stOry series,:- news picture - The Associated Press con-
essay, feature picture essay, sports . tributed information for this story. 
I 
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WKU newspaper earns 
national hooor 
The College Heights Herald at 
Western KentuckY Universi)y was 
one of five ,tudent newspaper.; to re-
ceive ~ld Crown awards Thursday 
at a ceremony in New York City. . 
The_ aWlll'ds, whi.cli recognu:e 
America~s best college newspapers, 
are handed otll annuany by tbe ~o-
!umbia Scbolastic Pr•ss Assoclatoon 
at Columbia Uni..,mity. This year'• 
winners were The Heral_di The ~nd1-
ana Daily Student at Indiana Univer-
sity; Toe Da,1y Illini at d>e University 
at Illinois· The Shorthorn at the Um• 
versity or Texas-Arlingt<>n aod The 
Da,ly Northwestern at North-.estern 
Universl.ty. Several Western srudents also won 
h)dividual honors, indudi'-"! Fred Lu-~ a senior from London, Ky, wb.o 
; • ook fir,;t place in editorial writing. 
Messenger-Inquirer 
3/24/99 
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WKU paper win.~ 'national award -
BO WUNG GREEN - W88tern Kentucky University's etudent 
n""."pa_per has won the top award from two national collere media or-
ganlzations. . · - · -
Toe twice-weekly College Heights Her.aid , eceived lhe Gold Cr~ 
Aw~ on March 18 from the Columbia Scholastic Press A$sociation 
dunng an awards ceremony at the 21st annual College Media Com,-en-
tion in New York Cit;y. Theamrdeon,ple,nents the national Paoemak-
er Award the newspi,per won la.st fall from the Associated Collegiate 
Press ond the Newspaper Association o!.America. . 
"Winning one of the national awards Is great.· said Henld adviser 
Bob Adams, "but getuna: them both is phenoineruol It's a tribute to the 
stu~ents wh¢ are eomniitt.ed to pnxludm!' a quality newspaper for 
thcu-readers.• 
Before this year, the Herald had-~ received a Gold 
Crown Award. The newspaper"""" the only nondaily among the 405 
eoDege newspapen entered in the 1999 Crown A'Wllrds Program to be 
named a Gold C.-own ~-0th"" wume,;,; included thesrudent 
newspape,:,>atln.dlana Umvemty, the University of Illinois North-
western University and the Ucivenaity of'l'cxas at./\rlh1gton. 
D"-J':t ;J--<ws Nor. .2.'f, l'i?f 
WK U student paper 
wins national awards 
Western Kentucky University's 
student newspaper bas won top 
awards from national college media 
organizations. 
The twice-weekly College 
Heights Herald received the Gold . 
Crown Award on Thursday from 
Columbia Scholastic Press Associa- ' 
tion. The award complements the 
national Pacemaker Award the 
newspaper won in the fall from the 
Associated Collegiate Press and the 
Newspaper Association of America. 
Other winners included the stu-
dent newspapers at Indiana Univer-
sity. the University of Illinois. 
Northwestern University and the 
University of Texas at Arlington. 
Student Newspaper At Western Earns 
Second National College Media A ward • 
For the first lime in its 74-year 
hi$10t'y, Western Kentucky Univer-
sity'• College Heights Herald has 
won ll!ll top award from both na-
tiorntl college media organizations. 
The twice-weekly student news-
paper re<;eived the Gold Crown 
Awilld on March 18 from !ho Co-
lumbia Scholastic PJyss Associa• 
tion during an awards c.eremony at · 
the 21st annual College Media 
Conventio1' in New Yorlc: City. 
'.rhls i& the first time the Herald has 
i=lved a Gold O'own Awaid 
The Herald was the only non- · 
daily among the 405 college news-
papCI'$ enteied in llm 1999 Crown 
Awards Program IO bo named a 
Gold Crown newspaper. Other 
newspaper winners were Indiana 
University, the Uniyerslty of Illi-
nois, J'\!'rlliwcs\oIIi Uqive111i1y:,il)d 
the f.!~~•rsity ot TC>ilm at' rulirig• 
ton. · 
"'Winning the Gold Crown ls ex- . 
· ciliJlg because it's an open competl• 
tion with the liest college newspa-
pers in the cowiu:y rogardless of 
· size, budget or frequency of publica-
tion," said Ilob Adams, director of 
Student Publications and Herald ad-
. visor. 
'Last fall, the Herald rec.eived a 
national Pa=naker A ward from the 
Associated Collegiate Pless and the 
NewS))'IPQ< Association of America. 
"Winning one of tho national 
awards is grQat," Adams said," but 
getting them both is phenomenal. 
Il's a lribote ll> the SlU~onu, who are 
committe<I to producing a quality 
newspaper for their readers.• 
In the Gold Circle Competition, 
several Herald slllff member$ were 
re<:ognized. 
Fred Lucas, a senior print jour• 
nalism maj\ll' from London, placed ' 
first in editorial writing for en edi-
torial titled "Task fome report'new.s 
tQ bereleased," 
Jeny llrewer., ajwiior printjour-
nallsm major from Paducah, cap-
tured two second-pla,,; awards. His 
story, "Lady Tops fall short in Sun 
Belt final," was nuincr-up in sports 
writing and he was second in sports 
page design, 
,. A juni!)t print,Jo~sm.m~jor 
from M111~~Ai.1Ja;, SJ\'!11!11"\)!!1,!ll'!I, 
pl~ced seco11(j,in,new~.fe'!I\IW,wj!ll 
her stDry, "Professors remember ex• 
porimces with King,• 
Dan llieb, a SCllior prlnt journal, 
ism major from LouisviJlc, wa$ 
lle(;0lld in news page design and 
third in page 1 design, The staff 
placw third in overall design. · 
December graduate Kristina 
OQ<ltz from OweMboro received a 
certiftcate of merit in health feature 
for her story, "Praying formettJy.": 
Anothtt December graduate, a,,. 
rie Pratt from Ledngt0n, recclve!l 
certificates of merit for a photo stq-
ry and for a double page photo lay-
ouL 
The Herald staff also received a 
CMificate of merii for a dollbl~ pai,, 
photo layout. 'the awaids were 
based on newspapers published dui-
ing the 1997-98 i;cbool year, ' 
Busineu mMager Jo An~ 
;Thompson anci':lidrun~"liirended lhii 
,. ,..\,S'':C.X~ ._.. . ¥~'::1~~1~¢9.\N;.Jlll~ 
L8£S-S17L-i.'.OS:Xe.:J SNOI1~73~ -~rNn n~~ 
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1 Student papers at Murray, 
WKU, UK win top honors 
By Dena Tackett 
litAAlDt2AOEII STAFF WRllER 
For the first time in 14 years, the Uni-
versity of Kentucky's student newspaper, 
The Kentucky Kernel, has won a national 
Pacemaker Award, at the 1999 Associated 
Collegiate Press convention in Atlanta last 
weekend. 
The Kernel wae OM of three Kentucky 
oollege newspaJ?"rs _: along with West-
ern Kentucky University's College Height$ 
Herald and Murray State University's 
Murray State News - awarded the na-
tion's highest collegiate newspaper honor. 
The convention was co-sponsored by Col. 
lege Media Advi$0t'$. 
"We had so many winners in this one 
state." said Mat Herron, 21, who was edi-
tor of the piper for the 1998-99 school 
year. "To have that really speaks well of. 
college journalism here. J did a 4-loot ver. 
tical leap out of my chair when it was an• 
nounced that we won." 
Hen·on now is an adminisltative beat 
reporter !or The Kentucky Kernel. He 
completed an internship at the Lexington 
Herald-Leader in the summer of J.998. 
The Ke11tucky Kernel, the only Ken• 
lucky newspaper that com])<'tes in the dai-
ly division, was one uf the 12 !inalist:, cho• 
sen from across the nation. From those, 
six nation.;1.I winners of the Pacemaker 
Award were named. 
This was the second consecutive year 
The Kentucky Kemel was a finalist. Now, 
the group must work to remain award 
winners. 
"We want to repeat," said Michael 
Agin, student m(X]ia adviser at UK "lt will 
take a lot oi effort, a lot of work and some• 
times a Jot of screaming and hollering," 
Agin ,aid the daily competition is 
very fierce, with 150 college newspape\'S 
entering. 
'T'ho Ker-nul !e:h1u•£1~ th,;; n.;"ttk>nli\l H=:.ird 
with student new,papcrs from such 
,;:chools as Duke Univer-
sity, Ball Swte Universi• 
ty, the University of Vil'• 
ginia, Indiana Universi• 
ty and the Unive1$ily of 
Illinois: 
'1t is not the easiest 
award to become a final• 
ist for, yet alone win it," 
he said. 
In the non-daily di· 
vision, ·25-finalists were 
chosen, and 12 received 
the national award, in-
cluding The College 
Height. Herald and The 
Murray State News. 
Mat Herron 
was editor Qf · 
the award-win-
ning Kentucky 
Kernel for the 
1998-99 
school year. This was the second 
year in a row that both 
Murray and Western received Pa=al<et 
Awards. · · 
"It's nice to be among the finalists, .ind 
it's an added bonus to win," said Bob 
Adams, adviser of tb.e' College Heights 
Herald. 
Adams said the recognition helps mo. 
tivate the students and pushes them to 
continue. 
"Most importantly, it reflects the hard 
work the students put in and the devotion 
and commitment and the work they do to 
produce the neW$p::,per." 
Some other awards; 
II Among individual Associated Colle-
giate Press winners, Blian Simms received 
first pla<:e for Page One Desill"' of the Year 
at Eastern Kentucky University. Simms in• 
terned at the Bet11ld-Leader early this year. 
• Among College . Media Advisors 
award winners, The Kentucky Kernel re. 
ceived $ecv11d pla<:e for information graph-
ic and second place for front-page design, 
The Eastern Progress won first place for 
editorial opinion page, and The College 
f-[eighli:. Hcr~ld won fo·~t place for photo 
page. 
P.07 
I 
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UK, Western, Murray newspapers honored 
Toe Courier.Journal · Media Adviser,;. 
The 18 National Pacemaker win-
Three ~ntucky' college newspa- ners were announced yesterday dUl'-
per,; were named amimg the best stu• · Ing the college roedia conventiOn in 
ae,u pul;illoations in the oounir:,, yes- Atl!nta. lt's rare for one state to have 
terday by winning the National Pace• so many winner$. 
maker desiglli!.\ion, i:one)ie joumal• . "This shows how strong journal• 
ism's equivalant of the Puhtzer•Pri,e, ism education is in Kentucky," Mike 
The College Heights H~rald at Agin, the. advisor to Toe Kernel, $aid_ 
Western• Kentucky Un1ver01ty,• The · yesterday. "I'm speechless." · 
J{entuckY Kernel at·the Univer$ity of ."It's a great honor," said Bob Ad· 
Kentucky and Th• !lforr~y Slate ams, the adviser to 'fhe Herald. "Jt 
· New$ at Murray State University won. reflects the hard work and dedication 
the awards, given annually by the AJJ· of the st\ldenls," 
$0daled Coll~m P,ei;s and College This is UK's flrst National Pace· 
maker In H 'yea;; lt is the second 
consecutive National Paceinaker for 
the Western and Murrar. State. pa-
per.,. .. 
More than 400 college l)ewspapers 
entered the wmpetitlon. UK captured 
one of oil! National Paceroalters in 
the dall~•newspaper cat~oiy. West-
em, wfoch publishes twice a week, 
and Murray, which publishes 011ce a 
week, competed in tbe non-daily 
category. That categocy is i:he largest 
and ha4 12 Winners. The awt1rds 
were based on papers published In 
the 1998-99 school year, · · 
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• '' ~ ~e~m:K.;,;~ ~hl-
. versit)I'• ·. •~dent· newspaper;•,has 
given Jackie Bretz an<;I Tommy . 
Newton the Herald Award for Out-
s1anding·,c;.011ttibutio11~,10,J6ui;na1-
ism.: The awanl&weie.pres<:llted.dur-
ing-the. 'annu·at Heiald l~Oll!.CCO!IWl)/; 
b.reakf'88t on {)ct: 23~i · /'.(; ;':··., V.!' /~ \1 ; · 
' , Bretz, an Allen County ilittive, i,,;, 
coilsultilllt with the stat.e'-~partment 
. of Education. While adviser of'lhe 
.. : ... ~,- .. ,_ ........... ···•r:-
Purpfe ·Oem-and.th•il3eacon; •Bowl•; 
ing G;re~n High. Schoon ~tudeni · 
·~eiyspap<!< and· yearbook;;'ilie>,]>ul,)li; : 
l;llltions wo11· nearly 100 awards. Iii· 
1990, she WM BOHS 'J1,acher of ):hi;, 
· Year. ll:<i:1' column_l'.Fiom.tMheart,''. -
appears montllly in th~p;iily: lil~w~,. 
: Newtotiisj\.corntb11iiict1tfons'~ 
biaiisi in W¢stetn '~'niYiSibn.'ifI»i.it,:, 
lie Afil\iri: While ~t& ottiittadi{ 
Record,· hi• ·P•w•won Iii.• :0~11eral 
'3~C<lllene;e lf-'!f'# /µ~¢;1\'.~i).h/cky 
!'ress ~•0001at1Qli1s ~J~9~'i)!ettet 
N•1Ysra11er'fo~f· ~~'i¥l~iw!ii 
;vas a repr:,rter_and editot,at'tll~c'rit-
!<?nden Press in Manqn, a <iity 'edito.t 
at the Dally News, 8l!.d a news edito.t 
at tho Meosenger-luqi,ircri-Hc,jowod 
Western's staffthu: fail~( .\~.(f·. 
P.07 
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Western' s College Heights Herald Ear~s 
Recognition As Among Best In C():uµ~ry. 
. Fot the second sln!ight year, the against other non-daily sm,dent 
.. College Heights 1-lerald at Western nowsplij)ers, by far the lllt'gest care. 
Kentucky University has been rec- gory, Twelve non-daily p~pers were 
ogni.ed as one of the country's top hol!QJ'ed._ , 
coUegenewspapets, It :milrl<s the sevenlh time the 
The Herald has received a nation- Herald has won rho awilrd, consid-
al Pacemaker Award from theAsso- cred lo be college joqmalism's Pu-
ciated Collegiate Press· and the litzer Prize, said adviser Bob Ad-
: Newspaper Association of America . ~s. _II is the fust time the f><lpet 
· Foundation. The Herald compell . ha~ won back-10-ba~lc Pacemakers 
•ince 1981 and 1982, the first two 
· national awards. , · · 
. · Jaion Hall, no,;, a reporter at the 
Sarasota Herald-Tribune, was editor 
in fall 1998. He ~duated in Do-
' / ccmber !998. John Stamper. a sen-
. ior print journalism major from 
:_:,M~r*ellq._,.l.\!as . .;.~~itor .. i!) .. ,c,l~t\ 
_;$ll~~ · ' . 
Stamper, who is. also editor of 
the Herald this semester, accepted 
the award in AUanra, Ga. 
''We work really hard to keep the 
Western community infOfl!led and 
it's good to have (hat recognized oc-
casionally," he 1md 
'tit's nice to be among the final~ 
,sts, and lt1$.an actded bonus to 
win," Adams said. "Most impor-
tantly, it reflects the hard work tile 
students put in and lh~ devotion and 
commitment .md the work lhey do 
to produce the newspaper." 
The Herald also placed founh in 
the Best of Show competition for 
non-dally tabloid-size papers. Mote 
1han 2,500 students ana advisers 
from across tho countty •llendcd lhe 
national convention anf each school 
could enter one issue from the cur-· 
rent school year in the Best of 
Show competition. 
I 
/ 
/ 
,. 
~ The College Heights 
Herald at Western Kentucky Univer-
sity has been recognized for the sec- i 
ond straight year as· one of the coun-
try's top college newspapers by the 't 
Associated Collegiate Press and the I 
. Newspaper Association of America 
·. Foundation. ' 
The Herald won the Pacemaker 
Award - considered college journal-
ism's Pulitzer Prize - for the seventh 
time. The Herald also placed fourth 
in the Best of Show competition for 
non-daily tabloid-size pap<;r~'f. 0 7\<vl.,/VW,S,VW, 'ft \'( I 
.. 
, I 
i 
,. 
. •·· ·•q,;1y41tt<J.< ~"'- ~, 1;~r I 
ll'i:;5ll Western Kentucky Uni-
versity seniors Shannon Back and 
Jerry Brewer have been named co-
editors of the College Heights Her- 1· 
alds for the spring semester by the 
Student Publication. s Committee. ' 
The last time the student newspa-
. per had co-editors was in 1970. 
i Both Back and Brewer have,\ 
· worked for the newspaper, which is' 
published twice weekly, since they 
were freshmen. 
Senior Megan Holsapple 
, McCombs has been named advertis-
, ing manager for the paper. She 
served as classified advertising man-
ager during the fall semester. 
lll!LllffllP!Jll!IF IMJIHUll''l!Jlill:L_, __ _ 
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January 11. 2000 Herald 
Forum 
Letter to readers from Herald's Dynamic Duo 
Just when you thought it was safe to 
crawl out of Y2K hysteria. you notice that 
the editor-in-chief of the Herald has hazel 
and brown eyes, long and <:hon hair. male 
and female organs. 
Your spring 2000 Heratd er!itor \Htkh· 
es Monday Night F'ootball ana Aliy 
McBeal, shaves facial hair and leg hair 
wears perfume and cologne. 
OK, OK. If you haven't glanced at the 
for this column, please do so 
So, now ya get the catch. huh? 
For the first time in 30 years, the 
Herald has co-editors. We plan on using 
this as an ·advantage and making this 
-paper even better. 
We operate jointly. No one editor is 
more powerful than the other. 
Leadership is not divided, but shared at 
the top. 
We're not great math students (is there 
journalist who is?). but we do know that 
is more than one. 
Twice the communication, twice the 
time, twice the commitment. 
Over the next few weeks. we will be 
contacting different 
organizations to ask 
for the opportunity 
to speak about the 
Herald and discuss 
what the paper can 
Uo Lo better repre 
<.;ent the campus 
eommunity. 
ofthe Herald. 
Now. let's talk a !ittlt' 
nbou1 how som,_ nf th(' 
nperatc> 
Our vision for 
the Herald is to be 
the ultimate source 
of hard and soft 
Jerry Brewer and Shannon Back 
The features sen1on 1s 
vastly different on 
Tuesday and Thur:--day. 
The philosophy for the 
Tuesday section ·is to be 
extremely campus orient• 
ed. On Tuesdays, we hop(' 
news for Western We think we're pretty 
good at the hard news. but from a soft 
news standpoint. we want to get to know 
our campus even better. We especially 
want to tell the stories of students who 
don't get a lot of recognition. 
But this is a mission that cannot be 
done without help from the entire cam• 
pus. If you have story ideas. please share 
them with the Herald. We don't promise 
to run every story that you pitch, but at 
least you can say you tried. At the bottom 
of this column will be information on how 
you can reach us and the section editors 
that you find stories on 
issues affecting students. Grf'ek life. stu-
dent adivities. etc. 
The Thursday section is cal led 
Diversions. rt is mostly an entertainment 
section designed to tell you .ibout week-
end happenings and entertain you with 
quirky cover stories. 
For the first time in about two years, 
the Herald is bringing back its Forum 
page. The Forum page is open to all stu-
_dents, faculty, staff and administrators. 
This page is designed to be an outlet for 
people who want to write commentaries 
about issues in the community. The sec-
t.ion will run every other Tueso,1y Pleas,:-
refer to tht> polic1Ps on how to submit an,1 
hf' nw:ir<• of t!w df':111!ines ,Tho:-e a11 
"!""'',,"Ill r·le<.n 1_-. I\ Lhe nndcile <>f th,,, 
paia::e>. 
Ont !·inn.I th1ni,, we"d like to inforn, 
1eaden <>f i~ "Ill" \\-t'.bs1te. You can rec,d 
tht.· Herald Online at herald.wkn.cdu. Th:•. 
sernest€-r. we plan to do several things H' 
improve our on!int· newspaper. includin0 
adding: audio feeds from certain even!,, 
:.:1nd P'<c-lusive online columns aJl(l 
report;; 
There are all kinds of exciting thing." 
going on at your newspaper this semestn 
We will do everything to get you involve(! 
and informed. If you need us. here is h{rn 
to find us: 
Office phone - 745-5044 
Jerry's e-mail - brewdown@aol.com. 
Shannon's e-mail - backsr@wku.edu 
Snail mail - 122 Garrett Center. 
Bowling Green. Ky., 42101 
Shannon Back and Jerry Brewer ar<? 
senior print journalism majors. Shann,)n 
is from Mt. Sterling; Jerry is from. 
Paducah. 
~ Western Kentucky Uni-
versity students Jerry Brewer and 
Travis Mayo have won honors in the 
40th annual William Randolph 
Hearst Foundation's Journalism 
Awards Program's sports writing 
competition. 
Brewer, a co-editor of the College 
Heights Herald this semester, placed 
third with a story on the Women's 
National Basketbalr Association. He 
wrote the story for the New York 
Times during an internship. 
Mayo placed 19th for a story 
about organ transplant recipients 
who were competing in the Blue-\).,_;, G Ii M" ? MM. , 1,.o o o 
I 
grass State Games. He wrote that 
story for the L,xingto~ Herald-
Leader during an mternship. 
Western is second in overall 
points after four of six writing c?m-
petitions in the Hearst Journalism 
program. \ 
r- z· 6.;.;½.iwsi'f..:.\3,2-ct,oi, ~ Western Kentucky Uni- 1 
versity's student newspaper, the ' 
College Heights Herald, won nine 
fust-place awards, and nine second-. 
place awards in Kentucky Intercol-
legi~te Press As,sociation's annual 
newspaper contest.· 
Jerry Brewer, Herald co-editor, 
was a double first-place winner in 
the categories of spoils feature story 
.a,nd SJ?.OrtS column. He_ also finished 
'. t\ fir.SJ}Orts·· neis!··~:r;;,: ·· -' ... 1 
't, Shannon Back, ct,:.editor, placc:d•{ 
'first in the personality profile categoiy. ' 
· Scott Sisco won the deadline edit- • 
ing competition during the Feb. 25-
26 convention at Western. 
Other first-place winners include 
Matt Batcheldor, editorial; Kathleen i 
Flynn, news photo; Rick Mach, fea- · 
ture photo; Mark Weber, sports 
photo; Rick Scibelli, Rick Mach and 
Krystal Kinnunen, photo essay; and 
Sean Carney, advertising copy. · 
Second-place winners include 
Rex Hall Jr., news story; Jim 
Gaines, investigative reporting; Car-
oline Lynch, personality profile; 
Molly Harper, editorial; Ryan Clark, 
sports feature story; Travis Mayo, 
sports column; the spring 1999 staff, 
front-page layout; Rick Scibelli, fea-
ture photo; and Sean Carney, adver-
tising design. ·\ 
Western also had five third-place , 
finishes and 18 honorable mentions. , 
.. 
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Paper wins Gold Crown Award: The 
College Heights Herald, We$te,r1 Kentucky 
Univeraity's twice-weekly student newspaper, has 
won the Gold Crown Award for the second year 
in a row. The rtewspaper's editions publiBhed in 
(all 1998, under editor Jason Hall and advertising 
manager Heather Rogers, were honoced with the 
award by the Columbia Schola~tic Press 
Association at a ceremony last week in New Yock 
City. The newspaper was one of three Gold 
Crown award wlnn.er:, The others were the 
Indiana Daily Student at Indiana University in 
Bloomington, Ind., and the Ball State Daily News 
at &II State University in Mo11cie, Ind. The 
award caps a banner year for the rleights Herald, 
which won it~ second National Pu,'$'1\aker Award 
from the Associated C-Ollegiatc Press in Atlanta 
last October. 
12:10 P.07 I 
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~Western Kentucky Uni-
versity's student newspaper, the 
College Heigbts,-Herald, has been 
awarded the Gold Crown Award by 
. the Columbia Scholastic Press Asso-
ciation. This is the second major 
newspaper award earned by the Her-
ald this year, having earned the 
national Pacemaker Award from 
Associated Collegiate Press and 
Newspaper Association of America 
Foundation earlier this year. It is the 
second year in a row the Herald has 
received the two awards. 
Several Herald staff members 
also received honors in the individ-
ual Gold Circle awards. 
First place winners include Jim 
Gaines, for news writing and Dan 
Hieb for overall design. 
Chris Hutchins placed second in 
general feature and Lee Ann Scant-
lin placed second in single spot 
news photography. 
Third place winners include 
Travis Mayor, sports writing; and 
· Rick Scibelli and Care Van Leuven, 
photo layout. ., MAR 2 7 aQJ p,- . 
.. 
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It;;;.~ Western Kentucky Uni• 
versity's student new!papet, the 
College Hel&hts Herald, has been 
named best oil-around, nondaily, 
Region 5 newspapet it1 the Society 
: of Prof¢5:siom1.I Journalists' Mark of 
Excellence competition. 
RegiQn 5 iuclmJcs !-chools in K~n-
. tucky, Indiana and Illinois. 
Individual studen1s who won 
awards in the competition include; 
Mau Batchelder, first in editorial 
. writing, third in general news 
: reporting: Jerry Btewer, fint \n 
· ~ports column .and first in sports 
writing; Shannon Bac.k. first in 
. spons new, reporting, third in fea-
ture writing; Jim Gaines. first in 
genoral news re:poning; Jonathan 
Kirshne:r. first in feature photogrn-
phy; Mark Weber, first in photo 
illustration, fint in spons photogra-
phy; Travi~ Mayo. second in :i.pon~ 
column; Caroline Lynch. second in 
feature writing: Kathleen Flynn. 
~cond in g.cntrul new'.": phocogrnphy 
and honorable mention i11 photo 
ilJui-::trntion~ Chris Tabor. thin! in \."di-
torial cartooning: Cara Van Lcu\'en. 
third in photo lll11mutio11; H. Rick 
Mach. lhird in ~port~ phowprnphy~ 
and Drmiel Wallace, hunoraolc men-
tion in fea1ure photography. 
' 
-£."-ili~> MAY o 8 mi I ~ Western Kentucky Uni-
versity senior Charlie Lanter of Lex-
ington has been named editor of the 
College Heights Herald for the fall 
semes~-:-·~'"'"'~:~...,.,·-;7,~--\ )r-, -. 
t, Qfl,ef)taff,fpr .!\I~ fall ~cmester 
t\include: John Tebault; advertising 
tf\Jlanager; Tina J\shfprd, classified 
t~dvertising DllUlllger; Mattias Karen, 
tJ!lanaginjl edito~:ll~Y,,~;J~.yan Clark, 
(assistant managing editor-sports and 
features; Jim Gaines, opinion editor; 
Lyndsay Sutton, assistant sports edi-
tor; Matt Batcheldor, assistant fea-
tures editor; Justin Shepherd, copy 
desk chief; and Andrew Otto, photo 
editor. 
.. 
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Herald staff 
• • WlllS SIX first 
place awards 
The College Heights Herald 
- Western Kentucky Univeni• 
ty's student newspaper - won 
six first-place awarda in the 
2000 Kentucky Press Associa-
tion Better N ewspa~r Contast 
and finished se<:0nd ln the Gen-
eral Excellence competition. 
The Herald won for· front 
page, local new• pictures, Iota! 
feature pictures, local sports 
pictures, best \1$1!1 ofphow illus-
tration.$ and original <ltd idea. 
'lhe paper placed second In 
typography, edito~ial page, 
opqrts vage, lifeotyje page, 
beat nae of photo illustrations 
and display advertising. The 
Herald won a certificate of mer-
it in freedom of" Information. 
The awards were presented 
at the KPA Summer Conven• 
tion earlier thi• month in 
Owensboro. ln the Assoch,tes 
divisiOl'I, The Kentucky Kernel 
was the general ex<:<lllence win-
ner and the Willi .. tnson 
(W.Va.) Daily News was third . 
lT"d ST:6 00, £ inc L8£S-S172.-0Ll:Xl'.:J 
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j)"-' i., ,.,, ,.,_; s JUL 1 e 2Wl I ~ Toe College Heights 
Herald, Western Kentucky Universi- . 
ty's student newspaper, won several ,, 
first-place awards in the 2000 Ken-
tucky Press Association Better 
Newspaper Contest and finished 
second in the general excellence 
competition. 
Toe Herald won first-place hon-
ors for front page, local news pic-
tures, local feature pictures, local 
sports pictures and best use of photo 
illustrations. It placed second in 
typography, editorial page, sports 
page, lifestyle page and display 
advertising. The paper also won a 
certificate of merit in freedom of 
information. 
WKU newspaper named award finalist 
By the Daily News 
The College Heights Herald has 
been named a national Pacemaker 
award finalist. 
The Herald has won two consecu-
tive Pacemakers and seven overall 
since 1981. 
Editors for the fall 1999 and 
spring 2000 semesters were John 
Stamper, Jerry Brewer. and Shannon 
· o:f O 5 ml 
Back. 
The Herald, which competes 
against other non-daily student 
newspapers. is one of 12 finalists for 
the honor. 
Pacemaker winners will be 
announced :--Jov. 11 during the Asso-
ciated Collegiate Press-College 
Media Advisors national convention 
in Washington, D.C. 
.. 
Ad cilriQers students 
~J. Ed"t , · ' h., ed not to rtm the ad- the first in a I basedWebsitecompanywentthrough 
,111!1 I Ql',IS 1Jn 8.ppy series of three - but not because the the normal channels in trying to place 
, w'1th what he saw as ad's content offended him. the insert in the Herald. 
, Instead, he didn't appreciate 'There was no funny business," she 
.,'backdoor approach Yahoo! taking what he saw as a back- said. ''We didn't circumvent the news-
t door approach to placing the insert paper." f, By MARGO RIVE8&J 21D) into newspapers. Company executives continue to 
\ The Daily News O 9 "Our contract said that vendors are evaluate the ad's feedback, which was-
[ mrlvers@bgdailyne,ys.eom/783-3256 supposed to send us a copy of their n't all negative, to.determine the future 
Yahoo! executives apologized advertisements," Lanter said. "Yahoo! of the ad campaign, Bishop said 
. Wednesd~y fo~ an ad Western Ken- just bypassed us and sent it directly to And Lanter admits reader opinion 
tucky Uruvers1ty students never got the Franklin Favorite, which prints our entered into the decision to pull the ad. 
to see. newspaper." ''I didn't have a major problem with 
The ad, which reads "Stoney, get Though it was meant to invoke stu- the ad, personally," he said. ''In fact, I 
. over here quick! She's about to take dents' interest in Yahoo!'s free mes- thought it was funny. Our biggest con-
r her top off!" caused a stir on college senger and mail services, the ad cern was how the readers and the 
campuses nationwide. instead evoked anger. Complaints advertisers would've interpreted it." 
But while most Western students forced Yahoo! executives to cancel the When company executives devel-
were unaware of the ruckus, the staff ad just a day after releasing it in insert · oped the ad campaign several weeks 
of Western's student newspaper, the and poster form in mid-September. ago, they wanted it to be an edgy 
College Heights Herald, weren't. But Cindy Bishop, Yahoo! senior attention-getter that stressed the 
Herald Editor Charlie Lanter decid- brand manager, said the California- importance of privacy, Bishop said . 
.. 
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~U newspaper l\~'~ 
agam among best t· ~ : 
For the third consecutiv~ 
year, the College Heights Her, 
aid at Western Kentucky UnP 
versity has been recognized .; 
one of the nation's best studenC 
newspapers. 4 
. The Herald received a Na~ 
tion~I Pacemaker award SaturJ 
day m Washmgton, D.C., fro 
the Associated Collegiate Pre~ 
and the _Newspaper Associatiorl 
of Amenca Foundation. I 
The award, considered to be 
the _colleg,~te equivalent of th~ 
Pul\tzer Pnze, was the eightq 
Natwnal Pacemaker won b)I 
t~e Herald and marks the firs( 
tune the Herald has won three 
consecutive Pacemakers, Th,j 
Herald.competes against otheP 
non•daily student newspapers' 
the largest category, Twelv~ 
non.daily papers were honored' 
' ' 
College Heights Herald tagged for award 
By the Daily News NOY 1 9 2llll reporter for the Lexington Herald· 
The College Heights Herald, West- Leader, was Herald editor in fall 1999. 
em Kentucky University's student Shannon Back of Mount Sterling 
newspaper, has received a national and Jerry Brewer of Paducah were 
Pacemaker award from Associated CO•editors in spring 2000. Back now 
Collegiate Press and Newspaper is a reporter for the Tampa (Fla.) Tri-
Association of America Foundation. bune and Brewer now is a sports 
The award, considered the colle- writer for the Philadelphia Inquirer. 
giate equivalent of the Pulitzer Prize, The Herald also finished fourth in 
was the Herald's eighth national the Best of Show competition for 
~ Pacemaker and its third straight. four-year, non-daily tabloid newspa-
John Stamper, now a business pers. 
= , ..... ..,,.. ..,... ..,,,, ,....1 ..... 1 
t The College Height; Herald, \\ 
Western Kentucky University's stu-
dent newspaper, received the Gener- \ 
al Excellence award in the Ken-
tucky Press Association's 2000 Fall 
Newspaper Contest. 
Herald staff members won 11 
first-place awards in the· associate 
division. 
The Herald also received a cer-
tificate of merit for spot news pack-
ag';_ J)~~,.l4t,{s JAN 2 5 :mi 
.. 
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College Heights Herald's special edition wins a\Vard 
By the Dally News 
The College Heights Herald's 
extra published Sept. 12 after the 
terrorist attacks was named the 
Best of Show winner for special-
ity nondaily tabloid student 
newspapers Sunday at the 
National Student Media 
Convention in New Orleans, 
In its category in the overall 
Best of Show competition for a 
singular regular publication, the 
Western Kentucky University 
student newspaper was second. · · 
, The Herald's Sept. 18 fssue · 
entered Jn .the contest includtjl 
pho\ographi from the aftenna(h, 
of the tragic events in New York geologist Chris Groves from 
City. Sides Cave, where he had beeli 
Herald staff members also . conducting research. 
returned with four individual Herald Editor Ryan Clark, a 
awards. senior from Louisville, was sec-
Caroline Lynch, the Herald's ond in the same competition's 
managing editor for news, was Div~ity category for a story 
named the Associated Collegiate that explored bow religiof!. and 
Press four-year College basketball brought the· men's 
Reporter of the Year. ·Lynch,· a basketball team together. · · · 
senior from Louisville, received · '· · Erica Walsh, a Louisville 
$1,000. . . junior and the Herald's features 
Lynch also placed second in editor, earned honorable men-
the. ACP/Los Angeles Tunes· tion in the featur\l categqry for a 
News Story of the .Year competi- story focused oli The Sl!lvation 
lion. Her story involved th<\ Army's efforts to provide'for the 
overnight rescue of Western homeless. • 
.. 
,. 
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Dail News, . / 
WK win at I 
KN Aawards 
LOUISVILL (AP) - The Daily News was named 
Newspaper of e Year in its circulation division for the fourth 
year in a row S turday at the annual Kentucky N_ews Photog-
raphers Associ tion Still and Television Photography compe-
tition. 
Joe Imel, c ef photographer with the Daily News, won a 
second place ward in the Sports Feature category and an 
honorable me tion in the Picture Package category. 
'Toe DailyrNews is proud of the work done by Joe Imel 
and his staff qf Clinton Lewis and Miranda Pederson," said 
Managing Editor Mike Alexieff. '"This is the fourth year in a 
row the Daily News has won the award, which is truly a trib-
ute to Joe and something the entire community can celebrate." 
Andreas Fuhrmann, a Western Kentucky University stu-
dent, was named Student Photographer of the Year, while 1 
Jeremy Lyverse was runner-up. 
Western student Jed Conklin received the Best in Show \ 
award. . 
Other win\:,ers from Western were: 
•General N;ews category: first place, Jonathan Miano; hon-
orable men\ion, James Kenney; 
•News ficture Story: first, Fuhrmann; second, Lyverse; 
third, Kel1j\ey. 
•Feature Picture: first, Conklin, 
•Fe~e Picture Story: first, Kenney. 
•Picto · al: third, Kenney; Honorable mention, Lyverse. 
•Po it/Personality: third, Conklin; Honorable mention, 
Kenney: 
•Sports Portfolio: runner-up, John Lok. 
•Sports Action: honorable mention, Lok (for two photos). 
•Spot News: first, Lyverse. 
•Sports Picture Story: second, James Branaman. 
Charles Bertram of the Herald-Leader won Still Photogra-
pher of the Year, and WAVE's Scott Utterback nabbed Televi-
sion Photographer of the Year. The contest was Friday at the 
Marriott East in Louisville. 
,.. ... 
. - . 
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Daily News, College 
Heights Herald win 
General Excellence 
. ,.J LEXING1DN - The Daily 
~ News tied for second place for 
N General Excellence in its circula-
• lion class and Western Kentucky ;j University's College Heights Her-f aid was first place in the Kentucky 
I ,,if Press Association's Fall Newspa-
\'- per Contest during an awards ban-
' ~ quet here Friday. 
!'I The Ashland Daily Indepen-1 dent won first place for General 
l':s') Excellence in the Daily Class 2 
~ category, which includes newspa-
..1- pers with circulations from 
· tj 10,001 to 25,000. 
.£:::\ 'Toe awards Daily News staff 
reporters and photographers won 
demonstrate our commitment to 
giving our readers the best news-
paper possible," said Mike Alexi-
eff, managing editor. 
Other awards won by the paper 
were: 
•First Place: Spot News Story, 
Graphic/Photo Illustration, News 
Pjcture Essay, Feature Picture, 
Sports Feature; Second Place: 
News Picture Essay, Sports Pic-
ture; Third Place: Investigative 
'Story or Series, Spot News Pack-
age, Headline, Spot News Picture, 
Feature Picture, Feature Picture 
. Essay, Sports Picture Essay; Hon-
. arable Mention: Business/ 
Agribusiness Story, News Picture 
.. 
Essay. 
Western' s College Heights 
Herald is an associate KPA mem-
ber. Other awards it won were: 
•First Place: Editorial, Feature . 
Story, Sports Column, Sports Fea-
ture, Enterprise/ Analytical Story, 
Spot News Package, News Pic-
ture Essay, Feature Picture Essay, 
Sports Picture Essay; Second 
Place: Column, Sports Column, 
Sports Story, Inyestigative Story 
or' Series, Business/Agribusiness 
Story, Headline, Graphic/Photo 
Illustration, Spot News Picture, 
News Picture Essay, Feature Pic-
ture Essay, Sports Picture, Sports 
Picture Essay; Third Place: Edito-
rial, Enterprise/ Analytical Story, 
General News Picture, Spot News 
Picture, Feature Picture Essay; 
Honorable Mention: Spot News 
Story, Feature Story, News Pic-
ture Essay, Feature Picture. 
·Toe Daily Tunes in Glasgow 
also collected awards, including: 
•Second Place: Feature Story, 
Sports Column; Third Place: Gen-
eral News Story; Honorable Men-
tion: Graphic/Photo Illustration, 
Sports Picture. 
The News Democrat & Leader 
in Russellville won an Honorable 
Mention in the Editorial and· 
Sports Feature categories. 
I 
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Herald wins General 
Excellence award 
By the Dally News 
The College Heights Her-
ald, the twice-weekly student 
newspaper at Western Ken-
tucky University, won the 
General Excellence award in 
the 2002 Kentucky Press 
Association Better Newspaper 
Contest. The paper had been 
runner-up in the Associates 
Division in 2000 and 2001. 
Winners were announced 
June 21 at the summer KPA 
convention in Gatlinburg, 
Tenn. 
The Herald received first 
place in typography, front 
page, sports page/section, 
local news pictures, local fea-
ture pictures and best use of 
photo illustrations. 
The paper placed second in 
local sports pictures and best 
use of graphics and third in 
typography, editorial page, 
best use of graphics, special 
section and display advertis-
ing. 
.. 
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Heriild a finalist in newspaper competition 
Western Kentucky University's student newspaper is a finalist for 
two national awards from the Society of Professional Journalists, 
The College Hci~ts Herald is one of three finalists for Best All-
Around Non-Daily Student Newspaper in the 2001 Mark of Excel-
lence competition, The others are The Breeze at James Madison 
University and The Round Up at New Mexico State University, 
The Herald's coverage of the Sept, 11 terrorist attacks is a final-
ist in the Spot News Reporting category. ., 
Photojournalism major Thomas Cordy, a senior from Huntsville, 
Ala., is a finalist in the Photo lliustration category. ':' 
Awards will be presented Sept. 12-14 at the 2002 SPJ National 
Convention in Fort Worth, Texas. The competition had more than 
2,700 entries in 45 categories. 
.. 
Herald wins 9th 
national pacemaker 
By the Daily N~~s O 3 ~ 
The College Heights Herald, 
Western Kentucky University's 
student newspaper, has won its 
ninth national Pacemaker award. 
The Pacemaker awards, co-
sponsored by the Associated 
Collegiate Press and the 
Newspaper Association of 
America Foundation, are consid-
ered to be the Pulitzer Prize of 
college journalism. Awards were 
presented Saturday during the 
National College Media 
Convention in Orlando, Fla. 
In the past two decades, the 
Herald has won eight other 
national Pacemakers - 198 I, 
1982, 1984, 1988, 1992, 1998, 
1999 and 2000. 
Editors for the fall 2001 and 
spring 20()2 semesters were Ryan 
Clark and Brian Moore, both 
Louisville seniors. The Herald 
competes against other non-daily 
student newspapers. 
! 
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... 'lbe Cellege Belpts Benld, 
Western Kentucky University's 
studeat ~ ls a finalist 
for - ea½~~ ~ward. 
In die pall two decades, the 
-Herald Jiu - eight nationad 
Pacematen - 1981, 1982,I 
1984, )988, 1992, 1998, 1999 
and 2000. 
Editors for the fall 2001 and 
spring 2002 semesters w~re 
Ryan Clark and Brian Moore, 
both Louisville seniors. The 
Herald competes against other 
non-daily student newspapers. 
The Pacemaker awards, co-
sp<lnsored by the Associated 
Collegiate Press and the 
Newspaper Association of 
America Foundation,. are con-
sidered the Pulitzer Prizes of 
college journalism. Awards will 
be presented during the 
National College Media 
Convention Oct. 31-Nov. 3 in 
Orlando, Fla. SEP 1 8 2112 
i),c.~ ,,r;v.:; 
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College Heights Herald names spring 2903 -~di tors ' 
I By the Daily News internships at the Virginian- tor/design editor; Brandy War- Chambers, a senior from 
co Louisville senior Erica Pilot in Norfolk, Va., and the ren, a Louisville junior, news Nashville. photo editor; Daniel 
Walsh has been named editor of Cape Cod Times in Hyannis, editor; Molly O'Connor, a Fort Pike, a Glasgow junior, opinion . 
f;i the College Heights Herald, Mass. Wright junior, features editor; page editor; Stephanie King, a 
:.!$ Western Kentucky University's John Tebault, a gll'duate stu- Kyle Hightower, a Paducah St. Louis senior, copy desk · 
$tudent newspaper. dent from Big Clifty, will be junior, sports editor; Mai chief; Elizabeth Griffm, a 
Walsh, a print journalism advertising manager. Hoang, a Louisville junior, gen- Louisville junior, advertising i 
major and folk studies minor, Other Herald staff members era! assignments editor; Adam sales director; and Matt Roun- ' 
will be editor for the spring include: Rex Hall Jr., a Eadens, a Bowling Green tree; an Elizabethtown senior, 
2003 semester. Walsh has had Louisville senior, managing edi- senior, online editor; Price creative services director. 
~ 
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Daily News and College 
Heights Herald win at KP A 
LOUISVILLE (AP) - The 
Daily News won a second place 
General Excellence award, as 
well as several other awards in 
its circulation class, during the 
Kentucky Press Association's 
Excellence in Kentucky News-
papers Contest at an awards 
banquet Friday. 
The College Heights Herald, 
Western Kentucky University's 
student newspaper, took first 
place in General Excellence and 
several other categories as an 
associate KPA member, 
The Gleaner in Henderson 
won first place in General 
Excellence in the Daily Class 2 
category, which includes news-
papers with circulations from 
10,001 to 25,000. 
Other awards given to the 
Daily News were: 
•First place, Feature Picture, 
Headline; second place: General 
Excellence, Sports Feature 
Story, Front Page, Lifestyle 
Page, Enterprise/Analytical 
Story, Business/Agribusiness 
Story, General News Picture, 
Photo lliustration, Spot News 
Coverage; third place: Feature 
Picture, Spot News Picture, 
General News Picture, Busi-
ness/Agribusiness Page; honor-
able mention: Photo lliustration, 
Headline, General News Pic-
ture, Feature Picture, Picture 
Essay (Spo~ General or Fea-
ture), Sports Column. 
The College Heights Herald 
also won: 
•First place, Spot News Cov-
erage, Editorial, Editorial Page, 
General News Picture, Feature 
Picture, Sports Picture Essay, 
Sports Picture, Picture Essay 
(Spot, General or Feature), Spot 
News Picture; second place: 
Best Sports Story, General 
News Picture, Picture Essay 
(Spot, General or Feature), 
Lifestyle Page, Sports Picture, 
Sports Column, Sports Feature 
Story, Spot News Coverage, 
Sports Page, Front Page, Gener-
WKU Herald named 
Gold Crown winner 
The College Heights Herald, 
Western Kentucky University's 
student newspaper, has again 
swept the two major national com-
petitions for college newspapers. 
al News Story, On-
Going/Extended Coverage 
Story, Enterprise or Analytical 
Story, Spot News Picture, Photo 
lllustration, Sports Picture 
Essay; third place: Editorial, 
General News Picture, Feature 
Picture, Sports Picture Essay, 
Spot News Coverage, Busi-
ness/Agribusiness Story, Photo 
lllustration, Sports Picture, 
Sports Column, Headline. 
The Daily Tunes in Glasgow 
also collected awards in its 
class, which includes newspa-
pers with circulations up to 
10,000, including: 
•First Place: Sports Column, 
Sports Story; Second Place: 
Sports Feature Story; Honorable 
Mention: Front Page. 
The News Democrat & 
Leader in Russellville, compet-
ing in the multi-weekly catego-
ry, won: 
•Third Place: Best Spot News 
Coverage; Honorable Mention: 
Editorial, Editorial. 
The Herald was one of six ~ 
Gold Crown winners announced ~ , 
by the Columbia Scholastic Press£" 
Association on Saturday in New :> 
York City. ~ 
Last fall, the Herald received t 
its ninth national Pacemaker V\ 
Award from Associated Colle- a!> 
giate Press. The awards are con- s; 
sidered the Pulitzer Prizes for col- ..., 
lege newspapers. 0> 
Several Herald staff members 
or graduates also were recog-1 
nized as Gold Circle winners. 
The Gold Circle newspaper com-
petition encompasses 30 individ-
ual categories. Former Herald 
writer Taylor Loyal, education 
reporter al the Daily News, 
placed second in general features 
'.'°d receivOj;I a ~ertiJ:;¢llte of Illefit 
. iµ n~w,s {~~,,.;:,.~,:,; "-, 
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Herald names next 
semester's editors 
Western Kentucky Universi-
ty's student newspaper and year-
book have selected new editors. 
Brandy Warren, a junior 
print journalism major from 
Louisville, will be editor of the 
College Heights Herald for the 
2003 fall semester. 
J, Mkhael Moore, a junior 
print journalism and history 
major from Franklin, Tenn., will 
be editor of the Talisman for 
2003-04. 
Local Herald staff members 
include: Daniel Pike, a Glasgow 
senior, features editor; Jim 
Winn, a Bowling Green junior, 
photo editor; \Uld Adam Eadens, 
a Bowling Green senior, copy 
desk chief. 
· Herald, Revolution 
national SP J finalists 
,. 
Western Kentucky University's 
student newspaper and radio sta-
tion are among the national final -
ists in the Society of Professional 
.Journalist's 2002 Mark of Excel-
lence Competition. 
The College Heights Herald is 
one of three finalists for Best All-
i:) ~'1 "'~ f 
.,ui 25 am· 
Around Non-Daily Student 
Newspaper (published two, to 
four times a week). Other finalists 
are from Towson University and 
the University of Idaho. 
Revolution 91.7, WWHR-FM, 
is one of two finalists in Radio 
Daily Newscast. The other finalist 
is from the University of Florida . 
In the photo illustration cate-
gory, H. Rick Mach, a May 
graduate from Sterling, Va., is a 
finalist for his entry "Career 
search." 
, The winners will be announced 
i Sept. 13 at the 2003 SPJ National 
, Convention in Tampa, Fla. 
j This year's SPJ competition 
drew nearly 2,700 entries in 45 
categories. National finalists were 
selected from regional winners. 
I 
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The · Keiifucky, News' 
Photographers Association· 
announced the winners of its 
2003 Pictures of the Year contest 
on Saturday at its annual 
Educational Seminar and Contest 
at the Marriott East in Louisville. 
Western .. Kentucky 
University's Shannon Guthrie . 
won college photographer of the 
year and Nina Greipel, also of 
WKU, was runner-up. 
The Lexington Herald-Leader 
was the Division I Newspaper of 
the Year, while the Daily News 
was awarded Division II 
Newspaper of the Year. 
Bill Luster of the Louisville 
Courier-Journal took the newspa-
per photographer of the year 
award, as well the sports photog-
. rapher of the year award. Charles 
Bertram of the Lexington Herald-
Leader was the newspaper pho-
tographer of the year runner-up. 
Jamie Rhodes of the Courier-
Journal was sports photographer 
runner-up. 
Clay Jackson of the Danville 
Advocate-Messenger won Best 
of Show, and Bertram took the / 
judges award. I In the television station of the 
year competition, WAVE-TV was 
the winner in Division I and 
WTVQ was the Division II 
Winner. 
Scott Eckhart, of WLKY-TV in 
Louisville, won the Gaylert 
Burrow Memorial Best of Show 
award. 
More than 100 newspaper and 
television photojournalists from 
across the state took part in the 
annual seminar and contest, fea-
turing speakers Joe Elbert of the 
Washington Post, Gabe Tait of the 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch and 
Denny Simmons of the 
Evansville (;ourier & Press, as 
well as Al Tompkins of the 
Poynter Institute, David Sussman 
of WGNO-TV in New Orleans 
and Ali Ghanbari of WJW-TV in 
Cleveland. 
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Western newspaper, television newscast earn honors 
By the Daily News 
Western Kentucky University's 
student newspaper and student 
television newscast received top 
honors in the Society of Profes-
sional Journalists Mark of Excel-
lence regional competition. . 
The College Heights Herald 
took ~t place in best all-around 
,. 
non-daily newspapers published 
·two to three times a week. The 
WKU NewsChannel 12 team 
won first in the television non· 
daily newscast telecast one to 
three times a week. The winners 
were announced Saturday at the 
Region 5 (Kentucky, Indiana and 
Illinois) convention at Western . 
.. 
Western had four first-place 
winners who will advance to the 
SPJ national competition. Those 
winners will be announced at the 
national SPJ convention Sept. 9-
11 in New York City. 
I 
Herald site makes 
national award finals 
. · Toe online version of Western 
Kentucky University's student . 
n~wspaper is a finalist for a 
national Pacemaker award. · 
Toe College .Heights Herald's 
t C-.1 online version (www.wkuher-
. .,-4 aid.com) is one of 25 finalists in 
the 2004 Associated Collegiate 
>:: Press Online Pacemaker contest. 
<( Lee Fisher, a Mayfield sopho-
::E more, was this year's online edi-
tor: Pacemaker winners will be 
annqunced during the National 
.., College Media Convention. on 
J""'I Nov .. 4-7 in Nashville. · 
. • ~ ~ The 2003 Talisman, WKU's 
i O ( yearbook, also is a finalist for a national Pacemaker . 
.. 
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' ing Feb. 25-26. i · :special section design. . 
; Michael Reuter, a May gradu- Former Herald ei:litor aud S 
•· ate from Gardendale, Ala.twl!S I Louisville graduate Br,ndy 
; named staffer of the year aqhe , Warren and Matt Rountree, a 
~,conference, based on his accumu- I graduate student from Elizabeth-
( lation of points and awards. town, placed third in the same cat-
~' Reuter placed third in editorial egory. 
WKU newspaper staff 
. honored at conference 
Thirty-three staff members of 
the College Heights Herald, West-
ern Kenrucky University's srudent 
newspaper, won awards in writ-
ing, design, photography and 
advertising at the Kenrucky Inter-
collegiate Press ~ssociation meet-
· cartooning, second in house ad t, Bowling, Green seniors Ed 
': design, first in advertising art and Linsm.ler and Karl Newby 
·. advertising copy. He also placed placed first and second in news 
first in advertising campaign with photography .. Herald photogra-
fellow Herald staffer Katie Hot- g· .. .•Jlrian :'Wagner, ·a senior 
lenkamp. t, . m Knoxville, Tenn., Bowling 
Louisville junior Shawnfi»,. · ··· n senior Wiqan Ang and 
Hopkins won first place in news· , 'owling Green senior Amber 
writing, while Hopkinsville SigDll!ll placed first, second and 
·sophomore Tavia Green placed third m·feature photography. . 
third in the, personality profile Bowling Green senior Jim 
competition. Louisville senior · Winn and David Degner, a 
Jo~e Baker, a fo~er fea~res junior from Augusta, Ga., placed 
editor and current oplillon editor,, second and third in sports photog-
at the Herald, received an honor- ' raphy. Fielder Williams Strilln, a 
able mentiim in the same catego- December graduate from Tulla-
ry. homa, Tenn., and Elizabeth 
Bowling Green senior Natasha Dodd, a senior from Smyrna, 
Allen received first-place honors I Tenn., placed second and third in 
m the. featur~ sto;Y catego:Y. i the photo essay competition. 
Lomsville se~or Lmdsey Sam• The advertising staff from the 
tar placed third m the_ ~eneral : fall placed second in advertising 
mterest c,ol_umn c_ompetit1<;n, In i design. The spring staff received 
sports, Lomsville iuruor Michael ' an honorable mention in the same 
Casagrande placed firSt m game category. Owensboro junior 
coverage. Bowling Green seruor Rachel Griff'm and Louisville 
Wes Watt placed first m sports . 
feature while Vanceburg sopho- semor Marcellus. Neal pl~ced 
more Jason Stamm received an I second and third m advertlsmg 
honorable mention. Louisville !campaigns. 
senior Keith Farner placed third I 
in sports column writing. 
The Herald staff from spring 
2004 received first-place honors I 
in overall layout and design. Lau- , 
ren Clifton, a May graduate from 1 
Simpsonville, placed third in fea-
ture page layout, while Louisville 
senior Danny Schoenbaechler 
and Columbia senior Justin 
Fowler placed first and third, 
respectively, in the sports page 
design competition. Schoen-
baechler and Nashville junior. \ 
Stephanie Toone placed first in 
. ~~ . _,. 
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WKU newspaper's '2--
advertising honored 
Staff members of Western Ken-
tucky U Diversity's student news-
paper received several awards in 
the Kentucky Press Association's 
2005 advertising competition. 
The College Heights Herald 
received first-place awards in five 
categories and finished third over- , 
all in the general excellence com-
petition for KPA associate mem-
bers. Among the individual award 
winners was Daniel Byrd of 
Glasgow, who won third place for 
general miscellaneous ads. 
.. 
/ 
WKU publications are Pacemaker finalists 
Western Kentucky University's student newspaper and year-· 
book are finalists for national Pacemaker awards. The College 
Heights Herald, a 10-time Pacemaker winner, is a finalist in the 
four-year non-daily newspaper category. The Talisman, an eight-
time Pacemaker winner, is a finalist in the 2004, yearbook com-
petition, 
Herald editors for the fall 2004 and spring 2005 semesters were 
Danny Schoenbaechler and Shawntaye Hopkins, both of 
Louisville, Schoenbaechler is a copy editor at the Anniston (Ala,) 
Star, while Hopkins is serving as Herald editor again for the fall 
2005 semester. Robert Adams is Herald adviser. J. Michael 
Moore, a May 2005 graduate from Franklin, Tenn., was editor of 
the 2004 Talisman, He is publications coordinator for the NFL's 
Denver Broncos, Talisman advisers are Adams and Jackie Bretz. 
National Pacemakers will be presented during the ACP/CMA 
National College Media Convention Oct 26-30 in Kansas City . 
.. 
I 
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WKU student publications 
win more Pacemaker awards 
By the Daily News . 
Western Kentucky University's student newspaper and 
yearbook have continued their tradition of winning 
national Pacemaker awards. 
The College Heights Herald and the Talisman won the 
awards Saturday at the ACP/CMA National College 
Media Convention in Kansas City. The Pacemaker awards 
are co-sponsored by the Associated Collegiate Press and 
the Newspaper Association of America Foundation. 
WKU was the only university to take home national 
Pacemakers in both newspaper and yearbook competi-
tion. 
The Herald has won the national Pacemaker 11 times. 
The Talisman has nine national Pacemakers for year-
books, including two consecutive awards since resuming 
publication in 2003. 
Herald editors for the fall 2004 and spring 2005 semes-
ters were Danny Schoenbaechler and Shawntaye Hopkins, 
both of Louisville. Schoenbaechler is a copy editor at the 
Anniston (Ala.) Star, while Hopkins is again Herald editor 
for the fall 2005 semester. Bob Adams is Herald adviser. 
J. Michael Moore, a May 2005 graduate from Franklin, 
Tenn., was editor of the 2004 Talisman. He is publications 
coordinator for the NFL's Denver Broncos. Talisman 
advisers are Adams and Jackie Bretz. 
The Herald also won Best of Show for non-daily broad-
sheet newspapers and its new student orientation issue, 
View of the Hill, placed first in special sections. 
The 2005 Talisman placed fourth in the Best of Show 
competition for yearbooks under 300 pages. Katie Clark, 
a Bowling Green senior, was editor of the 2005 Talisman. 
.. 
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Toe spring 2006 staff of the 
College Heights Herald, Western 
Kentiicky University's :twice-
weekly student newspaper, was 
selected. 
Louisville senior Michael 
Casagrande will be the new Her-
ald editor. Casagrande, a news 
editorial journalism major, was 
sports editor of the award-win-
ning newspaper for the past two 
semesters. ' . •' 
Katie Hollenkamp, a senior 
advertising major from 
Louisville, will continue as 
advertising manager. 
Shawntaye Hopkins, the 
, spring and fall 2005 editor, will . 
•· be managing editor. She is a , 
senior news editorial journalism 
\imajor from Louisville. 
t ·· Other members of the editorial''. 
• board are Ashlee Clark,,' 
'• Lollisville junior news editorial'; 
journalism major, news editor; : 
Lisa Ross, a senior news editori-. :. 
al journalism and advertising; , 
'< major from Highland, Ind., fea- ' 
: tures editor; Wes Watt, Bowling 
· Green senior news editorial jour-
nalism major, opinion editor; 
Wes Nolen, a junior news editor-
'. ial journalism m'ajor from Erin, 
Tenn., editorial cartoonist; Beth 
' Wilberding, se'\l\Jr news editori-. 
al journalism major from 
Louisville, sports editor; Jesse 
Osbourne, senior photojournal-
ism major from Lebanon, photo 
editor; Kat Wilson, a junior news 
editorial journalism major from 
Midland, Mich., copy 
desk/design chief; and Hunter 
',Wilson, senior photojournalism' 
major from Roanoke, Va., direc-
tor of online visuals. 
Malcolm Byrd II, a junior 
advertising major from Eliza-
;bethtowu, is online editor. Tavia 
· Green, a junior news editorial 
, journalism major from Hop-
kinsville, is assistant features 
editor. 
Marcellus Neel, a senior 
advertising major from 
· Louisville, continues as advertis-
ing creative services manager. 
, Jamie Sullivan, a junior advertis-
' ing major from Scarborough, 
Maine, is advertising sales and 
promotions director. 
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Daily News 
wins awards 
at contests 
Western Kentucky's 
College Heights Herald 
also honored at KPA 
By the Dally News 
The Daily News won second 
place in the Kentucky Press Ass9-
ciation's annual contest for gener-
al excellence, losing out to the 
Danville Advocate Messenger. 
The awards were banded out 
Friday at the KPA's annual conven-
tion, held this year in Lexington. 
In the Daily News' category, 
circulation from 10,001 to 
25,000, the paper won· the follow-
ing awards: · 
. Frrst Place: Best On-
Going/Extended Coverage Story, 
Jim Gaines; Best Spot News Pie, 
ture, Joe Imel; Best General News 
Picture, C1inton Lewis; Best Fea-
ture Picture, Trevor Frey; Best Pic-
ture &say, Miranda Pederson; Best 
Business/ Agribusiness Page, Scony 
Hyde; Best Lifestyle Page, Miranda 
Pederson and Clinton Lewis; 
Second Place: Best Spot News 
Picture, Trevor Frey; Best General 
News Picture, Joe Imel: Best 
Sports Picture, Miranda Pederson; 
Third Place: Best Sports Story, 
Norm Haney; Best On-
Going/Extended Coverage Story, 
Hayti Morrison; Best General 
News Picture, Miranda Pederson; 
Best Picture Essay, Clinton 
Lewis; Best Sports Picture Essay, 
Trevor Frey; Best Front Page, 
Andy Dennis. 
In the college and university 
newspapers category, · Western 
Kentucky University's College 
Heights Herald won second place 
in general excellence. 
It won awards in the following 
categories: ~ 
First Place: Best General News 
Story, Best Feature Story, Best 
On-Going/Extended Coverage 
Story, Best Spot News Picture, 
. Best Picture Essay (Spot, Gener-
al or Feature), Best Sports f>ic-
ture, Best Sports Picture Essay, · 
Special Sectiims; 
Second Place: Best Feature 
Story, . Best Sports Story, Best 
Sports Feature Story, Best Busi-
ness/ Agribusiness Story, Best 
Spot News Picture, Best General 
News Picture, Best Feature Pic-
ture, Best Sports Picture Essay, 
Best Graphic, Best Sports 
Page/Section; 
Third Place: Best Sports Fea-
ture Story, Best Enterprise or , 
Analytical Story, Best Busi-
ness/ Agribusiness Story, Best 
Headline, Special Sections, Best 
Lifestyle Page, Best Front Page; 
Honorable Mention: Best Fea-
ture Picture, Best Editorial Page. 
Also, the Daily News won 
Newspaper of the Year in the 
under-25,000 circulation catego-
ry Saturday at the Kentucky 
News Photographers Associa-
tion's Photographer of the Year 
contest in Louisville. 
Daily News photographers 
also won the following awards: 
Second Place: Best Spot 
News, Joe Imel; Best Portrait 
Personality, Trevor Frey; Best 
Team Coverage, Joe Imel and 
Clinton Lewis; 
Third Place: Best Sports Fea-
ture, Clinton Lewis; Best Sports 
Picture Story, Clinton Lewis; 
Honorable Meiltion: Best 
News Picture Story, Miranda 
Pederson; Best General News, 
Trevor Frey; Best Spot lllews, 
Clinton Lewis. 
The nine awards won by the 
Daily News were the most earn 
by the newspaper in the more th 
20-year history of the contest. 
I 
i 
and a copy editor at the Daily 
News, placed third in general fea-
. : tures. Brett Flashnick, a May 
·. graduate from Columbia, S.C., 
: : was second in spot news photog-
. raphy and Josh Annslrong, a 
senior from Monument, Colo., 
.' was third. Jim Winn, a December 
.'.. graduate from Bowling Green, 
: placed first in sports photography. , 
. The Herald staff received a cer-
:, tificate of merit foroverall design. 
. In the yearbook competition, 
. Crestwood senior Rachel Droste 
, placed first in feature writing in 
; student life and J. Michael 
' Moore, a May graduate from 
Franklin, Tenn,, received a certifi-
.. : cate of merit in personality pro-
-.f;i;", Al_.;/, f'\,w, 2-1 · mes, The 2005 and 2006 Tulis-
. Westerns Herald :l ~I, man editor, Katie Clark, a Bowl-
. "a ing Green senior, placed second gets CrOWlllllg awar in people spread design and first 
Western Kentucky University in organization or Greeks spread 
College Heights Herald won two (extended) design. She and 
Silver Crown Awards in New Dinara Sagatova, a December 
York City last week for the fall graduate who is a page designerat 
2004 and spring 2005 semesters. the Evansville Courier & Press, 
The Herald also received five received a certificate of merit• in , 
Gold Circle awards, while the color spread design, , 
Talisman, WKU's yearbook, won Other award winners were i 
nine Gold Circle Awards. David Degner, a senior from · 
The Columbia Scholastic Press Augusta, Ga., third, sports action ,. 
Association presented the awards photo; Yoko Furukawa, a May · 
at the annual spring National Col- graduate from Bowling Green, 
lege Media convention.- third, academic. photo; Ryan 
Danny Schoenbaechler, a Long, a senior from Cashmere, 
senior news editorial journalism Wash,, certificate of merit, acade-
major from Louisville, was editor mic photo; and Big Clifty senior 
for the 2004 fall semester. Shawn- Carla DePoyster, certificate of 
taye Hopkins, a senior news edi- merit, feature photo, 
torial journalism major from 
Louisville, was editor, fot the 
spring 2005 semester. 
The Herald and The Michigan . 
Daily were the only papers to · 
receive two Silver Crowns. Five 
daily papers and one weekly 
received two Gold Crowns. 
In the Gold Circle newspaper· 
competition; Natasha Allen, a 
May graduate from Perry Park 
. ' 
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Talisman, Herald 
named Pacemakers 
For the third consecutive year 
since resuming publication in 
2003, Western Kentucky Univer-
sity's yearbook has won a nation-
al Pacemaker award. 
The 2005 Talisman was one of 
five yearbooks honored by the 
Associated Collegiate Press dur-
ing the weekend's award cere-
monies at the National College 
Media Convention in St. Louis, 
The Talisman, which resumed · 
publication in 2003 after a six-
year absence, now has won 10 
national Pacemakers ... :.s i ·· 
Kalie Oark of Bowling Green 
was editor of the 2005 Talisman: · 
Bob Adams and Jackie Bretz are 
: the yearbook advisers. ·,: · :i-,,:'·,i'r 
Three WKU students· were· 
honored in the 2006 ACP Photo 
Excellence competition. '!sara 
Holcombe, a senior from Van-
cleave, Miss., received honorable 
mention in the feature picture cat-
egory. Greg Barnette, a Bowling 
Green senior, and Nick Adams, a . 
. ' freshman ,f,mii, J(p~juls1,$<?!id~1 (' 
Texas, received honorable· men- .;' 
lions in the sports picture 'catego-
ry. . 
The College Heights Herald, 
WKU's student newspaper, was a 
Pacemaker finalist. 
During the Oct. 25~29 conven--
tion, Student Publications'llirector 
BobAdamswasinductedintothe ·· 
College Media Adviser Hall of 
. Fame. Adams received the 
· group's highest honor for his ded-
ication to student journalism and 
college media ·advisers. Adams, 
Herald editor in 1964, has been an 
adviser to the paper since 1968 
and has been director of Student 
Publications since 1990_. 
i 
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DailyNews, . 
WKUHerald i 
earn honors i 
.'/' By the Daily News , 
LOUISVILLE - The Daily ;· · 
News and Western Kentucky Uni- : 
versity's College Heights Herald f 
picked up a number of awards in , 
the 2006 Kentucky Newspapers .' 
Contest. The results were i 
announced Friday night during . 
the Kentucky Press Association's' 
annual awards banquet. ! 
The Daily News earned second' 
place for general excellence in its : 
cate~ory, Daily Class 2. i 
Frrst-place awards to the Daily , 
N~ws went to: Managing editor i 
Mike Alexieff for editorial writing , 
(he also received a third-place ' 
award); Norm Haney · for best 1 
sports feature story; and Clinton · 
Lewis for best lifestyle page. ·: 
The Daily News photo staff : 
also swept the best sports picture I 
category, with Jim Wtnn earning : 
first, Trevor Frey second and ; 
Joshua McCoy third. 1 
"I'm really proud of our staff ; 
for producing a newspaper that is [ 
judged one of the best in its cate- j 
gory in the state," Alexieff said. , 
Other awards to the Daily 
News included: Second place to 
Joshua McCoy and third to Trevor 
Frey for best spot news photo; 
second to Joe Imel for general 
news photo; second to Trevor 
Frey for best photo essay; second 
to Clinton Lewis and third to ' 
Joshua McCoy · for best ;ports 
photo essay; second for ~ th best , 
business page and best lifestyle ; 
page to Natasha Allen;_ second for ( 
best front page to ass1s!'31't man- i 
aging editor Andy Denms; ~ well , 
as second for best- Web_ site and \ 
third for best special secllon to the , 
Daily News staff. l 
The College Heights Herald !• 
earned second place for general , 
excellence in the college newspa- \ 
. per category. First-place awards to i, 
the Herald included: B~st sports f 
story to Beth Wdberding; best i 
headline ("Toilets fixed, many \ 
relieved") to Ashley Clark; bes~ 
spot news picture to Nick A~. \ 
. best sports picture essay to JusllD i 
Fowler; best sports page to ., 
Michael Casagrande; and best \ 
lifestyle page to Danny Schoen- \ 
baechler. . , 
The Henderson Gleaner won , 
first place for general ~xce~ence : 
in Daily Class 2; Umvers1ty of, 
Kentucky's Kentucky Kernel won. 
first place for general _excellen~ 
in the college category. / 
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· Heights Herald cie~s · 
up at KIPA contest j 
The College Heights Herald, 
' Western Kentucky University's 
: student newspaper, won 11 finit-
place awards and accumulated the 
· most points overall in the annual 
.i Kentucky Intercollegiate Press. · 
·: Association newspaper contest. 'X 
• Louisville junior Amber Coul• 
. ter won the deadline-writin ' 
. ! competition with her story on din, 
• ner speaker Jim Waters, director· 
.' of policy and communications for · 
'· the Bluegrass lnstitl/te for Public' · 
: Policy Solutions. Louisville. · 
.\ senior Will Ploch placed second 
· in the deadline-editing competi-
:1,._• 
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tioie awards ':;i;~e presen;~~: · - c·- 0 - --~- .. ---·, • • -. 
Feb. 24 at the annual.convention · M ,£/, ('f, '2-oo 7 I 
in Louisville. The Kentucky Ker-. · , 
:.i;oa~!e1¥t~;\r:~t':~ ......... J .. ?.'.:'.'.:.7. .. ~:::..:. ................... . 
Mandy Mullins, a senior from ,first in advertising art and adver- ,{ 
Charlestown, Ind., was the k>p tising COl(Y and second in adver- /i 
· winner for the Herald. She placed ! usmg design and house ads. , 
--· - .. , .-- ·····, --·- ·-·•·--.,•;:•- ·-·""".--:-L-_~---~---•,-_. .... -,.r.,,~--:•\•~ .... ;--,-.. , .... , ... ·-· ~-
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College Heights Herald 
sweeps competition 
It was a clean sweep for the 
College Heights Herald in its 
first-ever participation in the 
Metro Louisville Society of Pro-
fessional Journalists competition. 
The Herald, Western Kentucky 
University's student newspaper, 
won all six collegiate categories 
in the 27th annual contest spon-
sored by the Louisville SPJ chap-
ter. 
Winners were Bowling Green 
junior Corey Paul, best news 
story; Nashville senior Leah ~ 
Caudle, best feature story; May I) 
2006 graduate Jake Mitchell, 0 
best sports story; May 2007 grad- ...J 
uate Ashlee Clark, best editorial; 
Dayton, Ohio, senior Kari ~ 
Collins, best news photography; /! 
Bowling Green senior Jeff Giral-_f' 
do, best feature photography; and 
Birmingham, Ala., senior Greg :j,,, 
Barnette, best sports photogra- f' 
phy. ~ 
The features category was a \i 
sweep, with Hopkinsville senior 
Tavia Green placing second and 
Paul finishing third. Ed Linsmi-
er, a December graduate,· was 
second in news photography and 
Sara Holcombe, a senior from 
Vancleave, Miss., was second in 
sports photography. In another 
sweep, Louisville junior Elsa 
Hanson was second in best fea-
ture photography while brother 
Christian Hanson, also a 
Louisville junior, was third. 
The awards were presented 
June 28. 
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